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INTRODUCTION

A bold new approech to the comuunications dimension of professional

practice will have to be taken if librarians are to become more than the

administrative and supervisory coordinators of the communications acti-

vity of other professional fields. The approach developed in the in-

stitute on the Librarian as Learning Consultant faced squarely the nec-

essity of librarians becoming responsible for guiding the behavioral

change of clients. Anything less would rapidly discourage independent

self learnere and work irrevocable harm on the image of the librarian

as a responsible profe

The supervisor and professional staff are daily involved in con-

texts where the role of the learning consultant Is demanded. Profes-

sionals must be able to understand and facilitate the learning of in-

dividuals through all phases of the behavioral cycle. The tragedy is

that by trsining and experience the supervisory librarian is often not

adept ab the dynamics of planned change through communicative leader-

ship. Thus responsibility for the inservice training and development

of professional staff remains unmet.

Trends have appeared in librarianship whose revolutionary impli-

cations upon its professional helping relationship have scarcely been

recognlzed -- those of outreach learning projects and of the action

(or crisis) information centers sometimes associated with them. Under

the impact of training institutes sponsored by the Office of Libraries

and Learning Resources of the U.S. Office of Education and other cur-

rent social imperatives upon the professional leadership, service to

the leforTation underprivileged and communications disadvantaged has

beeeme widespread. Perhaps characteristically, services in these pro-

gramn have been provided under professional direction b:( indigenous

parewofessionals recruited from the neighborhoods.

Apparently of necessity, librarians have provided these recruits

ith training in reference and readers advisory work to such an extent

that the work performed by them differs only in degree frail profes-

sional assistance. From one viewpoint such developments are to be

encouraged in the hope that truely professional competencies will be

defined with increased sophistication. Unfortunately, the professional

Lnservice Lags behind the newer developments of enriching the librarian's

helping reLetionship with the findings o.Qbehavieral science.

6



Social Imperati

LIBRARIAN LEARNflG CONSUL ANT

Thi.i is all the more unfortunate because more people today with a

secondary education are abie to do their own library researdh at least

to the point of writing a short paper on a topic or delivering an infor-

mative speech. The School Library Development Project, the Khapp
Projects, and other developments may not have entirely transformed school

library service. But other trends indicate that citizers in various
life pursuits have discovered that post secondary education cannot de-

liver the mdracles which they have been led to expeCt fram it. People

everywhere are looking for alternative approaches to the formal pro-

grams of extended secondary education. They seek learning patterns

largely of their own devising which are more closely related to, if not

integrated with reallife experiences.

This crisis of confidence in academic in.Dtitutions has placed a new

Imperative on librarians. Citizens have been encouraged by the so

called "free" and the "open" universities to look:beyond the confines

of a particular institutional curriculum. They want secondary and --

secondary degree credit earned by themselves through indevendert study
employing a wide range of resources not limited to any one or any parti-

cular set of academic institutions. It seems that citizens want the

state to take back the power to award degrees previously delegated to

the colleges. The Empire State University which has not faculty, or
curriculum or learning materials appears to be the only precedent.

In this school upheaval, citizens have increasingly turned to the

library and its related I&F networkz as the major source of learning

materials Lmnediately availabie in the community. Independert students,

at least theoretically, are not beholden to a faculty or a curriculum;

they plan and undertake their own projects. In practice, they may

sometimes make use of the "non-judgemental" assistance of the librarian.

Librarians are not in.conflict with this approach; but they do have a

real problem when the patron wants academic credit for self-planned

study projects.

In this sense, the credit-degree expectations of citizens for in-

dependent study is unique in uontemporary librarianship. Such an

approach requires a commitment by librarians to the planning ard evalu-

ating of study courses for academic credit and/Or the ability to admin-

ister terminal or waiver examinations. The College Entrance Examina-

tion Board through its Office of Library Independent Study and Guidance

Projects continues to help librarians commit their resources and to

develop the necessary competencies, But while CEEB can administer to

accept their results, it will have difficulty meeting any expectations

as a universal degree granting agency.

Librarians are finaing that they have to work out some reciprocal

arrangernents with one or more of the local degree granting institutions.

In effect, libraries may be expected to became branch campuses of the

local college but without a faculty or courses tn the traditional sense.

7



NTRODUCTION

UnfbrtunaLely, at this point in time, it ie., too early to identify what

patterns will eventually eerge. In the mantime, librarians are in a

dilemma as to wtether they should hire the services of a faculty mem-

ber or become one themselves.

EL...se2LeLlone:

In any event, people are turning to librarians in the expectation

of receiving the sophisticated guidance and planning assistance re-

quired for effective continual self-education. Apparently, independent

learning projects are becoming mcre popular as was reflected in the

almost overwhelming response to u.le institute on a Librarian as Learn-

ing Consultant. The independent Study Project (1SP) of the Dallas

(Texas) Public Library, the Appalachian Adult Education Center (AAEC)

Morehead (Kentucky) State University and the Office of Library Indepen-

dent Study and Guidance Projects of the College Entrance Examination

Board have begun to establish patterns of service for librarians. How-

ever, despite such developments as these, there remains an outmoded

reliance on the so called "professional" methods of the traditional

librarian.

Because of theoe developments, the institute on the Librarian az

Learning Consultant was dedicated to the concept of a humanly helping

profession, and especially to an enriched role for the librarian as a

consultant in independent study. The institute on the Librarian as

a consultant in independent study. The Institute on the Librarian as

Learning Consultant was held October 20 -- Noverber 7, 1975 at the

Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences, University of

Pittsburgh. The institute was funded by the Office of Libraries and

Learning Resources under a grant fram the U.S. Office of Education,

Title II-B, Higher Education Act of 1965, P.L. 89-329 as amended.

The institute was desigled to overcome the limitations of librarian

sunftrvisors in explaining the behavioral nature of client self-learn-

ing projects and the competencies demanded of a professional response

to cllent needs gor guidance. The supervisor and professional staff

are daily involved in situations where client self-learning projects

require more sophisticated behavioral guidance than was formerly

thought necessary. Unfortunately, supervisors have in most instances

not been trained in the behavioral foundations of the professional help-

ing relationship.

Consequently there mre four central trusts or missions of the

institute: criticize and extend present library practice to include

research findings in behavioral psychology and learning guidance;

provide demonstrations of the professional relationships with various

client e:ystems; identify, define and practice innovative guidance and

instructional roles for professional librarians; and develop in the

iperylsory participants the ability to conduct and expand inservice

training programs for pfofessional personnl. These objectives

were transformed into specific behavior competencies:
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INTRODUCTION

social and education trends to identify potential
--a self-learning needs and characteristics.

Analyze patron needs to identify the cycle of competencies
required of the professional librarian.

Identify and apply methods for the cooperative design of
oelf-learning goals with the patron.

Outline a model for the design of a learning sequence based
on communication principles and professional objectives.

.:ply the self-designed instructional model, given patron
neede and characteristics, to identify and develop a paten-
tial plan for continuing learning.

_Lep a plan for staff inservice training based on learn-
psycholor,y and the application of comminication nethods.

15t( 'lima Perspectiv

The role of the librarian as a learning consultant is based square-
ly in the readers advisory traditional initiated more than forty years
ago by Jennie Flexner and her associates. The processes of selecting
books for specific readers have been explicated over the years. One
would assume that there are few libfarians inservice who have nut
modeled their professional role on the guidelines developed by Helen
Fleees and other professional leaders. It is something of a jolt to
find that in all too many instances practicing librarians cannot or will
not select resource materials and make specific recommendation for
their use by people in need.

A move has ta2:en hold in the profession today towards community
reference work threugh what are called Information and referral center,.
This service method may be considered az an effort towards resource
relevancy. There are many more people in any comnunity who want reaa
life resources than tnose few who have traditionally accepted knowledge
oriented print materials. The demands of the majority may eventually
force "objective" librarians off dead center and into the position
of becoming socially relevant helping professionals.

More than a quarter century ago, Margaret Hutchins carefully dis-
tinguished between human need and reference retrieval. But apparently
it is so much easier to retrieve data than it is to create the dyadic
conditiono within which meaningful information can be engendered in

the client. Again, there are many more people in the community with
human needs than the elite few who have traditionally been able to
limit their Lnquiry to such well-phrased substantitive questions as
will require a minimum of neeptiation on the librarlan part.



6 LIBRARIAN LEARNING CONSUITANr

Perhaps the demands of the c'ajority will force advice-giving librar-
ans off their pedistals and into a more human posture of creattvely

listening with a "third ear." If these cha,es do OCCLIV in the profes-
.cional competencies of any significant numbers of practicing librarians,
then information my eventually be considered a process rather thall a
product to be transfered by the reference librarian or dispensed by the
circulation librarian. Then perhaps librarians will turn an open ear to
the many people with real human needs, and suggest to the communications
elite that they already have the advantages and competencies to initiate
their own reference retrievals.

7ades

Librarians can Lmprove their rEthods of helping patrons by an imformed

awo both of how Ypeople learn and of some common problems which tend

to ft)gper the process. The move towards balancing subject-oriented print
:;uterials with real life resources will probably continue to be strengthened

and expanded. This trend will increasingly require librarians to develop
tho ability to extract the essence of subject materials for the under-
:Oucated pert-nun in a manner analogous to the storyteller employing fiction

materials.

Tlie role -C the librarian as a learning consultant emerges out of an

Initial con": witll the patron. An individual comes to the librarian be-

cause of some need or interest aroused in a real life ep' -xle of behavior.

Any day in the life of almost any individual is divided uj into time
z:egments which vary in length but which average out at about 20-25 min
Allen Tough points out that an episode may devolve around any one of an
almost infinite variety of incidents, such as conversations, oosermations,
.1o7,-,e repair, runninE., a meeting.

In this regard, it should be remembered that the contact between
client and librarian is itself an episoae In the life of the individual.
Tb be .-,atisfying to the client, the episode should go through a complete
cycle of behavior from awarenesh, through interpretation to satisfaction
and possibly rehpense. Unfortunately in the rush of events a great deal
of profensional service contact is more often than not truncated after a
very Ce?) minutes.

In those instances where the librarian traRes time to be humanly
helpful, the episode of encounter may encompass the helping interview,
the developmental interview and the retrieval interview. Certainly each
of theoe phases woilld be covered if the individual intends to rrove an
episodic need or interest into a series of episodes. A learning project

can be defined in operationally minimal terms as a series of episodes

consurrdnr, at least seven hours sproad over three days.

This kind of slirntinl behavior will require helping professicrals
'ino can work with a case load of clients, each requiring possibly 25-30
minutos in conference. It is intereoting to speculate about the acceptance



NTRODUCTION

of alCh a procedure in library circles. After all it haS only been
forty years since Alvin Johnson first recommended that librarians do
no more an 9-11 competent Lnteririews in any one day.

sode tions

Episodes are linked together in sequence in orde_ to achieve a
more underlying purpose or satisfy a more pervasive interest Such
linkages may not occur immediately but develop over a pericd of time.
The linking together of episodes into a pattern of related activities
requires both motivation and planning. The individual may not always
be deliberately aware of those components; but if he can be helped to

Jo Ly a pmfessional person, hi satisfaction and conpetencies may
significantly increased.

7

In undertaking a learning project, the person may expect to enjoy
reading, watching, practicing, ard the other episodic activities la-
volved. He may expect that these activities will Increase his self-
esteem, or will impress and please other people. The person may
actually experience some of the immediate benefits that were only

icipated earlier.

The cut-off point may in practice be difficult to e tablish but
there is a point beyond which the individual does not presently have
the motivation to go. His interest may be lost in the welter of other
episodes which ddran imediate attention. He ray retura aad pick up
the interest again, or he may be motivated to do so in some encounter
with a friend, an acquaintance or perhaps a sensitive and perceptive
helping professional.

It oudlt to be clear enough from actual library practice that
there is little if any relation between the psychic probing of a psy-
chiatrist and the problem solving process. The alternative of prob-
ing for the referent context behind the verbiage unfortunately hblds
a connotation in the minds of mast people as beinganti-intellectual.
In this day, a quIck answer and ready wit are more often taken as
the characteristics of bright people than the plodding description
and analysis of concrete behavioral contexts. Often the desire for
.ocial approval h: a stronger force in the lives of professionals than
a willin ess to serve social utility.

Regardless of what a person says in a verbal way, it is necessary
to shift the focus of attention onto the situation out of which tne
verbalization grew. Some hints as to its nature may be obtained fran
what the person says in a nonverbal ranner. It is these expressive
manifestations which initiate hypotheses in the mind of the helper abouc,
the behavior context underlying the stream of Verbiage vhidn uninten-
tionally ocrve: only to confuse the matter. It is almost axiomatic
that before help can begin, the client's attention has to be shifted
from the words being used to their referents.

12



LIBRLAN LEARNING CONSULTANT

Unfortunately, this shift in the focus of attention is difficult for
librariaro to accept. Given their strong subject orientation, they find
it difficult to believe that what people say is more often not what they

mean. Words are nrequently enployed not to describe and analyze a situa-

tion, but to generalize and draw conclusions far Which supportive Lnfor-
nation must be found. While the information retrieved nay be adequate
for the conclusion drawn, that conclusion may actually be irrelevant to

the -ituation.

All too often, the information supplied by the unwary librarian is
criticized for its irrelevance and its inappropriateness. The helper

is charac%erized as being out of touch with reality and the image of his
real ability to help is damaged. Tb a consideoable extent, librarians
can be characterized as masochistic in this regard. Sone "professional

mystique," as they see it, does not permit them to "dabble in peoples'

affairs." But to say the least, thds is rather an adolescent attitude
towards the transactional nature of adult life.

Ee this as it may, criticism of the proles :_on is of little positive

use unless a creative alternative can be explicated. The alternative is

not necessarily unpalatable. Its strength lies in the climate of realism
still so fortunately prevalent in the sociocultural mores. While people

may in general dislike being caught in the act of "psyching" each other

out, nost people find it entirely acceptable to shift critical amareness

and commentary onto the situation or environmental context.
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W. Jess "Libraries and Adult ucation."
Libraries 27! 306-15, Movenber 2973.

The uses and services of libraries connected to adult educa ion
inclulinm, university, college, and public libraries.
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INTRODUCTION

Robert T. Jordan. Tombrrol1 sDIE2r2i_al-pc A Deliver.% .

New York: Bowker, 1970. 20U p.

11

Reviews the historical backeround, eVeriments and the future of direct

acc9.ss and delivery. The ICIPP, is accompanied by a usentl bibliography.

J. Roby E.thd. How

1973.

2 ed. York: Association P

Develops a body of ideas, theories and experience as a varuable guide for

.3taff mellows involved in independent learning projects. Reviewing; fields

of practice, concrete instructional techniques are related to a reallife

inage of the continuing learner.

irginia c11air, College Without Wails, Michi Librarian 39:

12-12 Winter 1973.

A local CLE2 project and its relian-e on the library _or counse1ing, pre-

paration of te- - and enrollment. Includes results Nom a survey of those

enrolled.

Betty Jo Mayeske, ' :en University Experiment: University of' Maryland

Reports on British Transplant.' .p_JaColle_=_BrolReview, 88: 2-9, 24-5,

Surmer 1973.

PUblic Libraries serve as learning centers. Reports on the use of the

humanities fbundation course tram the Open University at the Univemity

of Maryland.

Foster E. Mohrhardt, "rlhe Library and the Independent

Philosophy and Rationale." RQ, 14(3): 197-200, Spriallg 1975

Program far nontraditional study provide rew opportunities for public
libraries to serve the independent learner. Recent rlse in interest out-

side the library field in independent study and the developnent of formal

programs fbr nontraditional studies are considered.

A

garet E. Monroe, 'Evaluation of Ptiblic Services for Adults."

Library Trendz, 22: 337-59, January 1974.

_urveys
adult se

or evaluative.studies in adult services. Gives definition of

ces. Shows probaems in evaluation methodology.
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Mar t E. Monroe, "The Public Librars in the 'Learning Soci(?ty: A
Center Tor independent Study," lAii.13_14Lle, 69: 194-198
July/August 1973.

Goals for the library and suggestions for achieve
of the open university and its user.

Marvin W. n UniversIty and.
PLA Bulletin 28: ari 3975.

e/al dis lussions

Different approaches used by Pennsylvania groups worldrig on n
prog;carns. Explains whg nontsidential education is needed.

Carlos V. Penna, "The Interaction Between Education, TXtraries and
4a3s Connrunication, as Seen by the Librarian." Lhesco Bulletin for
Libraries, 28(6): 311-14, November/Imember 1974.

Feconnendattons nade by the fleeting of Expert.s on Education In egrated with
R0 Development, organized by Unesco in Lima, Peru 1973 5ugestions
are made for transforming rural or public-11braries into operative centres
for mass coninunication.

"N.Y. Libraries Pgree an New FOCUS: Tbe AdUlt Independent
Bookrark, 33: 70-75, ary/February 1974.__
Adult independent learner- reports on the mee ing of representatives from
New York Libraries and state and federal agencies held in October 1973.
Gives background, reports of task forces, ard descriptions ofpresert and
fUture services.

i

College En
&mzmriesof -he Partici
ce Einanation Board, 197 ip

.

ect Ltbraries. N.Y.:

Lists ,A.even libraries throughout the country t at have developed detailed
plans for offering services to the adult independent learner.

Linda Jo Reisser A Facilitation Process for I -Directed
Ph.D. Thesi- University of Massachusetts, 1973.

Clarifies a facilitatian process for self-directed learning by constmeting
a new picture of the learning process based on the nearolcgical, tensors',
perceptual and conceptual systern.s in living organism.
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_UCTION

le
Assessmen_

lic Libraries in Supporting Ind
ol ege traicë xamination

endent
d,

arnin An Interim
-14PP.

CUP participating lIbrarIes have developed adult independent learning
programs nld will iiiplernent them after some further planning and testing .

Jose Orlando Tom, tTThdepen
August, 1973.

" Bookmark, 32: 165-70, July/

mrary of a talk given in Albany, N.Y., on Nay 3:1, 1973. Describes the
origins and the orog-an of the Office of Library Independent-Study and
Guidance Projects.

Allen Tougll. ultLarnin Projects. Toron Lnstitute
for Studies in Educaticn, 1971.

Under the subtitle, "a fresh approach to theory and practice in adult
learning," the author examdnes learndng from the ways citizens conduct
their own individual self-studies rather than from the traditional waY
teachers -aT they should be taught.

Ruth Warneke, "Total Community Ubrary Service the Impossible Dream?"
Utah Libraries, 16: 12-18, Spring 1973.

Discusses the factors and the obstacles in the may of total conrnurilty library
servdce. Outlines a program for community libraay service.

Bionard S. Wurran, ed., YelloJssof
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1977794p.

Utilizes the city, its happenings, as aa edu--tional directive and class-
room. Arranggd like yellow pages of a telephone directory, and may serve
as an example of the numerous community oriented directories available.
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ThE LEAINDIG OF ADULTS

Allen Tough

Let me start with a basic concept, hat is, the concept of an episode.

People unconsciously divide their day into episodes. They ina.y do this, and
then that, and so on during the day. They start off for example by eating
breakfast or shaving. 'Men they have a 20 minute episode of driving to
work. There is a two hour episode of work and then they have a coffee breal

We have established on the basis of survey research that a person s
day is divided into episodes of 10 minutes, 20 minutes, an hour. What we

did next was to pick out one kind of episode from this whole jurble of
episodes that people have, which we called a learning episode. During nost
of these episodes some learning takes place.. Even when you are having
breateast you are probably learning sanething fran the people you are eat-
ing with then you are driving to work you nay learn sonething from a bill-
board or fron the radio.

That is not what we mean by a learning episode. What we rrean is that
the intent to learn is predominant. This point is crucial if you want to
do any interviewing. Over a period of two months CT a year there nay be
several learning episodes that go together. In one episode the .person nay
be practicing speaking Spanish to sombody. In another, they may be listen .
ing to a Spanish record, or reading part of a book on Spanish grarfrar
other words the episodes were designed to inprove that person's fluen y in
Spanish.

These diffm'ent episodes were clearly related and tied together. If
the time added up to 7 hours, that's roughly one working day, we called tht
a learning project. Me felt that the equivalent of one warldng day of try-
ing to learn something significant was worth looking at. In fact we have
found that the average learning project is somewhere between 80 and 100 hull

in length.

These then are t le very baoic criteria for a learning project or
learning effort. The person has to want to obtain a certain knowledge
skill; and the length of the sustained effort has to be at least seven hoix

14
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We have found that few if any people do not conduct at least one or twe studies,

This has been documented in many studies which are listed in the references

From these studies the professional librarian can develop a whole new perspec-

tive on hunan learning behavior.

Up until now, people have only looked at highly visible types of adult

learning. They have looked on12, a people who came like you and sit around

tables with a chalkboard, micropnone, tape recorder and writing materials.

In formal learning the planning tasks or teaching tasks are done by the

teacher. But in a self planned project the learner does it -- setting ob-

jectives, deciding on or choosing resources, rinding resources, evaluating

progreel:, dealiRg with problems that came up.

Th a'r. a very visible form of adult learning. We found that while thi

is importlezit, such activity constitutes only about 12% of all adult learn-

ing. But you 4ave to look at the other part before you get the total pic-

tures; and that part is what is planned by the learner him9elf. That part

constitutes something like three quarters of all adult learning. The re-

mainder of adult learnlag, about 9% mixed which even so is largely

self plannea.

These facts are really relevant to you as professional people. Even

though the learning is self-planned, the learner of necessity gets some

help fromvarious other people and from tnstitutional resources. These

are probably the people who come and male use of your materials. It is

with these people that your staff methbers serve in a one to one situation.

Most of us learn how to drive a car, how to play the piano or how to play

tennis with ore person teaching. Skiing is alsc learned from one person.

Non-human resouveLs may also include series of TV programs and

language records. But only about 3% of the people actually turn the w tole

learning project over to such non-human resource. Inhat happens of course

is that the people do learn from Language records, programed instruction

and TV. These efforts may be part of a bigger project which includes both

television and language records along with perhaps other resources. What

is happening is that the learner remains in control. The learner is say-

ing I am going to practice speaking Spanish with rny friend today. am

going to use the language record today.

As a resent, the control of the planning is in the hands of the learner

and the materials are used simply as tools, which fit into the learner's

overall pattern. One out of five learning projects is planned by a profes-

sional educator or a teacher in an evening class, or a golf pro. The

other four are planned by an amateur, another learner, a friend or by a

group of peers. Four out of five projects are very practical. Probably

librarians know this better than others, because you are dealing with

people's requests all the time. They want to raise their kids. They want

to build something. They want to learn a sport. In only one out of five

projects are they going to usP the knowledge ana the skills for curiosity's

-ake, 02 c_:eneral inLerest, oe Liberal arts.
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16 R- LEA ING CONSUITANTS

We also recorded how many learning projects were for credit, using
very broad definition of credit. It could be "credit" towards a driving
lisence. It could be job related-"credit" or the writing of eyans in the
civil service in ord_ir to move up one notch and get a little more pay. It

could be the earning of a piece of paper, that is, work towards a degree, a
certificate or diploma. Even with this very broad definitionof credit, it
comes out to be less than one persont. Thus, something like 99% of all adult
learning efforts are not for credit.

The question that I hear so often is how can we motivate people to learn.
don't kdow if librarians say that, but certainly people I talk to in can-

panics or who are in charge of staff development and people in adult educa-
tion agencies keep asking this question: "How can we motivate people to
learn." Of course what we fourd is that people are alrea44 doing all kinds
of learning. Actually 100-200 hours on one learning project is a great deal.
How much nore do you want them to de? Perhaps what that question really
means lo how can I motivate people to learn what I want then to learn. Why
don't they learn our way? Why don't they come to mq workshop?

People learn a great variety of different things. Most people at the
beginning of ene interview say to us: "You picked the wTomg person; I
haven't learned anything since I left school." But by the end of the Inter-
view they are usually astounded at the amourt of things thes have learned,
the methods they have used and the diversity of their learning. Grocheting,
playing the piano, stereo equipment, classical nusic, cooking, psychology,
current events, physical fitness, ballet, poetry, biology, fedeTal income'
taxes -- just a typical short list.

My guess is that everyone in this room could list perhaps 6, 7, or 8
projects. Even though you are in a profession which is deaaing writh learn-
ing you are not really aware that you are learning. Most of the things
consciously done are supposed to be related to your profession, but you may
find that 4 or 5 of them are not. InJhat about the job and non-job distincr-

tion? Perhaps you may be surprised about how much you do learn on the job,
or how little-.

I am interested in your research because I know how ffuch librarians can
help people Ln self-learning projects. One of the reasons fbr having me come
to your institute L.D to try to encourage you to do a small scale survey
with your own patrons. It's all very fine for someone to ccme and tell you
what has been discovered in Tennessee, or Syracuse or Georgia. But you want
to know not only what it is like in your own town but also what people do
who live there and come to your library. You will want to make it meaning-
ful in your own library.

Part of what I want to do is to encourge you to consider interview-
g people in your library. Such interviewing need not seen like a "scary"

thing: what researchers do, but not librarians. You are probably thinking
that you do not 1:-..now how to do it or that you would be too amkward Even if
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you did know how to do it. You have an interview schedule with a set of

questions. But initially, it nay be better to ignore the questionnaire

and do a very simple inventory. You could even start off talking with
somebody you live with, or a close friend, or one of your parents. You

do not have to start off with someone who uses your library.

One of the purposes in doing an interview or several interviews with
people who use your library is to find out about their learning processes.
My guess is that you will develop quite a different picture of them fram
What you have now. I have interviewed people that I thought I knew very
well, like mv mother, sister, wife and even my daughter. I thought I

knew all of those people and What they were doing. Yet as they talked

about their learning projects I was astounded. There were whole aspects

about them that I had not seen before.

My guess is that there are many sides .of your patrons about which you

are not aware. You may be quite surprised if you set down and interview

them. We also find that people are very enthusiastic at being interviewed.
When we interview about adult learning people just do not refuse. They

are delighted to talk to someone about their learning. Nbst people thank

us Instead of expecting to be thanked. Cur refusal rate is close to zer4o

except for very legitimate reasons, while in most other surveys the refusal

rate runs from 10% to 50%.

I also find that a reaa kind of closeness develops in these interviews
and helps one to a realization of human need in communication. The person be-

ing interviewed is open for an hour and a quarter 1-11ing you something about

all of the things that he's trying to learn. At the end of that time there

is a real bond between you; you have really shared something like an adven-
ture. I end up learning an incredible amount, because learning projects have

a way of touching on all the major areas of a persons life during the last

12 months. You end up developing a-lot'of affection for these people during

an interview. What will eventually grow out of your interviem is probably
better services for these people and better help for them.

I think you can give better help to people if you find out about their
processes. This works on the individual, not the system level.

In other words if you want to help an individual, then the best way to do
so is to find out first of all what his current learning pattern is. If
you want to design new services for learners or a better way of helping them

you are going to have to understand some of them first instead of just sit-

ting back in your chair and saying: I think they need this; or I think they
need that' or I think we can change the library this way.

How about interviewing people who do not ordinarily go to the llbrary
in order that you may reach new targets? Hy gvess is that there are many
people who are highly effective learners. They are getting along very well

but they are not using libraries for sone reason. It would be fascinating
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to find out why. Perhaps there are a lot of their projects Where there is

no way a librarian could fit into them. Yet on the other hand there may be

some other projects where a librarian could provide very useful service.

Another reason for trying an interview or two i- as diagnostic test.

If y u want to diagnose what learning a person needs cr what help they

need, the best base for that,is the results of an interview like this .

kAl can then help them figure out what else to learn, or what to add, or

perhaps what to drop. You also nay find out some resources that they

need and cannot get. In any event, this kind of interviewing could very

well serve as the basis for reconsidering your helping relationships with

lients.

Librarians and educators keep saying how can we get people to use our

services more? Well, I can't think of a better way than doing this Rind

' of interviewing. As people come to be more thoughtfUa about their own

learning, then they are going to make much better and more thoughtfUl use

of resources. Personally I wouad love to undertake same interviewing in

a park or in a bus station with people just sitting around and enjoying

themselves. In any event you could make a start by interviewing your

friends and friende of your friends, just people you know. You could ask

them to suest other people.

Various kinds of libraries show up in our interviewing studies. Inter-

viewing research engineers for example or lawyers are two that come to my

mind right away. They rely heavily on a special librarian to develop their

"learning" projects. They just go to her and explain what the project is

all about. If she does not do a good job they are really sunk. Then there

are otter jobs in which once you've got through the first three weeks there

really isn't mudn more to learn about that job.

Obviously, special librarians as well as academic and_ school lIbrarIans

could fit into learning projects just as well as public librarians. It

occurs to me that when response is as exciting as we have found it to be,

a librarian could use the pattern with her own staff to show them what kind

of learning projects people do. It might be a way of changing their atti-

tudes toward the goals you have in the field of library service. Look at

Joe Doe who works at the local gas station pumping gas for the neignbor-

hood; what can we do to help him? When We really get into how people learn

and how much time they spend on it, then there is more to the whole profile

then jest a sl1Tle listing of learning activities.

I hope the interview schedule does not do you ncre harm than good. It

may turn you off; and if it does, then ignore it. The sheets narkeefor

respondents" are what you will actually hand to the person you are inter-

viewing, that is, if they can read reasonably well. The other sheets are

for your use. Since this instrument is for a research interview, you will

not want to use this format if you arddoing it for other purposes.
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However you might want to use the first few pages. Their purpose is

to help people make a list. You might have It filled out in the second

half of the interview. The first page is desiied to help people look at

the phenomenon of their own learning. It is really hard for people to un-

derstand this phenomenon. You will notice that we never use the phrase

"learning projects." In the interview schedule, it never appears, but

learning effort does. The phrase I like is "trying to learn." Mat have

you been trying to learn? That seems to get a better response than any

other pnluse.

Once you have done the first part of the interview then you have

established real rapport with the respondent. They now have an incredi-

ble awareness of their own learrdng. That is an excellent time in the

interview to ask sane other questions that you want to ask. How has this

library been helpfUl to you? How could the librarian be Nore helpful to

you? Suppose there was a perfect librarian available to you, i.e. an

ideal librarian, how could she have helped you?

For one study called, Learning Without A Teacher, I interviewed 40

people who just happened to be college graduates. I interviewed each of

them about one learning project. I asked them about thepeople that they

gpt-help fromand found these were all self-planned. Each of these 40

people have done a project in which they retained control of planning. The

learner does go and get information, or advice and help from other people.

Now if you asked questions like that at the beginning of the inter-

view you will not get very good answers. But if you ask them at the end,

after they have gotten in touch with their own learning patterns, you may

get better answers. Why didn't you use the library nore than you did?

What obstacles did you encounter in your learniag? These may serve as

examples of the questions you want to get anwers to, but ask them at the

end of the interview after people have developed some awareness.

Marky of these people had used libraries but they had not used librarians.

They used the card catalog or they got books off the shelves. I did not

know another thing until I did the study: people often get books through

other persons. A wife ney bring hone some books to her husband on organic

gardening. He doesn't actually go and look through the books hinself. He

lets his wife do it, or a friend.

I went back over every interview that I had conducted and asked myself

the question: could this learning project have benefited from a librarian?

If this person had gone-to a librarian would it have been a useful thing.

fi conclusion was tnat in about 20% of the instances the learning project

could have benefited from using a librarian.

ri feeling waz that the other projects would not have benefited from

a librarian, even thel.141 the world's greatest librarian could have been

available. AS far as I could see it would not have done that nuch good-.
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You will of co'urse want to cheek this out and correct me if I am wrong.

But there seems to be a point beyond which being helpful to everybody's

project becomes counterproductive. Despite this it would also seen true

that librarians could be helpful to twice as many people as they are now

helping.

I have asked different groups and various individuals 0Ince then why

got those results. The usual answer is that by the time people reach

adulthood they get turned off by libraoians. I don't know if this is true

or not, but that is the answer I get.. Apparently aany people have gone to

librarians for help but it hasn't worked out very well. So then they figure

what's the use of going. I know my experience in going to librariaas for

help has varied considerably. I have also had tremendous experiences with

librarians. There was one in the reference department of the University of

Chicorc Library. I used him once and anytime I needed help in reference
work I went back to him. Ee was 'ust superb.

['That I think the most Important thing for us to do is to help people

choose the things needed for learning; help them with what to learn and

help them with how. T. think librarians have fallen into the sage trap

as educators. Instead of facilitating the actual learning itself, ethIca-

--, run courses. They do not help participants with the planning, thley

do all the planning. Librarians have been the same. They say here a

the materils you can use la learning; come and get them.

I think another Kind of service is going to catch on very soon While

the planning remains in the hands of the learner, the librarian can help

with that planning. There are sone basic ways of doing this which occur

for me. There are now quite a few books and other printed resources that

help people with this choice making. Print can help by giving general

advice and encouragement such as just saying learning is important or

here are some general things on how to learn and how to change.

I call such L,eneral books the advice and encouragement books. Then

there are also a few books that give you a panorama of possibilities.

These are very stimulating to some people. Now, an annotated bibliography

can do that and many of you give them to your patrons. There are also

biographical accounts of other people who undertake learning projects.

Think of the President of the United States. Any given U.S. president is

doing an incredible amount of learning. He is taking in an incredible

amourt of information given him by advisors even though we quarrel wit

the quality of his learning.

There are various kinds of catalogs, course catalogs for institutions

in your area, correspondence course catalogs, even the TV Guide is an earn.-

pie of this. T7 Guide is a basic tool because it helps people to choose
ihlch program they are going to learn from. People do go through TV Guides

for tnat purpose, picking out things that they are going to watch tnis week.
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I think you can do someone a good service by guiding people to t -se re-

sources. People usually sense tne power of Such resources rigrit away and
want to write down the titles and look them up.

The other possibility is thet as you talk to people and find out their

needs. Then you suggest a particular book. A wavof helping people Make-

these decisions is through one-to-one counseling. Counseling may be the

wrong word here -- perhaps one-to--one dialog of some kind. At the lowest

level you would be helping them choose resources Pram within your oun build-

Eventually we will have _much broader based consultants who will help

people sort out and plan their learning projects. Probably they will start

lith a modified form of the survey questionnaire we have been talking about
and develop a helping "conversation° around other points which remain embed-

ded in the instrument. Then the helping professional will look at patterns
and identify the gaps or the other things that the client- would like to

learn.

The other possibility is doing the same thing in a group even thoug'i

this is as yet'remarkably rare. I think there is a lot of power in the

model to help reforr teacher-dominated education and make learning more

responsive to clients. Actually tnis approach is like the "planning group"

which many organizations are now using. These groups look at themselves

and where they are new befgre identifying the changes that they might

want to make in job, interpersonal relationships hobbies or Whatever.

This fascinating function is also beginairg to appear hn the later

stages of various women's groups. E]arlier stages dealt with anger and

hostility: we have been put down by men since we were born;' put down by

our fathers, our teachers, and our bosses. We've got to get in touch with

that and see how serious it is. But at a later stage woMen say, ok.a
that may be the way the world is, but we are going to work to change it.

Society is not going to change a heck of a lot in the neXt ten years but

we are going to do it individually.

These groups often help each woman look at her oi life and her own

options. Is she going back to school? Is she going to et a part time

job? Is she Eping to do volunteer work? Just what kind of choices is she

going to make. It is this kind of group which helps her make decisions.
I am not aware of any library having this kind of group, nor far that matter

any other educational agency. Librarians may have groups on stuk habits
which deal wdth how to learn. But there are no groups helphng peopae make
these cnoices even though there is a lot of potential poWer there.

Ny experience is that in traditional library education this is mt
even considered a potential role for the public librarian. It is too much

of a high risk area. But for ple, any library is the obvious institution

to conduct experiments. The library is the one institution that already
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has tne reputation far helping individual arners. Every other institution

is dealing with groups and laying on programs like a factory. The library

is the one Institution where there is a lot of freedom. A library is a

place where you can t_rp. No one is going to try to change you or try to

get you to run throuo sure process. It is there to serve you as an

vidual.

I would like to see this eNperiment developed within a library. I

think the liupary has the most potentia) of being attractive to people.

I think it will have to start off on really a small scale. I am not

enthusiastic about large national projects. At this stage I think it is

..ping to be one librarian trying it out in one suburb or one town. Hope-

fully others will share in how it seemed to work. Each of you here today

aan start off with very small things, but then communicate with one another

and keep up the good work you have already started.

Selected References

Here is my list of "the top 50" -- the most useful

books I can suggest for gaining insight into human

growth efforts and major personal change. You will

not want to read every item on the list. It is

just a tool to help you choose the reading that is

most relevant for you.

Richard Atcheson. The Bearded Lady: Go on the Commune Tri

Beyond. New York: John Day, 1971. Age 3 , with long hair and a beard,

the author set out to visit communes throughout the U.S. This book is

an entertaining and moving account of his adventures and findings.

George Brown. Human Teaching for Human Learning: An Introduction

to Confluent Education. New York: Viking 1971. Efforts to introduce

Esalen-type methoo.s into schools.

Robert R. Carkhuff and Bernard G. Berelson. .s-yond Counseling arid

T_Ila_p_mz. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1967. Moving and mind-

stretching, especially chapters 1, 13, 15. Re levels of empathy and car-

ing Ln friends ZUNI counsellors.

Carlos Castaneda. Journey to Ixtlan: The Lessons of

Simon & Schuster, 1972.
Aaainaanthropolog_st learns another way

of seeing the world. Shock ending: he decides not to take the next

obviouz growth step.
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Arthur C__7U,- L2': al. 1-1,21bin 1e1ationshic,3: Basic Concepts for the

Helping Profor..-_,. flew York; Allyn and ,71.1con, 1971. The helper's

spontaneou.; rez,punse in the ifiniediate situation, and perceptions of self

and others, are far more important for mod helping relationship than are

the helper'i trainin, techniquei and theoretical background.

Eleanor Cri.3well and Severin Peternon. "The whole soul catalog."

Psychology Today, April, 1972, pp. 57-64. A comprehensive guide to
_

various possible teo.nnlques and paths.

23

Laurent O.:J. Denys. The Major Learning Efforts of Two Grouzs of Accra

Adults. Unpub1i9hed Ph.D. dis'sertatIbh, UniVersity of Toronto OISE.

1973. Interviws with teachers and business people in one Wesc African

city. A rajor step toward better understanding of the Third World
:ducated adult's efforts to learn, change, grow.

Elizabeth Monroe Drews and Leslie Lipson. Values and Humanity.

Toronto: Macmillan Co. of Canada, 1971. A valiant attempt to integrate

the efforts of several writers who have described a hierarchy or series of

levels of psychological growth and development.

Robert 3. Ellwood Jr. F.e2.1&-191_41.11_13ellal _Grodern hmerica.
Toronto: Prentice-Hall, 1973. insightful descriptions of a wide range

of spiritual, mystical, religious, and psychic groups.

Jim Fair. Teachers as Learners: The

Element, -School Teachers. Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University

f Toronto OISE , 1973. What and how teachers try to learn. The seeds

of a revolutionary approach to the improvement of teacher- and instructors.

Ann Faraday. Dream Power. London and Toronto: Hodder and Stoughton,

1972. The significance of dreaming, plus three ways of dealing with recent

dreams. An exam:_le of a tool for personal growth.

Andrew Farquharson. Peers as Helpers: Personal Gha re in Members of

0-Help Groups in Netro-olit-- Toronto. Unpublished Ed.D dissertation,

isersity of Toronto OibE 1975.

Glen Filson. 1\lajor_yersonal_ChL -es in a_Group_of Canadians Working_la

Nigerqa. UnpUbli

19M
led Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto (7,7_27-

Frank Goble. TherrhirdFox_braharnMaslow.
New York: Crossman, 1970. A convenient guide to the insights of Maslow on

sPlf-actualization, basic needs, human potential, psychological growth,

education, therapy, management, and mental health.

28
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Thomas Gordon. fu nt Effectiveness -.aininr. the No-Lose Program

for Pais.' ResoonsTh e Children. hew 77-0-. This book,

on corrultiication and
f,-)robleiolg between parent and child, translates

many facets of the imIln gT.c.:1 movement into specific approaches for use

Ln the farii.

Stanislav Grof. Realmz of the dulrai

[Iv - 2 2'2122V-4

ncon.L.,cious:.Observatio-s from

Fd catirnal Alternatives br _he ;'-uture. Menlo Park,

California: Educational Policy Research Ce-_t_-e, Stanford Research Insti-

tute, 1971. Excellent insights into world problems, alternative futures,

and the implications for education.

RO0e17 A. Heinlein. Stranger in a Strar---r,e Land, New Yoi-k: Putnam,

17)61. A stimulating science fiction account of the efforts by Smith,

wha arrives ft'OM beyond the earth, to learn our culture and 1 =-e. He

can alter his consciousness fairly easily, and can "grok" a situation.

Cyril 0. Houle. The. Incuiring A Study of the Adult _wIlo Con,-

tihues to Learn. i:adiscn: Univer=;ity of Wisconsin Press, 1933. An 1-

sirhtfUl thinker describes 22 adelts who were conspicuously engaged in

education. What, why, and how they luirned.

Jane Ho;vard. Please Touch. A Guided Tour of _the Human Potential

Movement. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970. An enjoyable adventive story of

ner experiences and changes as she moved from one growth center or ex-

perience to anotner.

Morton Hunt. Fille Affair: A Port-mit -f Extra-f,larital Love in Con-

-L2E22121.a_ATtil. New York: World, 19 Through the cases described

in this study, one gains same notion of the major personal changes in-

volved in some affairs.

Ivan Illich. De7schooling Socie_ty. New York, Harper & Row, 1971.

His fanous plan to de-monopolize the school system, and to spread learning

throuftiout society via learlJing exchanges, etc.

Lawrence Lelinan. The Medium the 1-Nistic and the slcist: Toward a

General Theory of the Paranorsial. New York: Viking, onto: Macmi]lan

of Canada , 197 .
Describes how people can be trained in psychic healin.

Tbward an intecrative theory in the paranormal and mystical realms. Note

chapters 7-9.

Howard R. Lewis and Harold S. Streitfeld. Growth Games: How to Tune in

'self your Family your Friends. Harcourt, 1970, One of the earliest

co lection-s of exercises for awareness and psychological growth. A sample

nf what's available.

2 9
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En-ter A. Tii7Y,-)!'-r-iiin, Trrin valom, 2 Eatthow Miles. Encounter
detailed study of a

wide rapp.:e Qf groups (,.Jr-,an relatlonk, Gestalt, TA, Eralen eclectic, mara-

thon, ozycnsp,ljtio, TeaL,r.lenk). Como me-'fledolegleol flaws (5pring

j97..

Jol--n C. Lilly. r-oe Centro of the Cyclone: An Autobiograchy_of Irner
e=erlence with iselatlen

cearTircicatng with dolphins, exercises to eliminate repe

PovrLejeHcal rreg,ramn, ahh higher levels of consciousness.

:iajori2eill Changes ln liO_Ftettayied CUSO WOalate(ars,

liosotation University of Tor-Onto 1975.

n. Nasr!iw. :711e Ei!r Eeaches ofTi(vaij -:-Tature. New York:

ing, 1971. A ranige cJf iapers fran i naldTiting thinker. Note especial -

ch...71Etcro, Z "

Eobert ,iast-rs and Jean Houston. Mind_GanoL';. Canada: Macmillan Com-

pany ef Canada, 1972. A series of exercises uSing hypnotic trances for

:Plf-discm/E3.17y, exploratien, and psychological cleansisig.

acOe of a tool far a seilf-mahaged group.

hbt :-,]asters and Jean Evasten. The 7ariies of Psychedelic. Ex,per-

lence. New York: Holt, itinehart & Winston, 19-L. Describes their Work in

helping people use Lap for psychological and even spiritual grmA-,11. Includes

description of the deeper symbolic and religious levels of experience.

ctnart :.11111,or. :Jot 2nrin: The True Adventures of the First New York

Jewish LlIerary intellectual in the Numan Potential Movement. New York:

Viking, 1971. A fast-mving account of the experiences ard changes that

occur dubbi:4 1u ru.it,b.; at Esalcn. Enjoyable.

Claudio Naranjo, The One -n(,. New York: Viking Pres'2 1972. A

brave important otterqt at a compreFe.nsive overview am: integration of edu-
:

cation, spiritual sosth, and psychotherapy. Contains many insights. Highly

significant.

The flew lioman'_s_L;11r4val Catalor:. Ndw York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan

Berkeley Pub. Cbrp., 11n. browsiw gives you a comprehensive concrete over-

view of various facets of the women's aovement toward strength and libera-

tion.

Vincent O'Connell and April O'Connell. Choice e:_ An Introduc-

tion to the .PsTThology of Growth. Englwood Clif_s: ,entice-Hail, 1-97-

The second half deocribes Various paths one can follow in order to function

more full:;, intQrprot dreams, discover the mythical self, decrease physi-

cal. anxiety, aivit become centered.

3 0
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Nena t2ji and 'Jleerge ()Pen A_New Lifestyle for

Csuble I:. Evah,s and J. P. Lippincott, 1,-;72--, Presents individual grOwth

as the central purpose of any two adults li9ing together. The general

thesis '- simply this: if each partner feels free to grow aal Change, and

cares as much ahoc',-, the -rlate,s tfl then a joyful synergistic

1,1ationship will reult.

C. 2. Patterson. Theories of Counseling and Psychotheraiy (2nd ed.)

rroag=H9 from P9lis and bervier therapy to 0estaTt and Rerers. Note his

(;` Ticrece:enes codvrEences, and his chapter on Thornefs

eciectic

2everin Pterson. A Catalog cf theWays People_Grow. Ballantine

F4oc,;-a:, 1971. Tet:DiJed descriptions of the entire ranEe of techniques,

dosi[sne te help people grow in various dimensions,

aneILlL details about particular methods and approaches. Stimulating brows-

,7harleh A. "2.te GreeninE of America. Toronto: Bantam Books,

171. specially chapters 9 and 11 . The vqlues, lifestyles, and search

for self that characterise Consciousness III, plus a rcce description of

how the hange or "conversion" can occur.

Carl Hugel's. A theory of therapy, 'riulity, and interpersonal

relatIcnships as developed in the client-centered framework. In S. Kock

(Ed.), Psychology: A Study of a _5cience, Volume 3 (Formulations of the

person nr4-the social context_ . NeW York: McGraw-Rill 1959. Pages Ji -256.

This 1S-th mot precise statement by Rogers of the conditions in therapy

changes In the individual. He also describes the process

ahd the changes thereives.

T'arl hfcEers. Freedom tocLcarn. Coluatu Ohio: Merrill, 1969. Using

.intor 7,ro005 arc similar approaches to transform schools.

I,)ward Hos,Tfell. The Book of Hi is: 250 Ways_ to Alter Consciousness

1-xcur, Now York: Odairat-ee Fhe New York T:--es Book Corrpany 197.
uf an enormous range of techniques, rangng from self-

awnrn-ss, fantasy, and exercises through therapies, nwsticism, religious.

H Includes 62 devices and mchines, about half of them electric.

:,achael io:_;sman. "How ;,r(? Learn Today in America." Saturday Review.

Au:71st 19, 1972, ua :s 24-33. A ncesh, useful analysis of the broad bweep

or learnirk throuEh various reans within the alternative culture. Stimulatang.

MIXo :7amuels and Hal Ek?nnett. The yell_Body Book. Random House, 1973=

'This tool for lay people gives u glimpse Of a pot-ential future in which

poople take more responsibility for their own physical health.

3 1
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C. 3b:-.uts. sol-ne=1 Lody Iiind a l_acounter

Cult_ure. York: iiarPer and Row, 1571. A moving, far-reaching Iles-

oription of the entire encounter movoment and its technicies. Includes

five scenarics puinting up the future potential of encounter%

27

Charles Td 7t3rt. Altered States of ConueloubnessLA book of re, -Ingo.

Mronto: Wily, 196:). ityptio.11s,mediaLdon, ureams, psychedelics, and so on.

TL,,--chHu ahA J. I. Scott. Tes 1994: An Anticipation of the

ear Future. 1972. A moving novel that consists

of doCumots asat the learnin of a 22 year old woman durirg her fellow-

0 year, which occurred In 1994.

Alvin iff1oa Future Shock. iihndom House, 1370. Especially -:;hapters

22-17, which discas the problem of 1 helping a person cope wish rapid

Lyx!-i.n1 dhane and with the diversity of subcults and lifestyles.

Allen -beaming Without a Teacher: A Study of Tasks_ and

Assistance luring Adult -Ejel-Tsaching _Projects. TorOnto: OISE, 155777

-scribes now 0 Torentonlans planned and conducted their own learning

e!fforrs, particularly what help they obtained and from whom.

Allen Tourn. -he AOult"- Learning Prok:A_Eresiroachto
Theory arl Practice in Adult Le ir . 1971. A comprehensive descripti_h

of adn1 t learning efforts, reariless of whether self-planned, in a gru

of. in a one-to-one .-,ituation. Some learning projects aim at major far-

reachinv per.-,cnal chang.e, Put others aim only at brief or minor changes.

* Allen Tau,h. Life. (Offset). An effort to help the

reader choose the next change or growth step by presenting a broad

panmitla of po:_Abilitieo.
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GUIDE TO CJ_TESTION ASKING

Allen Tot-

(Introduco :yourself_ If necessa_ry, say "We're conduct' -; a study of certain

people in tnis area." If necesiary, check that this person meets the criteria

for this particular sample).

Cur research is about what sorts of things people learll. Everyone

learns, but different people learn different things-and indifferent ways.

I'm interested in listing the things you have tried to learn during the

past year.

(For elementary and secondavy school students only). We won't include

learning for school, though. That is, it your main reason for learning some-

thing was to pass your year or please ,ur teacher at school, we will not

include it. Dut if that was only part of your reason for learning, then

we will certainly include it.

en I say "learn" I don't ju.st mean learning the sorts of things that

people learn in schools and colleges. I mean any sort of deliberate effort

at ail to learn something, or to learn how to do something. Perhaps you

tried to get some information or knowledge --- or to gain new skills or

improve your old ones --- or to increase your sensitivity or understanding

or appreciation.

Can you think of any erforts like this that yEri have made during the

past 12 months?

Try to think back over all thc past 12 months --- right back to (month)

last year. I am interested in any deliberate effort you made to learn any-

thing at all. Anything at all can be included, regardless of whether it was

easy or hard, big or little, important or trivial, serIous or fun, highbrow

or lowbrow.

It doesn't matter when your effort started as long as you have spent

at least a few hours at it sometime since last (month).

We want to get as complete a list as possible, because we think that

people make far more attempts to learn thm anyone realizes. We can in-

clude any sort of information-knowledge--skill--or understanding at all

that you have tried to gain --- just as long as you spent at least a few

hours at it sometime during the past 12 months. What else do you recall?

3 3
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QUESTION ASKING

(F:,1-- ndent)

29

Clan you recall any c,tner effortz to learn that were related to your

horri or your famil rt anr lated t. ar hobbies or recreation? Your

joLD? Your rasponslullltieo j.J1 varioT.;,; sr:_snialtions, or clubs, or in a

churnn or syhagoue, or on a conmittee, or some other resoonsibilities?

Anything related to =he teaching, wrlti_ng, or research that you do outside

of yo

Ooing right 'oak ver the past 12 months, can you recall any other

times that you tried to learn somethinr, by reading a book? When you read

newspapers or magazines, do you read certain topics or sections because you

want to remember the content? Have you tried to _Learn anything else from

booklts, pamphlets, or brochures? From memos, letters, instructions,

or o1 an,3? From technical Or professional literature? From material from

a j. Lu ?,cm Iristract.-'sn? 7-rom L--3-a encyclopedia

or.etner rc!ference work?

have you lic,_e(1 anythin at ail from a medical doctor? From a lawyer?

Frm a counselor or therapist? From a financial or tax adviser? From a

cocial worner? 'i'rom a coach? From a private teacher? From a specialist

or -,xpert? From individual private lessons?

fLve you learned anything from documentaries or courses on television?

1=0,-sm TV rIews ntHr TV orograls? From radio? in a theatre?

Have you tried to learn from conversations? Or from asking questions:

that is, nave there been any topics or areas that you have tried, to learn

about from your rrionds or other people? Have you deliberately sought to

loarn Ly seekir1 1; out :Aimulating individuals? Rave you tried to learn any-

thing from your parents or your spouse? FY.om your brother or sister? From

a neighbor?

icrunpo you have Leurned somethinc in some group or other? Perhaps

in some mecting or discussion group? From attending a conference? From a

retreat or weekend meetin,7? From an institute or short course or workshop?

From a committee or staff meeting? From taking a course? From attending

evening classes, or lectures, or a speech? From a correspondence course?

Prom attending a club or ass3ciatioh?

Perhaps tape recordings or phonograph records or "a language lab"

helped you learn something during the past year?

Nave you learned in a church or synagogue? In a college, undversity,

or ,x.hool in some community organisation? ill a company factory or office?

In a governmrt program? In an exhibition, museum, or art gallery? In

s;ome vacation profj'am? In some extracurricular activity after school? In

a club? At the "Y"? At a camp?

Can you think back to 11 months ago? Try to recall your main jobs, acti-

vities and problems at that time. Were there any efforts to learn connected

with tnese? How about six months ago?

31
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I have a lfot of the tns ople learn. It ma,y resTdsid you of

fiave tried tn learn during the oast 12 months. Take

7ong as you want to read oach word, and to think about whethar you have

trld to learn oemething sLtdiar. (Give him the zeet, or read it aloud

if heeeisary.)

OK, thank you. ThPt gtvon us a fairly complete list. If you suddenly

t'hOnk of EOrlethin -isu you have learnel, though, please tell me.

things that reeple learn a- .

L. a r--K)rt ur swiming; dancing; bridge.
current ovenl_:; public affalro; politics; paacc, -apny

o. pewihg; cd)king; homemaking; entertaining
4. driving a car
5. flume repairs; woodwer heme improvement project; decorating and

furniture
(J, a hObby or =aft; coldecting something; photography

7. raising a child; discipline; infant care; child's education

nature; agriculture; birds

g. mathematics; statistics; arithmetic

10. sped reading; effective writing; public spoak 44; vocabulary; litera-

ture

11, science; astronomy; man in space

12. health; physical fitness; posture; clothes; appearance

1. history; gewraphy; travel; some region or city or neighborhood

14. personal finances; saviEs; insurance; irxesting; purchasing something

15, plvclology; effective relationships with other people; group leader-

ship; social skills
10, typing; data processinE; rrechanical skill

v. some persorlal problem; mental health; an emotional problem; an illness

or medical condition
18, varibus careers; choosing an occupation; finding a job

1). gardenini landscaping

U. somethliag related to a job or responsibility or decision

21. musical instrumnt; aingillg; music appreciation

22 professional or technica 1 competence; sales skills; how to teach or

supervise
23. some aspect of religion; ethics; philosophy; moral behavior

24. current changes in society; the futurv; problems in cities; pollution;

ooaiolc)cy.

25. dating; relationship with the opposite -ex; manners; marriage; rela-

tionsnipz within the family.

26. art; painting; architecture

27. husiness mantlgement; economdcs; business

28. sensory aeamrie human potential; comrunication; tuiderstanding one-

self; efficiency.
29. new techniques; a new way of doing something; an innovation

30. English, Prench; some other language

3



QUESTION ASKING
31

Now T want find out a bit more abyut each of your efforts to learn.

Let's begin with the firLt one which you checked on the list. It was your

efforts to learn . This sheet will help us estimate

the number of hours you scent at your actual efforts to learn thisi and the

number of hours opent at olahh:eg and. prepar' , for that learnir

0117i/ld him the sheet. If possible, pin down and record just what the

learniri episodes were. For example, you could ask, "How did you go about

learninr this? What did you dc? . . . Was there anything else you did to

learn ?" Examples of the sort of activities you might re-

cord are: watched , :ro, listened to records, read . . practl_sed

attended . . .
Ihis list of activities is prillarily forr benefit

In helpini:. the person estimate his tire accurately: we do not need the

data for other purposes. In other words, don't rake any special effort to

get it or to record it carefully, but on the other hand don't discard it

(If you are doubtfua about alv activities suzgested as learning epi-

sodes, check whether the deS!_re to gain and retain crtain knowledge and

skill was stronger ttiall all the other purpos379-FITE together. For example,

you might ask the following question: "In that activity or episode, was

your desire to gain certain definite knowledge and skill, and to retain

it for at least two days, stronger than all your other purposes put

together?" Or you could ask, "During that activity, how long did you

want to retain what you were learning?")

(If the number of hours is below 14,'check two criteria, first "With-

in some six-month period, during the past year, did you spent at least

five hours75T-The learning itselfthat is, at the first items on your

sheet? "Widiii siMonth period or other, during the, past

year, did you spend at least seven hours altogether?")

(Repeat for each learning project. Record the bottom question on

.;11cet, too.)
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For resp,ohdent)

LIBRARIAN LEARNING CONSULTANT

T. e need your ieot guess about the total amount of time you --ent

at a:11 a4ects of this particular learning effort during the past 12 months.

Please include the time you 2pent read --- listening --- observinL, ---

or leiumin;s in'some other way --- if your main purpose during that activity

wan to gain and netain certain knowledge or skill, and to retain certain

knowlee or skill. In other words, we will include all the times during
7t ]ehot. half' s-)f your total motivation was to gain certain knowledge

on skill, and te retain it until at least two days later.

In additien to the time you spent at the actual learrdng itself, please

include all the hours that you spent, during the past 12 montls, at decid

lag about the learning, plaaaing the learning, and preparing and arranging

for it. This can include any time spent at deciding whether to proceed

with the learnin.7 decidingr What to learn --- deciding how to learn ---

deciding w!nve to Eet help --- seeking advice about these decisions (from

other people or from printed materials) --- traveling to some of the learn-

ing activities, such az a meeting or practice session or library ---

arrarng appropriate conditions for learning --- choosing the right book

or person for the actual learning --- obtaining that book or reaching that

person.

Of course, you cannot remember exactly how many hours, so just give

Jour b-st gueoo. If youvnIsh, just choose the Plosest nutiser from the

following list: 1 3 6 10 20 40 70 100 140 180 or more.

2. Which of these two answers describes this particular Iaaming

---ffort at the pre:7ent timp.

(A) NOT VERY ACTIVE -- that is, you have dropped it or completed

IU, or you have set it aside for a while : you are spending muCh less

tilne at it now thon you were hofore.):

DEFIN=LY ACTIVE -- that is, you are definitely continuing

this learnihi: effort rizht now, and you are spending about a2 much time as

ever at it.
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33

Now we return to that first learning project on the list. The

knowledge and .:111 yeu gained in that one was . For that

knowledge and shall, please tell nxo your answers to these quebtions.

(Give the sne!et. Simply record the three letters for each learning p.

ject).

In any of your learninF efforts listed o far, was credit any part of

your mtivation? TiTat is, did you hope to use any of your learnirig efforts

for academic credittowards some degree or certificate or diplcre, for

example? (Pause) as any of your learning dil2ected toward passim' a

test or eurdliatien, convieting an assigment for a course, or producing a

thesis? (Pause) Were any toward some license, or a driving test --- or

toward 4-.7TY requirement or examination or upgradi -1! related to a job?

(Probe if there are any other learning projects in the list that

yeu thirL mig)ut have Leen for credit).

(For each 1Larning project that he says for credit) Mink of all

yur reasons for this particular learning effort. Was your desire for

credit about one-quafter of your total motivation for learning, or about

a half, or 90% --- or just what portion was it? (Record as "credit"

if 507 or higber; as " artial credit" if 30-40%; and as "non-credit" if

less than 30%).
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(For F,esco dent)

1. Please think for a moment about how much lalowledge, information,

aria understanding you gained as a result of this one learning project -- or

think :eout how much your skills and habits inproved -- or how much your

-ttitudes or sensitivity changed.

WnuTd you say tnat altogether:

y:1,1
amourt or chang_ed a.reat deal;

(B) you were about halfWay between (A) and (C); or

(C) yQu just changed or learned a little

2. How enthusiastic have you been about -laving this new knowledge

and s.-L111?

(F) ver2 enthusiastic;

(0) Quite enthusiastic ar fairly enthusiastic;

(H) not especially enthusiastic

3. Get aside your own benefits for a moment, and look at any

benefits for other people. Your neW knowled- and skill might have been of

some benefit to your fardly, your friends and relatives, your boss, your

corpany or or" .:Lation, your field, or even to people who live in other

places.

To what extent did the knowledge and skill you gained provide some

benefit to people other than yourself?

(J) to a nairly large extent;

(K) medium (about halfway between J and L);

(L) only to a small extent.
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I have another sbeet that ralgbt help you recall some learning effort

that has r.c, J4imped into yur gdnd yet. This sheet describes four different

sorts of learning efforts: perhaps you assumed we were not including all

four types in this intendew. (Hand the sheet). Please tell me when you

have read as far as the line that goes right across the sheet.

(W'hen he stops) Can you think of any other learning efforts, during

the past year, In which you attended a Licousi? Do you understand the sheet

fairly well so far? Now read number 2.--TrEn ask whether any recent learn-

ing fit #2, and repeat this procedure for #3 and #4).

Hespendnt)

There four different sorts of learning effort, according to who

directs them. That is, a person's efforts to learn can be classified

according to who y-to-day lAle have to

lock at who planned or decided exactly what and how the person should learn

at each session. For example, who decided what the person should read or

hear, or what else he should do in order to learn?

1. Some learners decide to attend a p or class or conference_

to let the group (or its leader or instructor ) decide the activities and

detail1 subject Aatter from one session to the next. A group may be of

any size from five persons to several hundred.

2. In other learning efforts, the planning or deciding of the details

is handled by one person, who helps the learner in a one-to-one situation.

That is there is only one learner. These two persons interact -face,

or through correspondence or the telephone.

Private music lessons, individual lessons from a golf pro, and being

taught to drive a car by a friend are examples. TWo or even three learners

receiving individualized attention from one other person can be included

,here.

3. In some learning projecto rrst of the detailed direction re

what to learn and do at each session resides in same object (some.nonhuman

resource).
Examples of these are: a set of recordings, a series of television pro-

grams, a set of progrillmed instruction materials, a workbook or other printed

materials, and a language lab. The learner follows the program or materials:

they tell him what to do next.

4. In other learning projects, the learner himself retains the major

responsibility for the day-to-day planning and decision-making.

He may get advice from various people and use a variety of materials

and resources. But he himself usually decides just what detailed subject

matter to learn next, and what activities and resources to use next. In-

stead of turning the job of planning over to someone else, he nukes these

day-to-day decisions himself.
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Now we are going to think about each of your learning efforts in turn,
and try to decide who or what was the director. That is, who decided what
you would learn--and how you would learn-whenever you spent same tine try-
ing to learn? The first learning effort in our list is
Does it fit into one of the four types on your sheet.

(If no one resource was primarily (51%) responsible, cia00ify that learn-
ing project as "mixed direction." If he does not seem to understand, or
if you feel doubtful about his response, ask who the particular director
was for the past 12 months rather than earlier.)

(Repeat for each learning effort. Do not bother asking for details a-
bout the particular director or methods, but whenever these are mentioned
please record them).

(If the director was a group, or the instructor in a group). Now I
want you to choose one of two possibilities. The first possibility is that
this group was sponsored by an educational institution, or it had an instruc-
tor or leader or speaker who waz assigned to that group of equqls meet
outside of any organized or institutional framework, and taking turns plan-
ning their own learning activities. Which was your group? (If hard to
classify, just record a few specific details. For example perhaps it was
about half and half, or perhaps there was a shift, or perhaps there was
a small committee planning for a-very large group or association of which
the committee was a part.)

(If the learning pro ect was person-directed Now I will suggest two
possibilities, and I want you to tell me which one is correct. One pos-
sibility is that the one person who helped you was paid to do so (paid by
you, or by someone else); or the person was doing so because this was a
definite responsibility for him, or part of his job. The other possibility
is that he was helping primarily because he was a friend or relative.
Which was the case for your learning project? (If he was a friend or rela-
tive ask: "Was he a trained or professional instructor in this subject
matter who just happened to also be your friend or relative?") Were you al-
most always alone with him, or was there often another learner with you--or
even tw other learners.

NOTE: Also record the major source of subject matter. That is, what
resource provided most of the content? EXamples: my brother; a pro ski
instructor; Dr. Spock's book; several books; a parents' discussion group at
the church.
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Do not interrupt the person's list of learning projects in order to ask
criterion questions unless it is clear that the person is far off the track.
Whenever there is a long pause, though, you may want to clarify the one or
two or three possible learning projects that have just been mentioned. Use

all your insight and questioning skill in order to unaerstand just what the
real focus was. Try to become precise about just what the person was trying
to learn. Especially if he selects one of the methods or subjects from our
lists, try to get him to use his phrase rather than ours. Record the desired

knowledge and skill, the task or responsibility, the questian, knowledge and
skill, the task or responsibility, the question or interest, or whatever
the focus was.

Do not quarrel with the person's d- ioions and data, but do sometimes
make one or two attempts to check his understanding of the question or to
clarify his answer. Record any doubts you have about the responses you get.

Whenever the person mentions some activity or some area of his life
that you think might have produced other learning projects, too, ask him
about this possibility.

Detailed (1eflnitions and cri er
Adult's Learning ProjectL
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COMMUNITY NEEDS AND RESOURCES

Frieda Shapira

I believe that communities can change for the better. The joy of

being a citizen is to participate in the community change process which

occurs anyway for better or for worse. I hope that we as professionals

will begin to listen to the community without necessarily explaining what

we are doing hut rather begin to listen with a different focus. We are

going to explore some issues that seem to be relevant to community growth

and change. The questioning process is basically the role of the library

profession in community change.

We thought we would go about it this way. We are going to ask a

group of six people to judge one of these issues while the rest of us

judge what is happening while learning what the interchange is. In ques-

tioning the role of a library it is not in any sense a negative approach.

I know that you are thinking about the role of the library. I am bring-

ing to you some hard problems that I see in our community. I really would

like your idea on how the library can associate itself with these crucial

problems in the community. I am sure your ideas will differ; but in that

process we all might think more effectively about the community.

The four situations that I bring to you are really closely related.

The actual details of this community are not as important as the fact that

the community itself is extremely divided over decisions for and against

black and white participation. That situation remains a major battle

ground and has been evident in the school itself. Everybody tends to meet

in the school because that is what the controversy is about.

It would seem to me that the public library can be a neutral meeting

ground. It could be a meeting place to talk about the issues. This means

that librarians would have to be out in the community becoming members of

such groups as the Urban League, and in working closely with the schools.

When someone needs to have a meeting place, the librarian would offer the

library. In doint so it is not merely a question about the resources in

the library. Even more so, I think it means that the librarian should

38
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get involved in the community and not just read a newspaper about it. I see

a great validity really of bringing people together in a place where the re-

sources are also visible.

Questions for discussion:

Can the library provide thfontion without taking sides In
social controversies?

Is constitutionality one criterion by which
made as to the help the library can give?

n:s can be

Official segregation is unconstitutional. What if the Ku Klux

Klan asks for help?

Can the staff of the library be used to augment the staff of an
ornization, such as the Y, or the Urban League?

Can the storytelling technique, to induce children to read, be
elaborated and extended to adults?

Can the abstract learning in books be made understandable to
uneducated adult,' (Can the essence be extracted -- 15 this

the librarian tion?)

UR CHALLENGES FROM THE

How can the library_12fiEL2L1-22_15._22EnLiZEZ_EL_E22.°1- education for

its children?

About eight years ago, the Homewood community was divided on
whether to accept the Board of Educations's plans to build a new
elementary school in its midst. The school was needed; but protest

made on the grounds that it would be all black. The school was not

built. The 7th and 8th grades were in the senior high school build-
ing, and became a discipline problem.

A new middle school has just been completed on the border be-

tween the black community and a white community. The Board es-
tablished a policy of enrolling 48% black students and 52% white

students. Enrollment was on a voluntary basis. All the black eli-

gible children applied. Half of these had to be rejected. Strong

recruitment efforts were made for the white children. School

opened with 100 fewer white students than were needed.
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There was bitter disappointment that the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade

black children who were not accepted would not get equal education

with those in the new school. The Board of Education selected another
black elementary school, converted it into a middle school at short

notice, and re-assigned grades 1 to 5 to other black elementary

schools in the area. There were protests from the elementary students
assigned elsewhere, protests from those who wanted only integrated

education, and protests from those who felt the quick and superficial

remodeling of the old school was a sham.

How can the library help parents evaluate a good learning

environment.

How can the library help parents judge good discipline poli-

cies?

How can the library help parents help the en to

learn and to want a good education?

How can the library help parents evaluate advantages and

disadvantages of integration?

immunity Resources: Urban League
Ad Hoc Neighborhood Groups
Parent Representatives in the Schools
Board of Education

2. How can the library help a white .reommunity get_ a_gbod education for_

its children?

The East End, Squirrel Hill, and Shadyside communities were con-
cerned about the new middle school. Some liked the idea of the open

classrooms, ie. the stated policy of allowing each child to progress

at his own speed. Others feared this flexibility and said they

wanted the traditional classroom teadhing. Many feared that the high

percentage of black students would result in physical attacks upon

white students.

,

The Board of Education placed all of the Scholars program (upper

20% of students) in this school so that the white students who were

in this program had no choice but to go there. There were many dire

predictions that the Whites would move to the suburbs or enroll in

private schools.
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How can the library help a contiunity deal with racial fear?

How can the library help this community evaluate a
learning environment?

good.

How can the meabers of this community evaluate the adva-
tages and disadvantages of inte ation?

Other re ources: National Council of Jewish Women
__uirrel Hill Urban Coalition
Parent Representatives in the Schools
Board of Fnucation
Urban League

Can ,he library help an institution b abou ocial _

The YWCA has a national priority over and above all its many
and varied programs. It is called the Imperative -- to eliminate
racism wherever it exists. Definition of racism: "Any attitude,
action, or institutional structure that subordinates a person or group
because of his or their color. "

We carried out an audit of all our activities within the Y
structure to identify institutional racism. We are going to make a
similar audit of the community to identifY where institutional racism
exists. We try to effect change where possible to eliminate racism,
both within the ornIzation, and elsewhere in the community.

We have used profe -tonal consultants to help us become more
consciouS of the problem and to help us devise a system of monitors.
The national office of the Y has given us a manual suggesting how to
proceed. In this manual is the following statement:

"In the past,-public libraries kept some books off the
shelves which expounded too vigorously the real truths about
slavery, annihilation attempts on Indians, the treatment of
migrant workers, and concentration camp in American society.
Ethnics of color were often denied their ri- ts as citizens
to use White library facilities."

Also in the same manual:

"By consulting with your community library or nearby
bookseller you may be able to arrange for a display of the
suggested materials at the YWCA, the library, or the bookstore.
This display would be one way of communicating to the public
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that the YWCA is focusing on institutional change and that it

is concerned with providing channels for more persons to be-

come aware of society's inequities."

The library has a representative on our public affairs committee,

and in one community has joined with othercommunity groups to fight

a highway plan, and to participate in planning for community services.

We used films from the library to stimulate high school discussion

groups on black-white problem. We have not thought of going to the

library fbr any other help. Should we?

4. How to start sclool for hi school drop-outs.

The Opportunities Industrilization Center io an organization .

which trains unemployed and underemployed men and women for jobs.

Last month it was suggested at the board meeting that we also con-

sider establishing a school for high school drop-outs as the organi-

zation is licensed to give a high school diploma. The director said

that in Philadelphia there is such a school and that it is a very

exciting demonstration of what can be done.

I was asked to be chairman of this project and it was suggested

that the director and I would go to Philadelphia to see the school

there. We are all aware that communities and personalities are dif-

ferent. What works in one place may be a disaster elsewhere.

What do I need to know to be a facilitator for this program

or to recommend against it?

Can the library help me.

Can the library be a special resource if the program is

established here?
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The Dalla- Experience with Indepe ent
Jean S. Brooks

Independent study In the Dallas Public Library is a program for

self-education. People have largely exhibited two purposes for use

of the program. Self-enrichment identifies the purpose of many
people who come to the libraries. There are probably as many topics
in self-enrichment as there are people who come. Study projects are

often oriented towards community interests. People are concerned
about real life interests related to their every day problems.

Another purpose people have for independent study is that of
preparing themselves for college level examinations to earn credit
through CLEF (College Level Examination Program) tests. For these
independent study services, the library provides study guides and
reading lists to the learner at no cost. The study guides and read-
ing lists were prepared by Southern Methodist University faculty
members during the funded independent Study Project. The Project
covered a two year period from 1971-1973, and was funded by the
College Entrance Examination Board, National Endowment for the Human-
ities and the Council on Library Resources.

Even using CLEF, tests are an optional goal The learner does
not need to take a test if he wants to study for personal enrich

ment. The CLEF program provides a focus for the program and helps
same people satisfy their curiosity about college level education.

These tests can also provide the basis for many more people to ad-
vance to professional positions. Learners use independent study
rraterials for a variety of purposes.

Parents are often attracted to independent study az a source of
interest and guidance for their sons and daughters; Perhaps a
father comes in and gets involved because he wants to upgrade his
job performance, or he may be looking at a career c e. In the

process, he thinks about his son's college education since the son
will be graduating from high school in the next year or two. The
father considers the CLEF approach because of present day costs of

sending children through college. Through CLEF, both money and

time ean be saved for the sonts education. The father can continue
to work while earning college credit to upgrade his work status.

-a
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At Dallas during the Independent Study Project, only the adult
services librarians worked with the independent study program. The

only formal training was an orientation to CLEF information provided

by the College Entrance Examination Board. In fact, the project was

a very independent learning situation for the librarians. There

was a great deal of objection to the new endeavor in the beginning.

However, by the close of those first two years, the librarians

wanted Independent study to stay in the system because they recog

nized that it had become a source of real service to the user.

In working with individual learners some librarians never did

get used to the type of person who came in with needs not clearly

articulated such as: "I want to do something. I want to learn, but

I don't know exactly what I want to learn or how I want to use my

learning."

The librarian needed to be a patient and understanding listener,

serving as the sounding board for the prospective learner's desires,

vague interests, and doubts of personal capability. Independent

learning, which removed the structures of enrollment, teacher sup-

port and time/place limitations was a concern unbelievedly difficult

to translate. The librarian was being asked largely for
"reassurances" as to the learner's capabilities. The learner's

interests and needs had to be expressed in order that reader's guid-

ance could take place.

The librarian was sympathetic but busy serving other users who

needs were clearly articulated. The librarian felt a sense of gu

because of time limitations resulting in inability to fully sati

the learner's needs. This same advisory need had been recognized

years earlier in libraries, resulting in a reader's advisory service

where one librarian worked in an office with the learning individual

and his.problems. It was abandoned by most libraries as too costly.

Other prospective learners are more articulate in describing

goals. Sometimes people are interested in moving from one career to

another. Often this is a housewife, maybe the children have gone
off to college, and the mother sees a sort of vacuum out in front

of her. She wants something to do but it may not yet be defined as

a career. Usually when a career decision is made she heads for col-

lege and most often starts at the community college level. This

person is still somewhat unsure, so she is not going to move imme-

diately into a four year college situation. At other times the stu-

dent may be the business man who also sees himself at a dead end

and often needs the same assurances to help him move on into pr

paration for a more self satisfying work role.

One woman who had started with us early in the independent st

project came back in to visit. She used to come to every workshop

the college faculty offered but she never appeared to be studying

or working toward any defined goals. Although she wasn't zeroing

in on any particular area, she was interested in what was happening.
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Four years later she is still with us. She has taken some examina-

tions, and the other day she left ut, a note, "I am enrolled now for

fifteen hours at Richland Community College. Pray." So she is

-till moving out tentatively, trying out her strengths. I talked

to her a little later that day and learned she was having the time

of her life. "You know," she said, "as we get older we just have

to learn to keep quiet and listen." Learning is growth and change

Librarians have long recoüzed their role in helping people

use library materials; readers advisory service has been in the

profession for years. However, librarians often feel uncomfortable

with the individual who comes in and just whats to learn about

"something." Perhaps as librarians we have not always really served

such a person with an understanding of what kind of process is

happening to him.

Many librarians have not really given serious thought as to

what impact certain materials will have upon a particular person

once he leaves the library. Really, the only difference between a

reader's advisor and a learner's advisor is a minor one. The

learner's advisor looks at this person as a continuing learner --

not just a patron or user of the library in a limited sense. Per-

haps we need to look at the reason he uses us. We need to know a

little bit more about the materials we suggest and how they will fit

into his needs.

Traditionally, librarians have expected people to use library

materials for study on their own. People have either selected their

own materials or have been directed to do so from outside the

library. But in independent study, there is no backup; there are

no assignments from teacher-figures. With CLEF the librarian is

responsible fOr putting a book in the hand of that individual that

will help him pass this particular test.

The librarians who worked in the independent study project were

dismayed at the implications of such an imperative. The librarians

response took various patterns: "I haven't seen that test," "I

don't know whose bias it shows;" "How can I take responsibility that

this particular book is going to prepare this person to pass the

test?" In other situations, when someone came in to get a car re-

pair manual, there was no instructor, just the car, the man and

the book, and the librarian never worried about whether that man

got his car repaired with that book or not. But when it came to

this newer type of learning the librarian's very expertise often

made her fearfUl of accepting such responsibility.

Some librarians such as those at St. Louis Public Library are

taking on testing responsibility. We have been asked to consider

the possibility of offering regents external degree tests such as

those for example given in New York or in New Jersey. These are
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tests which will test out a pers experiential knowledge. The

state of Texas has not yet developed their own state external de-

gree. Were we to move into this, we would be saying "Come and get

a college degree from New York." I am not sure this would be a

politically wise decision for a public library to make. However, the

non-traditional learner also has neels to be met. Librarians must

continuously consider roles they can justify. Perhaps librarians

will someday become more involved with test

The response of the educational in.titutions as we became
more and more involved with CLEF has been very good. In fact we

have been just recently in the process of updating an information

booklet on CLEF test acceptance that we prepared very early in the

project. Az soon as the very first college published credits they
would accept, the library mailed copies to students.

Eventually more universities called to let us know they had de-

cided to "get on the bandwagon," and now we have a list which in-

cludes all but two colleges and universities in our immediate area.

This directory lists all of the course areas for which a person may

earn credit through CLEF tests. It gives the score the person must

have in order to get this credit and the number of credits available.

Even though this information care to the library directly from

the colleges, some librarians were reluctant to accept it at face

value. Many of them had had a bad experience as far as credits

were concerned somewhere along in their own personal college

experience. Referral directly to the source then becomes the next

step. Callas Public Library librarians had experience in such

referrals. The system has a large bank of community information

data and the data bank has been in computer form for some tire now.

We also know that agencies often do not always have the capability

to serve in capacities they list. Referral is only as good as

the person to whom you send your learner. We learned very early

that it is best to locate one person on campus or in a community

agency who can relate to the individual, who will understand special

needs and will provide him/her the information at the learner's

level.

Too often in the education area, the learner can be left con-

fused, not really knowing even what an hour of credit means.

The prospective student can go on campus and get the "run-around"

or he may even get lost on campus. It's a very frightening and
negative experience the first tire around. The older student who

has been out of the educational stream a long time is trying some-

thing he is not at all sure he should be doing. Proper information

and referral helps him avoid some of these problems.

In the Dallas area, at the beginning of the Independent Study

Project there was resistance from local colleges and universities
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to allow credit. llie educational iiiatitutiona appeared to feel

threatened by CLEF. This too is part and parcel of a learning

process which must take place across the community if the library

learner is to have access to non-traditional learning alternatives.

The colleges and universities in our area soon began to make a

erious study of CLEF as it related to their individual programs.

This involvement was aided to a great extent by a meeting conducted

by the CEEB (College Entrance Examination Board) and the EM

(Educational Testing Service). These people.came to Dallas and

spoke to the representatives from colleges and universities about

CLEF and What it could do for their students. Today CLEF scores are

accepted and more and more non-traditional approaches to "entice"

the new learner are offered by area colleges and universities.

Originally it was presumed possible to take CLEP tests and pass

them purely on the basis on one's previous experience. However, for

most people, experiential knowledge is not course oriented. Exper-

iential learning is extremely valuable as the learner's resourCe

pool. People do learn from going to the museum, from watch tele-

vision or from reading books. The study guides we developed

recognized this fact. Each guide represented a subject area to be

covered. With the suggested books and other materials, one could

pull together the knowledge learned from experience and enrich it so

that a test which was course or discipline related could be taken

and passed.

Cannunity colleges have led the way in community service

courses and are exerting considerable leadership. Community colleges

see this new learner as a true community learner. Mbre recently,

private colleges which may be having financial difficulty are recog-

nizing their responsibility to the non-traditional learner who has

not until this time been attracted to the traditional academic clas-

rocm.

Educational Testing Service together with a number of colleges

and universities acro the nation is studying possible guidelines

on assessment of experiential learning. The library learning con-

sultant will find the availability of experiential learning assess-

ments an invaluable aid to the individual who states: "I have so

much learning, but I can't get any credit for it." People do have

learning and there is a need for ways in which learning achieved

through non-traditional methods can be validated.

Information and referral plays a very big part in a successful

learning process. People are coming to the library for accessible

learning information. Educational information should be available'

at any college or university in the community, but library users

still report, "Thank goodness, I've found you. I have been call _

throughout the city for three months and you are the only one who

could give me the information I needed."
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One oust also recognize that part of the inability to obtain

information may stem from faulty communication between the contact-

ing parties. Evaluation of referral success requires feedback. The

learner's advisor can advise: "If you do not get what you are seek-

ing, call us back and we'll try another way." A poor "connection"
does happen often enough that we believe the advisor of independent

learners must consider that poor connections may happen because the

individual you send oLt may not yet be ready for referral. He has

not learned how to ask the questions he needs to know. He hasn't

the vocabulary and hasn't learned to sort out what it is he reallY

needs or wants to know. This is part of what may continue to happen

in information and referral tomorrow. We find that we can put all

kinds of lists on computers. But who is going to be the liason,

the human link between the list, the learner with a problem, and the

particular problem solving elements contained within the list? Who

interprets information use in the final delivery system to the user?

Following the Independent Study Project, the Southern Methodi-t

University/Dallas Public Library affiliation was no longer fUnd

That university now has its own independent study office which is

concerned largely with the "Open University" -- in reality a very

closed university. The library moved down to aid that community

learner who seemed to require more advisory help in order to start

his learning project. We regretted the loss of SMU participation.

The economics of educational institutions all too often work against

individual independent study coordination at no cost to the user.

The workshop approach in which SMU faculty had participated did not

always fit into our buoy library system planning. The move of

Dallas Public Library was into a resource pooling coordinative

effort with the community college in our district and at a later

stage with the school district. We opened a library learning center

in two of our branch libraries. The concept was the use of the total

library az a learning center. We added two helpers (at no cost to

the library), a guidance associate who answers the kind of informa-

tional questions that the patron brings, and a facilitator who an-

swers learning problem questions.

We are being asked by the community to do unbelievable things

to provide learning which librarians do not have the expertise to

do. One example is that of the rehabilitation agency which sent a

brain damaged lady to us to learn in our learning center. Her

husband was an alcoholic. Eer son was 18 years old. He did not

know how to read and had never taken a bath. What she wanted us to

do was to work with her alcoholic husband and teach ,he son how to

adjust to society. She came to the library because she thought she

could get help. Theoretically we knew where she should go for help.

But in practice she still Game back to us as a neutral nonjudgmental

library agency where she wanted the learning to take place.
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Theoretically, such help may be vioaed as a beautifUl library
role, but the problem is the down to earth realities of the every-
day library situation, its basic funding patterns and its actual

resources and expertise. Is this something that the library system

can absorb? Is this part of the role of a public library, or is it

not? DO we do things by default because nobody else out there
appears to fill the needs? In opening learning at lower levels in

our community we have also opened a Pandora's box of unmet needs and/

or unfulfilled and often unrealistic yearnings.

Perhaps the solution rests with overall city planning, and ulti-
mately may only be solvable at that level. The role of the library

may be one of alerting the larger conmunity. Of more immediate con-

cern is the fact that budget decisions are made by the city adminis-

tration based on performance. What is the measurerent stick that
your taxpaying body uses to give you money to keep the library going?

Social services and information and referral are less easily measured

than circulation. How irony books went out of that library? How

many users do you have? These are realistically measureable quantity
units of library performance for the tax paying dollar spent.

There axe other agencies to which these special learners may be

re erred. When, as in this case, those other agencies are re-refer-

.uch individuals back to the library an unmet community need may

been defined. The learning consultant will continuously be de-

ining limits for the library's role. Perhaps the next move is

advocacy of a community source which can evaluate unnet needs and

lacks in existing community resources. Of course libraries have

materials available on life coping skills, alcoholism, personal care,

but when deep-seated underlying problems prevent learning we must not

confuse consultancy or guidance with remedial therapy.

The learner s advisor for independent study needs to know what

is available in his/her community. This is part of the advisor's

need to knag. Otherwise how can he help these people reach what it

is they are seeking? Nobody can learn for tomorrow if he is de-

prived and starving today. Someone may come in and say: "My husband

ls dying of Cancer. I don't have my GED. But I've got to get it so

I can get a job because he has only three months to live. But I

don't have the money to take the test." Now the library can help

her prepare for the GED. But we can't give her the money for the

test. So where does she gp to get it? What agencies serve as

helping agencies for this individual?

We may start with an acceptance of the fact that in the cam,

munity there ax people needing help who are not getting it. The

learner's advisor will continually evaluate how much or in what waYs

the library can give quality support to help meet needs. Perhaps if

you are talking about completely independent learning, you are not
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tadking about the Trientally reta2.---dod. They may be able to do a

little, but very little. _hey reeelo.onstant help.

Librarians are not there az 1113tructors, but we can do things

with ';1(-2 can sho74 fily.111 on neadth and recreation. We can

show- this would-oe loarner how to tre tl-le library and help the:T

choose books to read. We can heip them to adjust to a normal com-

munity environnient and hel3) thernlearn 1--m; to behave in a normal

social situation. lany =:ducable-rFAalted are being moved out of

institutions into halfway houses Ltrld retrained in jobs. They are

being returned to the commuitY. Perhapo they need us or the kinds

:2 things librarians aan do, But 1-le have to be sure of what is our

of what is our most effect:lye helpdrig vele. We are searching too,

Lut how far do wo go? Can we become a "school district" for Inde-

pendent study in coping skills? Obviously we have a facilitating

role, but how nuch more than that?

Through eNperiences at Dallas t)lablde Library, the librarian

2earned to work with the lcarner a mami levels without condescension,

to accept :1_2 at ility to function --21ithoLt prior assumption, to value

1116 needs fur ress:mrance, and to -listen perceptively in order to

provide informational inputs 3ulta...31e to his task requirements,

rlhe librarian's goal Was to help t,t, learner chO05e and direct hi:=7,

own learning.
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LIBRARIES AND INDEPENDENT LEARNING

Jose Orland Toro

he Office of Library independent Study and Guidance Projects was
organized in July of 1972, based in part on the experience with the Dallas
Public Library project which Rave us enouvh information to get started in
library independent study. The national goal of the library independent
study projects was to interest public librarians. The effort converged
on the self-directed learner in trying to help an adult learn on his own
and it providing the services that that adult needed. The first efforts-
at this time were initiated by the College Entrance Examination Board.

The library independent study project has been a natianal effort that
seeks to interest public librarians in developing programs of independent
study for the adult who is on his own. One of the problems in the whole
area of learning in public libraries has to do with thepopulaUons which
libraries serve. There are some populations that libraries do not seem
to serve at all. The person who is interested in adult basic education
is one type of audience that is very badly served by libraries for the
very simple reason that publishers do not produce many materials for adults
below the 8th grade level. This is a big problem chat still has to be
solved.

ltdiould be remembered that the college level examination program
was little more than just a set of examinations. It did nothing more
for you than act as an intermediary between what some person knew and what
the local college was willing to give credit for. Basically if you knew
something or wanted to study something and could work on your own, the
CLEF was initially of no use to you. It came at the end of the learning
process. And as such there was something missing -- the educational
delivery system. The normal student, who was associated with an insti-
tution, received direction and support. But if he was going to work on
his own there was nothing available.

We knew from the early work and research which had been dei:ie, i.e.
the Johnstone study of adult education, that approximately 114 million
were involved in formal education and 9 million were working on their ow
Of course a lot of these areas in which they were working had to do with
subjects like gardening or bible study. Very little information was
available for example about those who were studying physics or biology.
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The Education Testing Service survey of adult learning in America
which was done about 10 years later indicated that something like 777.
of those adults in the country were involved in sone sort of learning

tivity. That evidence indicates that a large number of adults are
involved in educational activity. In addition, there was some evidence
that while many people are willing to learn, they nay be seeking other
forms of learning or other alternatives to school-type situations.

The first thing we started to do was look very closely at what was
needed. Ve more or less conceptualized with the aid of some consultants
what should be done in a career counseling project. We felt that if one
were going to bring change into the public library, then we had better
understand what is going on there already.

So we conducted surveys which gave Us some information about the
field. Then we attempted to describe ideal service by visiting libraries,
talking to librarians and brainstorming with consultants. We felt that
if we analyzed the difference between what is and what should be, we would
come up with a need. With that need we could attempt to develop a program.

Let me take a quick look at some of the things we have learned from
the surveys. The response indicated that housewives were the group that
were mainly served. Next in order mentioned were college students, pro-
fessionals, businessmen, office workers, senior citizens and blue collar
workers. As you can see that is the ranking they gave. Now what about

adults themselves with whom the librarians had the most contact. Interest-
ingly enough 767 of the people with whom the libraries were dealing with
were interested in leisure and recreational activities.

The important thing that we learned was that adults engage in areas
which might be regarded as personal development. On the other hand adul
engaged in activities of learning, were not the main focus of the libraries
that had been surveyed. What we did get back interestingly enough are the
traditional library goals. Every library in this country seems to exist
to serve the community with essentially reliable information and to build
the best possible collection which is organized for ease of access.

These surveys were done quite early in the project. They were useful
in pointing tawards problems we would run into. Obviously we had to start
with some considerations and develop some plans to overide the existing
situation. The surveys mainly showed also that the large urban libraries
had the most resources such as available conference rooms and machinery
for groups who wanted to get together for learning experiences. Also of
use to us were the concepts that came from the large urban libraries;
the learner determines what his goals are; the learner determines when he
wants to do it; he determines when he wants to do it; he determines what
it is he wants to get involved in.

Basically what these services do is help learner plan a progra
of study, provide the learner with methods of assessing what he does, and
guide the learner in the selection of aprropriate materials. These basically
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were the types of services they identified. E sentially this sort of

thinking went into the final model which we presented to public librarians,

union representatives, manufacturers and people from the community who

came in to help us settle on specific goals at a conference in Colorado.

We spent several days developing what was to become the first stage plan

for each library model of services. The plan which came out looked

mething like this. I had a very few basic elements. The first one

vas a statement of grant design representing the mission, philosophy

and values.

Why would a community want to get involved in this? Ie is interest

ing to see how these stages were developed. The thing that we are

interested in is that the program have the support of the values of the

community. The values of the community were translated into 4 rationale

for the existence of the public library. Thus we were able to specify

where the public library can be involved with a learning function having

to do with educational goals. We had to work with the statements and

the documents of the public library which could be translated into actual

services in the area of learning. As a result we had started formulating

goals based on the values and philosophies of the community. We wanted

then to understand that the goal must be translated into objectives. The

goals themselves may be vague but objectives must be measurable.

The problem emerges when translating a goal statement into a real

service, such as the library shall provide physical facilities to meet

the needs of the independent learner. Even the statement is not specific

that the library should provide independent learner consultant service.

It took us a long time to show librarians that such broad statements were

not really objectives. This was the first time that librarians began to

perceive the difference between an action that you take and an end that

you may want to achieve in terms of library service.

As we moved, we ended a description of the goals and took some pre-

liminary steps towards a plan which could be devised. Time would have

to be devoted to the changing of the librarians that were goitg to be in-

volved in the program and the development of plans. We presented what we

felt were the needt- The librarians could take the e needs within a train-

ing program aimed at the services we had designed.

After training, librarians were then asked to take what they knew

about the services they had planned and start launching a program based

on the actual services that they were going to provide. We did this

through a simple task. We told the librarians that the objectives of a

library service had to be broken down according to the tasks that the

librarian was going to perform in that actual service. Each library was

headed toward something called learners advisory service.

Whil e have been looking for commonalities in the various libra lea,

we have not reached a consensus as to what that service is going to be

like. One of the things we recommended was that each librarian do a If

analysis based on the tasks that they were going to perfotm. We asked them
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to grade themselves as co what level of competency they were and the to

follow it up with some self-directed learning on their own part. We thought
this would happen during the actual --L:rvice performance of a librarian
with the public.

In developing the training program, there were several ba ic areas
that had tO be covered. One was an understanding of the adult learning
which despite all the rhetoric to the contrary remains almost a no-man's
land among librarians (see: Ronald B. Szczypkowski, Understanding the
Adu_l_t_earner, CEEB, 1974). Of related concern is the fact that librarians
surprisingly recoil from getting involved with decision making. We had
to provide more training in the decision making skills which they might
use in helping clients reach their own decisions (see: E. B. Gelatt,
Educational Planning, and_Decision Makillg, CEEB, 1974).

If you are not careful, the individual becomes dependent upon you.
The individual dependsupon you for making decisions. Some counselors
of course encourage this. The librarian, as we perceived it, should
take a different attitude. The librarian ought to make each patron as
much as possible independent of the librarian. This of course relates
to the biggest stumbling block of all: interpersonal communication or
the interaction between the librarian and the learner. Throughout this
we continue to hear that Librarians are doing it. already. But yet when
you ask somebody Co do it they freeze. We need a guide to the sort
of things which may be included, although not a manual. Perhaps we need
more institutes like this one you are involved with.

Our original problem remains of trying to get librarians to use the
counseling model and translate it into a helping role for example for the
guy who wants to repair ograge door, or to the woman with an alcoholic
husband who wants to learn how to assist and help him. In the beginning
librarians tended to see the project as one of dealing with college edu-
cated people. It took us some time to convince them that that type of
program was going co fail if that is all that the library was going to do.
The majority of people are not interested in college credit at all; in
fact this is 85Z of your L arners.

Many citizens are getting involved in non-t aditional learning area
but why aren't they being helped by librarians? We learned a lot about
this area from Tulsa. Tulsa took some of their staff and had them role
play. They role played in front of TV cameras. The entire role playing
wns put on tape so thar they could go back and look at themselves. The

Atlanta librarians understood what the service was all about and they
decided to watch themselves role play jt out.

We decided to take what I call an internalized evaluation approach.
We might try to develop 3 plan from the outside, but the evaluation of
it would be done internally by the librarians themselves. This taught
us quite a lot. The model which we used for evaluation came out of the
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Ohio University Center for Evaluation. IL is a very simple concept which

basically says that you should evaluate everything.

If you have a goal you should evaluate whether indeed that is the

goal. The way you evaluate the goal is to conduct a community needs

assessment. Your goals should not come from 5 staff members who go into

a huddle and say here is your goal. The actual design will be done by

the library itself. We may try to direct these designs but we would not

build an evaluation design for any library. The people involved in the

programs in the library arL asked to evaluate what they produce and we

think that this is probably the most successful part of the entire program.

The learning function of a puilic library can be monitored and can

be assessed. One of the things this shows is a model of the whole eval-

uation process. You start out with a philosophy that must be analyzed.

In turn, this philopshy is used to analyze the need of the community. The

philosophy and needs are very important. Some for example will say that

there are people starving in the United States who should be fed. Other

people may not have that value and say there is enough food in this country

to feed everyone. To them, no one is starving.

Needs are the values which are held in that community. But in terms

of evaluation th,y mean nothing more than that information must be gathered

to make a decision as to what to do about those needs. From the needs

should come the goals. Goals are very funny things. Goals are not usually

measurable. The space program in the U.S. is probably one of the best

examples. They have a goal to explore the universe. Russia also has the

same goal. It is interesting that the U.S. developed its objectives as to

how to achieve those goals which are all related back to a value system

and philosophy.

Wh n the Russians announced their goal of exploring the universe,

the strategy and objectives that they choose were unmanned flights while

the Americans choose manned flights. We were willing to risk human lives,

white the Russians were not. The first objective was landing of a man on

the moon. An objective should have a time limit. It is very good to say

you are going to land on the moon but are you going to do it in 5 years

or 3 years. What methods will you be using?

The concepts that I have been trying to get at throughout this whole

presentation concern something which has been pioneered in England. it

has not yet caught hold in America, but it is called participative plan-

ning. You've heard a lot about participative management but you haven't

heard that much about participative planning. Participative planning

may still be a questionable concept in management. But the idea is help-

ful in library development because it involves a number of staff of the

library in the planning of any project. In some cases this may be a

disadvantage. Since 15 people do not plan so well together in one group,

you have to create ways by which you can feed information to maybe 7 people

who make the final decision but who welcomes input from everybody in the

library.
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Participative planning and mar1agcnent forces s aff to reach a consensus

on goals and objectives as well as on how the whole thing is go ng to oper-

ate. But finally when you get down to management, it, helps to monitor

what is going on, i.e. the control of the actual program. Again, the con-

cept is very important that everyone should be involved in the planning

and that those who are involved in providing services should also get in-

volved in the management of service. (see: Ernest R. Prospero, Proglam

Planning and Evaluation Training Manual, CEEB, 1973).

In the evaluation process the person on the firing line is really

the librarian. That person should have more to say about the management

the project than anybody else. If the librarian does not like the in-

fonnation, the project will never get off the ground. So the first oh-

ctive of the evaluation system is to support the decision-making needs

of the responsible librarian. From there on any questions that are made

about the service would have to include at least the librarian.

Now those two coocents of participative planning and part cipating

management were the two things that eliminated most of the obstacles we

had with staff. Nothing was superimposed. We worked with the librarians

on the basis of internalizing all decision making. This was carried to

the point where we stopped short of dictating to the librarian what form

they should use for collecting information. We told them generally some-

thing about foim and design. But each library determined what information

was needed thaL would allow them to make decisions and manage the needs of

the librar>

One can see from the appended forms the kind of information that most

librarians felt they needed. Of course there were some other aspects of

it, other information that they felt they needed about the characteristics

of the service itself. alai about referrals and study aids given out? This

diversity in needed information caused some problems in the national office

and subsequently in reporting back to the libraries involved. How do you

make any evaluations about a service in which not only do different libraries

collect difterent information, but they explore different categories, values

and variable change? Eventually everyone understood there was a need to

have a common data system. We are now asking for the same information and

the variables remain the same. Out of that came a common evaluation system

used by the libraries which more or less also describes the service.

In reference to evaluation, the first form is the most basic and

important form of all. This form was not devised by our office. It is

the consensus ot 9 libraries after experimentation. It is the one they

felt would work for everybody. If you take a look at the top of the form

you will find that the information begins with data about the interview

and right there we had a problem from the beginning. We knew that in some

libraries a person would come in and say I've heard about your program,i

want to get involved. Then the person would sit down across the desk from

the librarian. The Librarian in turn would ask for name, age and occupa-

tion. Fifteen minutes later the person was dying to leave the library.

6 1
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The librarians felt that the freedom of the library was sacrificed,
and that the informality of the service which characterized public lib-
raries was compromised. So instead, the information was collected through
an interview process wherein you explain what the program is all about.
From the moment you start explaining, that person can start giving you
information which can go directly on the form. In the beginning we en-
couraged experimentation. The fokm is to serve the librarian providing
the service. The second time th.2 person comes back, the librarian has
an idea of what is going on. It was made so that minimal information is
collected. It was a]so made so that the information can be readily analyzed.

The first area of informa ion has to do with the learner himself.
It is fascinating when you ask a person a question. The staff in Woodridge
is very young and their set of values about getting inside the personal
lives of a human being is very strong. They did not want to ask many
questions. One question they did not want to ask anybody was occupation.
In addition, no one wanted to ask the question of age. later on we found
out that Woodridge had a very high unemployment problem and that asking
a person's occupation was sensitive. We fc'und out that it you ask a person
one question you may get 10 different answers. If they object to giving
you the information then do not collect it. Eventually librarians began
hearing things that they did not want to hear about, like personal problems.

At the end of two years we finally had an idea of what the service
is all about. It took on the name of Learners Advisory Service. It

also told us what is possible and what is not possible, what costs money
and what doesn't cost money. The learners advisory service is composed
of mwo parts: an advisory function and an information support function.
The information support function includes those traditional services that
you have in any library. We finally discovered that the general model of
library service consists of the learner on one side, information on the
other, and a lot of constraints in the middle. Library programs tend tend
to be described in terms of information support.

What is usually missing is something which deals with the constraints
in the middle, i.e. a learner who needs access to information. How you
facilitate aCCesS ot the learner to that information is what we felt was
advisory service. Over a period of a year in talking back and forth we
finally decided that the librarian would have to get involved in depth
in the sharing of information with the learner. The first thing to be probed
would have to be r.Tome diagnosis of the learning need. The traditional
librarian accepts the first thing said by the patron as a goal, such as to
study biology. But the learning consultant has to be a great deal more
sophisticated than that.

6 2
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WORKSHOP ON NEED DIAGNOSIS

ONective

The purpose of this workshop Is to provide adult service librarians

with a set of procedures for working with adult independent learners to

identify, describe and structure information needs. The principal focus

will be on facilitating the interaction process which occurs between

the adult service librarian and the adult who is engaged in or planning

to engage in a sustained and serious independent learning project.

!ippr-ath

The task analysis approach will be described as a means for organizing

the need diagnosis procedure. This approach involves discussions between

the adult service librarian and the adult learner which are aimed at develop-

ing a detailed description of the adult learner's objectives and the tasks

that need to be performed to attain these objectives. These task descriptions

are then used as a basis for determining what information support is re-

quired to facilitate the performance of each task.

Basically, the task descriptions and the statement of objectives create

a context for need definition and the provision of responsive and focused

information services. Throughout the task analysis process both the librarian

and the adult make contributions to the task descriptions. Once the initial

task descriptions are developed the detailed need diagnosis begins. The

need diagnosis procedure involves a characterization of the need in terms of

such factors a

Purpose - whattask is being supported; what purpose will the

information support fulfill.'

. Level of sophistic of the adult in the sublect a

. Time when material is needed.

. Type of material that best fits the purpose.

DetaIled descript on of topic.

.
Material already read by the adul .

Amount of information mat rial desired.

.
Time that can be devoted to the use of mater

6 3
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This detailed need characterizatrori can be used by the adult service

Librarian as a basis for recommending and/or providing information service

or guidance. The final step involves obtaining evaluative feedback from

the adult on the usefulness of service in the performance of a task. This

feedback is extremely important to the adult and adult service librarian

in that it provides a means of clarifying and refining the characterization

of the need. That is, if the recommended material is not exactly what is

needed an analysis of why it is not can be useful in guiding the next se-

lection.

The task analysis-need diagnosis-service-evaluation cycle is one that

cont nues throughout the period of the independent project. Initially

the objectives and tasks are described and put in the form of a model, then

some needs arecharacterized based on task descriptions. As services are

provided and evaluated and additional work sessions are held between the

adult service librarian and the adult learner the task model is refined and

elaborated and th need characterizations are clarified. Keeping a detailed

record of this process provides both a guide to continued work and a des-

cription of past events.

Totic Outline

The role of the adult service Librarian: to provide educational

guidance and focused information support to adults engaged in

independent study projects. Basically the adult service libra-

rian functions as a link between ,the needs of the adult learner

and the resources of the library and the community.

The tasks of the adult service librarian include: Stimulatin

adults to pursue independent learning projects, guiding adults

in the development and description of independent learning

objectives and tasks, diagnosing information needs as they re

late to the objectives and tasks of the adult learner, trans-

lating needs into responsive services, and obtaining evaluative

feedback on the usefulness of services provided.

A description of the interactive rel_ ionship between the adult

service librarian and the adult learner. What background and

skills each brings to the interview and how these backgrounds

are combined to describe objectives, tasks, and needs.

A list of guidelines to be used in the interview situation for

eaLablishing rapport, asking questions, etc.

description of the task analysis approach and exa p e of h w

it can be applied to an adult Learner.

A description of need diagnosis including a possible form to be

used for this procedure.

. A characterization of how a task analysis-need diagnosis is likely

to proceed.
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A discussion of the need for evaluative feedback and the
presentation of a form to be used for this purpose.

Exercises

A tape of a task analysis interview will be played. Workshop
participants will take notes on the tape and develop a task

model. These models w II be discussed.

Two role playing interview exercises will be used:
- An adult pursuing an independent project to gain credit.

- An adult pursuring a non-credit independent project.

Study Assignment

,
Each participant will be asked to try out the approach in a
real situation and develop a description of that experience.
This will serve as a basis for discussion at the second
rweting.

StudyjMaterials

Aids to interviewing.

Bibliography on interviewing guidelin s.

INTERVIEW GUIDELINES

Make the adult feel comfortable. He has come to the library with

some objective in mind. Explain to him why are are there and how you

can be of help to him. You have worked with other adults with similar
study objectives. You have a knowledge of resources, you have contacts
in the community. You can get him the things he needs efficiently.
Tell him in order to do a really effective job you must first work with
him to understand his goals and interests and to describe the steps re-
quired to meet those goals and interests.

The basic idea of the interview is to prov de both the librarian
and the adult with a shared understanding of what the adult is trying to
achieve, and the steps that are necessary to get there. This will provide
a framework for looking at information needs. That is, if you have a
detailed description of goals, steps and the guidelines that direct how
the steps are performed you have a firm basis for examining and respondin
to needs.
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. The librarian should ask questions about the adult's goals and

discuss tasks or sters required. It is best to start off by discussing

objectiv s bow does the adult want to change himself, where does he

expect to be at the end of his study projects, etc. This may not be

easy - in many cases objectives are not well formulated. You may ask

about objectives but get an answer that applies to some step he must

take in completing his project. Write down what the adult says - it

will probably provide au answer or partial answer to a later question.
Try to make the conversation flow logically but at the same time keep

on the topics of interest. Move from a discussion of objectives to

the discussion of the following steps:

Determining the scope and emphasis of study.

Determining the sequence of study.

Selecting study mate_ els, etc., within the scope and sequence

of study.

- Studying and integTatiug materia

objectives.

ach one or more stated

In each of these arees there is information that the adult can
provide about his interests and needs and information the librarian can

provide in terms of guidance, direction and service.

It v be that during y ur first interview with the adult you

will not be able ta discusa all his project tasks. Depending on how

much thinking he has done and how complete hie goals and objectives

are you may not get beyond a discussion of det rmining the scope of

the study effort.

It is a good idea to tske notes throughout the discussion.
Review your notes, occasionally to see where you may need more

nformation. Tell the adult what you have written down and
ask if there is more to be said.

Do not worry about silence. There wi l not be a constant

flow of conversation. You will ask a question, the adult

will think before answering. When an answer is given you
will write it down and think about the next logical question
to ask based on the adult's response.

A very important a pect of a good interview is effective
listening. Try to put yourself in the frame oi the adult.
The more you can take on his perspective the better equipped
you will be to meet his guidance and information needs.

Close the interview by providing the adult with some infora

Ce, him started on his project tasks. Also make it clear t

you look forward to continued contact with him. You hope you

can work together on his project. Tell him you would like to

know if what you have given him is useful.

GO

n.
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Training Anal
_

_ Worksheets

egram

A. Tasks

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B. Required

Task 1

Librarian:

-d e and Skill

Knr- edge(s)

1.

2.

3.

2.
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E. Outline of Proposed Training

1. Purpose: To acquire the oll.owi

2. Suggested training method.

3. Specific subjects to be covered.

Who will conduct tra ning (i

Nlimber,

skill

de tile library, outside the lib ry).

and spacing of essi

6. Format of each session.

7. Cost.

8. Proposed methods, for evaluating training,



INDEPENDEN LEARNING
Interaction of Librarlan with Adult Learner

Background
and experience

in subject

Attitudes
ward subject

Goals
Objectives

Adult
Lea mer

Step I
Describe adult's
objectives ,
a sks perspec-

tive

Step 2

Specify informa-
tion needed to
support tasks

Step 4
Evaluate ma-
terials and ser-
vices provided

65

tep 3
Provide

materials ser-
vice, guid-

ance

nowledge
of inforniation
Resources &

services

Skill in

structuring
information re
quirements

70

Knowledge
of subject

area s
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need Descri ion Form

Client's Name:

Objective of Study

Area of Study

Date Requested

L IBRAR IAN LEARNING CONSULTANT

2Seetam.= =s.,.ffim

Date Needed

Task Supported:

Formulating Objectives

Determining Scope & Emphas s
of Study

Determining Sequence of Study

Selecting Study Materials

Time cli.)nt has allocated to study

Date Supplied

.10ITE.s,

Studying and Integrating
Information

Other

ClieMs sophistication

Dasoription of topic

Steps taken by librarian

Servicel. provided



INDEPENDEVT LE RNING

Evaluation Form

Client's Name

Service Provided

67

Useful

Directly
Applies

Nice to know
About

Formulate Study
Obj ectives

Determine Scope
of Study

_
Determine Se-
quence of Study

Select Study
Materials

Integrate
Information

Other

Comments

Not "Useful

Too general

Too specific
Too sophtsttcated

Too elernente

Redundant

Too old

Irrelevant

Other

72
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INDEPENDENI L
Interview/

Interview Conducted

Date*

Time: Begun

INC

LI Phone In person

Ended_

General Information about Learner

1. Learner _

3. Address_
Sfiee

71

The purpose of this form is to provide the

advisor with information about the learner
and to provide both the advisor and the
learner with a common basis for working

through the learning project. This form
should be filled out by the advisor.

2 0 Male 0 Female

Home phone

11 Resident

Specific occupation__

Bus ness phone

0 Nonresident

State

el fime to call

0 In-service area

Zip

7. Occupational category (Coder will complete):

O Housewife 0 Manager, administrator

O Blue collar worker 0 Other white collar worker

O Professional 0 Unemployed

El Retired

0 Student

0 Other

Age (circle o 18 18-24 25-34 35-44

Use of project library:

45-54

El Once or more every 6 months

O Once or more a month 0 Once or more a year

10. Use of other libraries: 0 Once or more eve

0 Less than once a year

0 Never

6 months 0 Less than once a year

0 Once or more a month El Once or more every year

11. Library card LI Yes 0 No

12. Learned f Learner's Advisory Service through:

0 Library display 0 Community display

0 Another agency D Community outreach

Education compl ed: El Eighth grade or less

Li some college

Elaborate-

n NA

El Newspaper

0 Librarian

0 Other (specify)

0 Never

NR

0 Radio DIV
0 Word Of mouth

Li Some high school 0 High school graduate

0 EI.A. 0 Graduate work

Form A: I.D. No.



7 2

Description of Learning Project

LIBRARIAN LEARNING CONSULTANT

14. Learning goals (select one): 0 Educational credit El Job advancement or change

El Increase knowledge 0 Increase skill 0 Contribute to community

D Pleasure and recreatidn 0 Meet people with common interests

Elaborate goal: ,

15. Area of learning project (select one): 0 General works 0 Philosophy

0 Religion 0 Social sciences 0 Language 0 Pure science

0 Technology, applied science 0 Arts 0 Literature 0 General geography and history

Elaborate area of interest

1C Background knowledge/skill in learning area: 0 No experience 0 Some experience

0 Expert Elaborate background:

17. Learning method preferred by learner (select one):

0 Books
0 Formal classes

Elaborate learning method-

0 Audiovisual 0 Programmed instruction

0 Informal discus ions 0 Other

18. Learning location preferriA by learner (select one):

0 In library

Elaborate location:

0 In classroom 0 At home 0 Other

19 Possible ways of helping the learner meet learning goal(s).

7 7



INDEPENDENT LEARNING

Description of Learning Pro Itcl (canil

20. Recommended sequence of learning projec where to begin and steps to lotto

Advieery Service

73

21. Explaining independent learning program 0 Clarifying learning goals

Defining project scope 0 Developing learning sequence

Elaborate service (s):

Information Support Service

22. 0 Provide materials 0 Refer outside library 0 Refer inside librar

0 Provide study guide 0 Provide resource list E Other (spec/6)

Elaborate service(s):_

Steps to be t ken before next appointment,

Next appointment date

Comments:

Learner's Advisor_

0 Gather inlor ion

78
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Progress Report

Contact: 0 Phone Li n person
The purpose of this form Is to provide a
record for the learner end the advisor of the
learner's progress. This form should be filled
out by the advisor.

LIBRA RIAN LEARNING CONSULTANT

Date.

Time: Begun

Learner:

Visit No.

Ended__

Modifications in Learning Prolect

Changes and/Or elaborations in learning goals.

2. Changes in scope of area of interest:

3. ElaboratiOns of changes in area of interest: ,

0 Broader 0 Narrower

4. Changes in ways of helping learner meet goal

5. Changes, elaborations in sequence of learning project'

Advisory Sensios

6. n Explaining independent learning program 0 Defining project scope

0 Clarifying learning goals

7. Elaborate seneice(s):

information support Service

0 Developing learning sequence

8. 0 Provide materials 0 Provide study guide 0 Provide resource list 0 Gather information

0 Refer outside library 0 Refer inside library 0 Other (specify):

9 Elaborate service (s).

10. Steps to be taken before next appo ntrnent.

11. Next appointment date.

Learner's Advisor

7 9 Farm I D. No



INDEPENDENT LEARNING

Progress Eviluation In erviaw

Contact 0 Phone 0 In person

Date

I. Learner _

The primary purpose of this form is diag-
nostic. It should help the advisor adjust to
the needs of the learner. This form should be
tilled out by the advisor In conversstion with
the learner.

2; Does the learner feel that the leKriino _ . t:-: oace?

0 Yes

Elaborate:

0 No ron't know

3. Does the learner feel that he/she is progressing toward his/her learning goal?

0 Yes 0 No 0 Don't know

E,loborate:

4. Has the advisor been available when needed'? 0 Yes 0 No

"no,- how can this problem be corrected?__ _

5. Have the library facilities been conducive to the learner's project?

D Yes No 0 NA

If "no,' how can this situation be improved? _

6. Has th advisor provided the needed assistance in learning plan develOpment?

0 Yes El No 0 Don't know

If -no," what chould the advisor do'?

8 0 Forrn C: I D No
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Learner's Evaluation

LIBRARIAN LfARNING CONSLTTANT

The purpose of this form is to get the learner's
impressions of the advisory erv!ce. The
learner fills out the form.

Questions

Evaluations

z

E
E

E
6

0

1 Vas the library open wnen you needed it?

Were the library facilities helpful to you in doing your learning project?

Was the Learner's Advisor available when you wanted to talk?

4 Were you comfortable in tal ng to the Learner's Advisor about what you
wanted to learn?

Did the Learner's Advisor understand what you wanted to learn?

6. Was the Learner's Advisor helpful in deN.;eloping a plan for your learning
(helping you decide how to begin and what to do)?

7. Were the right materials (books, tapes, etc.) available when you needed
them?

8. Were the materials given to you by the Learner's Advisor useful in helping

you learn what you wanted to learn?

If you used a list of resources or a study guide in your ',ark ere

helpful?

10. If you were referred to another agency Old that agency help you in your
learning project?

11. Overall were you satisfied with the help provided to you by the Learner's
ALivisory Service?

(over)

For



INDEPENDENT LEARNING
79

12 Would you use the service again'

Would you recommend the service to somec. else?

Yes 0 No r 7 Don't know

0 Yes No 0 Don't know

14 How do you think you have changed as a result ot your project and Me help tha library has provided?

Learner s name

Date
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s Advisor Evaltittion

LIBRARIAN I NG (.:ON SU-LTA Da

The purpose of this form is to ob sin the ad.
visor's overall evaluation of Zhe experience
with the learner. Advisors fill out this form.

Questons

Evaluations

Z u

0
ay

E
76.1

Eo
(17 0

1: Was the learner comfortable in talking to you aboJI what he/she wanted

to learn?

2. Did you dnderstand what the learner wanted to learn?

.,/ j helpful in developing a learning plan?

4. Were you available when the learner wanted to talk?

:were appropriate materials available for the learner when he/she needed

them?

6 Were _ne ma erials that you rovided the le ner useful in helping him/her

rev7i ris/her learning goal?

it you provided a study aid was it useful to the learner?

If you referred the learner to an Outs , agency was this agency helpful to

the learner?

Overall were yOu satisfied with how you helped the learner will his/her
learning project?

Form G! I D N

(over)



INDF i NG 81.

10. Did you feel yot.: had enough tIme ..vork won hie:

"no," please comment

ki'Vr!r-r. the laci;!ties and lu;nment In toe llorary sc!ir!ent

for what yOu needed to Halo the 1earner?

If -lease corrrr,?n1

12 11,-; yen 5;en ,ndlc,=7.5'(,ns of change it 'he

Learner s Advisor

1 D No

[Mfg

a r--sip :if his

Yes Li No

ves No

1,'!. prose



Di' r ALTERNATIVE LEARNP PATTERNS

Albert Mastantuono

It is particularly appropriate to look at the at'Aity of people to

learn --A the barriers they encounter in learning. It is only recently

_ have bazun Lo examine adult lerning and what t_JI implications

of 7 arning disabilities are for them. As such, it seems to me this is

A trail-blazing effort on the purt ef librarians to understanding
le; ;ling disabilities.

Learning disabili!,_ =S so c,:_nfusing 13::.3use jou will read one

hig in parents magazlnL.. nother in popular digests and still anotj

women's journals IL is a particularly big thing with children of
Lourse. We have onty started get'ng into the problems of young adults

and adults with learning difficulties. It is really a band wagon concept

and we have to be careful of that. Everybody cannot automatically be
labeled as learning disabled in order to take care of any problem they

may have. I arn going to try today in my portion of your institute to

get across the message that you've gut to work with people early. How-

ever you cannot ignore the adolescent or adult who already have problems
and who may not have been taken care of in the home and especiully in

high school.

Right from the beginning I want to be sure that your realize we are

not talking about people who are totally illiterate. We are not ta,king
about rctardeo individuals J:or ex-iple people with severe physical pro-

blems. A lot of people with 1,Arni..6, problems can ze3d. They ean do

arithmetic. But thei probles have been severe enough over the years
that they remain handicapped when they become adults.

1 hcAve several things that I will be reading directly fram because

they are so beautifully J_Iie and they get across certain points. This

very ,ort little poem comes from a!Lific Lanudb e and Disa_bility in the

papers , Anna Gillihan. The title is "Preface'

The college dean
such rawneL
'Lis a lac'

student is a shame
-ation is to blame.

The high Ancipal says_

r,eed heavern-, crudity. The boys a foe

The fault of course is in the,grammar school.

8 7



ALTEMATIVE lEARNiNG 83

The grammar school priocie.eq says: "Would that from such a dupe

I might be spared. They send chem up ce us so unprepared." The primary

principal says: "Poor kindergarten children! And they call that prepar-

ation? Worse than none nt all!" The kindergardon -Leacher says: "Such

lack of training I never did see. Whnt sort of person can the mother be?"

The mother says: "You stupid child, but then you're not to blame Your

father's family are all the same!"

Ter 47 hm: so many of the people work with get started. The buck

gets passed ell down the line. There are a lot of problems in educating

people more effectieely. I hope theeL we can hit on some of these kinds

of things.

Some kids zeally to have emotional problems that prevent ther learn-

ing. It's a question of the chicken and thu egg. ',4hich came first?

it the emotional problem and defective learning, or learning problems

couttibuting to the emotional problem. Some kids really do have emotion-

al problems, because it is easier for most parents to accept the term

learning disability than mentally retarded, or emotionally disturbed, or

hrain de .ied. Tlee hee 'oec usee! over f!rld over to describe a multi-

tude of {sabilities.

The federal government has been given a lot of money for stud7ing

th:i field of learning dieability pertfcularly to bureaus of education

for the handicapped. The term learnine disability has often been used

seeeeymously for brain damage and neeroicgical impairment. We are talking

abe,,,t most of your departments of education in a state such as Pennsylvania

where 1 or 27 of the school age population are definitely learning die-

abled. Actuallu these peopie are apt to show some kind of brain dammee,

but that is a much too difficult tetio for most people to absorb. The.y

h.7ive some kind of neurological involvement. It's not that they go walking

1 personalty think that ea Iny- expc-ience of the school age pdvalatiou

there are more like 6Ve of the kids who have learning problems. These

are not due to retardiners, blireemess or deafness but they would be in

this category oe learni.e disabled. think they are going way out ey

saying that 407. of the school age population are learning disabled.

What dace learning disable,: mean? Often it menns that someone has
feiled one course, cr that they are three mont.Us behind on LIn acadue-ic

achievement test. But this is under change because the state and tederal
education departments are not going to continue funding such a huge

population. Such a loose definit-ion covers ou awful lot of kids. When

we talk abcut learning disabilities we bovu to first look at the com-

munications system.

Right now yon aue looking and listene. You are takirce 1u pe.neep-

tions. You are Treeiving what I am doing and saying. But. you are also

8 8
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perceiving other sorts of things such as outside noises, people ou

the hail. You are listening to my voice which is the figure. You have

to decode or breakdown the peroepti0n$ that are coming to you

What do you think of when you think of integrati g or associating.

How do we express ourselves as human beings? There are other ways in

which we communicate: gesture, expressing verbally either in the written

or spoken word then there is a feedback system. Feedback may inelude

brainwaves, ESP, telecommunications. You may simply be reading expres-

sions on peoples' faces. Indeed your response to a test may be a feed-

back system. We know about feedback long before we enter formal school-

ing and continue during the entire lie process. But yOu may be an in-

dividual who has a breakdown in this area.

What is happening right now? A jet plane going overhead. That is

vcy distracting, particularly it yoa are by the window and particularly

if you were a young child. You cannot if you are truly a learning

disabled individual, it you have a audiotory figure grounded problem

you really have a great deal of difficulty blocking out extraneous noise.

It may be impossibl to block out a record player that a teacher may have

going.

This happens so often in school where a lot of kids have to sit right

next to t e window. Right under the window may be a playground or kidds

just runn ng around the school. What happens? truly learning disabled

child may have a probiem in the first place bloeLloe out auditory back-

ground noises. But in addition some visual stimuli May be thrown in.

Suddenly as the menths wear on the teacher will say this child is lazy.

He's like his older siscer or he's not like his older sister who was

very smart-. The teacher won't write that down, the teacher won't tell

the child what happens but Lii chi d getS the message by gesture or by

expression.

Try to think back on some painful e-periences in your own elementa

years. Reilect bock on your grade school and think of some painful ex-

periences. The teacher may not have said "b000" to you, but you could

tell by either what she may have said you. or by some expression on

her face, or from lack of praise. The same thing can be said aboet dif-

ficulties of blocking out visual stimuli. I am talking about kinds of

learning problems that if not de ,ith early in a school career can lead

to adult learning problems. 11:1,7e talked about the auditory and

the visuals anc I am not going to go into any more than these two cate-

gories. My notes on the chalkboard are so scattered and messce up it

is hard to pick up visua:. ,

have highlighted the word I want you co

zero in on. Suddenly ir bec,rnes less blurred, and now becomes more of the

foreground. This is a simple example.

We learn Lu read by over n of our hearing sense. We do not use

the vicual as ch as we thoeeht in the olden days. A child for example

may have let ter reversal; he is not necessarily being smart alecky.

He is not being lazy or retarded. He doesn't need glasses or corrective

lenses. Kids that have a visual discrimination problem may truly have

letter reverse' A class example is when the child sees god for dog.

They realty see jt_ that way and yet they have perfect vision, including

:hat part of the brain that you do your seeing with.

8 9
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It is inconsistency which brings about learning problems. You have

all read somewhere in a basic psychology ,:ourse about the optical expc-rience

where they use lenses which reverse your field of vision. After a null:ter

of hours, or a number of days depending on the kinds of optic senses,

whole world turns upside down for you.

I am going to pass up association and go to encoding. Miny times

the kids will see the "d" as a "d". But they have trouble when they

code it and put it down on paer, or tell the teacher T4hat they see. They

will put down a "b" for a "d" even OloUs,,h they had a correct perception.

At the beginning of a school career, this is the beginning of constant

frustration. Finally a child may be able to take it in appropriately

but there is a great deal of difficulty with the integrating ritage. Some

researchers in the field, particularly behaviorists in psych-logy, main-

tain th.;it all problem.F are in rb,, black box, i.e. in the mina of the in-

dividual.

There are some basic t. have just alluded to. Visual

perception is one pi them le central response to a visual stimulus.

Auditory perception and memory (ho(h long term and short term) are other

terws. Long term memory just Can't possibly handle all information pro-

sing. You have immediate memory, delayed memory and long term memory.

All of these are necessary to learn and get along in this wo id.

You know I have some three year old daughters. If we tell them we

are going to see grandma in Erie, Pennsylvania on Sunday and it's only

Monday, then we have made a grave mistake for obvious reasons. Next

Sur'joy is now as far as they are cone, nee. They cannot wait because they

ha-fe n -,,ense of Lime. A lot of learning disabled adults, whom you may

not. be rthle to detect, have difficulty with basic time concepts. Such

facLors all affects how welearn. Linguistic input is the ability to eAer-

scam( what is said and to demonstrate what is said again. Output cam-

--nication and expression of ideas, either through gestures or words, a e

for learning (Aisabled individuc's who have motor problems.

If you hav read s me of Ale professional articles about eye and

visual-moto7: cooidination problems you would get the impression that a

lot of kids really have This kind of problem. But if somewhere along the

line they cannot develop good mot_.r-eye-hand coordination abilities, they

will have problems in other learning processes as well. A lot of these

kids really have a great deal of difficulty in movement. Some of these

kids may need medication to help lem maintain balance. In early to mid

1960's, general motor training was a btg thing in the profession. In any

everL from the few studies which have been done, motor coordination train-

in usuc,ily has to follow a natural nlaturation. proc11:7s.

A learning disability is present when a person of average or above

average intel.tigence is not experiencing success or reaching a potential

level of achievement .
Ihat is determined Usually by ministering an IQ
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test within a group setting or classroom. There has been major criticisms

of intelligence testing. How is a group aeheivement or a group intelli-

gence given in school? Think back on how many tests you took in school.

In the classroom the teacher says: "Pick up your pencil and reed. the

instructions." This has to be done because of the standarized proce-

dures. Suppeee you have a third grader who is taking the reading com-

prehensive session of this achievement test and can't read the instruc-

tions. What is her comprehensive score goine to be?

evemene tests and intelligence tests are verv often one 4,,14 the

SP. Achievement is supposed to measure what you have acquired. In-

tellIgence tests are supposed to measure your intellectual potential.

IL is flfficult to separate the two. An IQ test is an achievewent test

and certainly an echievement is a measure of intelligence. The point

is a lot of leare'ng disabled kids particularly in the reading and math-

matics section of their subjects they can't begin to understand what

on the page. Of course their rcjanse is going to be wrong. As a

result of the IQ test they are going to be placed in the retarded range.

In this !±,ate end. in li,ost others, := ,f:-Laily retarded child measures

between 60 and 80. If his IQ falls below 60 be has to go ineo a class

the educably mentally retarded. There is some flexibility but not

much. They say we have to have a cut-off point some place. If you

were in Michigan an educably mentally retarded child has a score of

50-75. A retarded child from Pennsylvania who moves to Michigan

is no longer retarded. Or a leerning disabled child moves to Pennsylvenia

and he is put in a claoe for the mentally retarded.

Even on an individually administered IQ test there are 5 points eith

way. On any given day you may measure 135 which is very bright IQ. But

the next day wieh the same test you could have gotten 140 or 130. This

variation is a result of measurement error that is built into the standard-

ized test. As a result, kids are be ng mislabeled. Part of that is

because we are forced to put kids in certain categories. This is not very

humane for the learnieg disabled child because on a given day he couLd

reelly be recommeried to a class for the retarded. But when you steet

talking with kids ,ee ':ruIy retarded, they have an awtul lot of pro-

blems that the learn,e disabled child (who may actually be around the

area of 82) does not have.

It is a tragedy to put that child in etith a class with retarded.

That is wey more ane more public sehools are eliminating certain kinds of

psychological testing and why the Buckley amendment was passed just re-

cently. Right now anyone in this room can go to the public school or

the college yin, went . to and ask to see your complete folder. The con-

servative republican from New York was classified as educationally

mentally retarded when he was in grade school. This :is what motivated

him to get this type of thing done.
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Because the learning disabled individual has such difficulty in
learning or in grasping basic concepts that the rest ot us grasp very
easily, psychologists and educators have mislabeled these kids. That

is why we have to do a lot more in the area of clearing up the kind of

testing in schools. One out of every 15 children in U.S. classrooms
who are average or above average intelligence have failed to learn
at the expected rate. The significance of this fact is that these child-
ren become adults whom you may expect to use the libraries with facility
and ease.

What we have been looking ac indicates a great number of character-
istics. For example, one of these may be a lack of established sense
of direction in reading and writing and what the affect of this may be.
How do we read in cur cul ture? Lett to right, of course. Thera are

very few cross cultural studies in learning disabilities. I have often
wondered who is having lateral problems may therefore be contributing
to her own learnin disabilities. But how would this person do if she

were Chinese where the reading is vertical?

Other people lack the ability to learn through the visual or seeing
sense. They have difficulty in building a basic reading vocabulary.
I want to mention three or four terms that you should be aware of.
Hyperactivity actually means being overly activated and full of energy.
Hyperactivity is still considered mainly a medical term and is used
all the time in education and psychology. It is further used to f-.he

point where everybody is hyper if for example you drink El lot of cnffee.
My kid is really hyper, he drives me up the wall. The truth is tY-A
some learning disabled individuals are hyperactive but not a large per-
centage. If you have a truly hyper active child, sometimes they need

medication. Most of the medical people I have worked with are relatively
concerned otherwise you would have kids popping pills at a very young
age when they may not really need them.

people have an inabty to learn how to read plain and simple.
This is a true inability due to gentic causes. Now that is where the
medical profession ends it's agreement on an explanation because they
don't know why. There is a real physical problem. Maybe it is in

the integration center of the communication model. These people can

learn something but they have an extremely difficult time doing so.
Some may never learn how to read. It they are ruly retarded, they can't

handle the abstractions. But the important thing 1 want you Co leave
with is that these people ore really few in number. For the others, the
explaaotion of their difficulty has to be sought elsewhere.

There are d kinds '-,f _eading problems among adults. Perhaps they

can read but tiey cannoL comprehend tor some reason. If long term memory
is bad and short term memory is good, this can affect comprehension.
There are motor control disabllitie that have nothing to do with lack

of atility to read doe to genetic cr-Joscs. But the point is thlt they

lways used interchangeably. A lot of learning disabilities have per-

ceptua coordinacion problems which affect learning hal. write.

9 2
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This is a true story abc who 1::as able to get through the

irst thlee reporL c,rds and no major difficulties.

But then he discovered that something was wrong. A lot of learning
disabled kids start developing emotional problers by the third or fo -t

grade. By this time they know they are dumb. They cannot do the

simplest things that everybody else is doing around them. When he stood

up to recite the children laughed at his expression.

Therefore he claimed sore throats as an
Why should he go to school and try and try
anything like other children. He would go

excuse from going to school.
and never succeed in doing
on the playground with other

youngsters but woul7 in the hushes ;Jen his sympathetic teacher

insisted that oiu them. He began rtl,'Iing up and down the play-

_rund m if 0rr with a Err'eri inste-, of running along side them.

me he ro:icd fourth gr adc
mother wmrked wiOt at night.

copy what he wos shown. But= there

When he saw the same word or nt.e'

effort made him liked by the teach
realized that cheated 011 LcStS
effective coping mechanisms was to
room. Ho would slump down or he- would

be out c)7 his teacher's immediate vision. That technique along with
the fact that he chose the back of the room kept him frequently out
sight and mind of his teacher. Another method of titling his disability

was when he was called on to read passage from a book. He would

turn to ;one paragraph he had memorized and begin to read i. The

acher would only be impatient with his Lack of atcention. He has

escaped gain.

7s in real trouble. His
-.empt to memorize and
over to the next Lime.
not recognize it. Dwain's

ar:

,_he fact that many of them
:nments. One of his more

ad someone else in the class-
move his desk so that he would

All of his time was spent in lea-ming how co get by. He would study

teachers to learn their methods of giving tests. He fought as it every

day were a new battle which had to be survived. He learned to put eown

answers in his own kind of urderstaudable shorthand on pencils, inside

of socks, on his fingers. He systematically changed many ways of

cheating and worked at Oa project constantly. The highlight came when

[he entice choo1 WaS car,. Ling in a .'iling ceatest (o: chcose top

pvrson f it maLl ona I cump--!t By t;:s time PWain was in the oth

grade. Mere were severzi spelliug words !.)11 the Pe

jnrked diily at memorizing fOc iist and finished third in a class -f

only heause he memorized,

Finn I ly alter two years in the tourti ,-ndo and Od_ in the sivrh,

Dwain wa moved into seventh grade withouL ot elementary school ciloma.
Life grew Lore teurie as the competition stiffened. Dwain's mother was

puzzled, she could not undt-rstend. When she ,Approached a teacher and

asked that Dwain be put in a class of retarded children she was refused.
But for Dwain who overheard the conversation, there was more proof that

he was just plain dumb. To so many kids this is what happens to them
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lween they are leartning dis and avoida

ot wanting to go to scrod s traco LO the child who haeelearning

disnbilities. '.letbar, we 1jk IL ar note, tho older a child gets who

has learning disabilitios and the I attention given to them the more

does his emotionel listurbance rase with age and grade. The re-

peating of grades Lnd school years has been proven over and over again

to be usrless.

Fortunately some st',ate such as New Jersey ha,,'e begun ect automatically

screen ail of kids entezins7 kinder rten to look for high risk learners.

Even in states sticb as Peons

ing is not oing on, at 1-,3t tkf
hor t for in kindergarten,

and Ohio -here this type of screen-
are becoming more attuned as to

secoed, and third grade child-

In Penn-v v -'a in 1971, the right tL, ecucation was a landmark

case brought ate_ by the Association for hecarded Citizens which de-

clared that a child who is retarded ha right to a proper educa-

tion just as a normal child who is in It also said

that the parents have a right to 0 hearing to disagree with the school

district who has labeled their child with nnv degree of retardiness.
It hat become Law. 1-,oL ju5r the .1.chcoi LYince then Otero have been

275 cases brought before educetional hearing officers where the parents
l'ave their outside experts present date. The school district has it's

experts present data and the bearing _officers make a iecision.

By July 4, 1976, tied in with the bieent_enlel it is hoped that
the same privileges and rights will be extended to the gifted and talea-

ted. The gifted and
known someone who was realiy bright? Do uU lolow how difficult it is

'ed are exceptional tL:o. Have you ever

to communicate ',;'ith them. 1a4sachuscq,ts 'Ale first test cnso. A

mother believed chot her high school son was truly talented and that

the school was not providing a proper education. She insisted that the

child be allowed to go to Vale, ColoraCo tor skitee essons. Maryland

has the same mendate. If the parents don't beleeee or the hearing officer
finds out that what has been ,ecometended is nn ei g carried out by the

school system, they are in trouble. They are to be called on the

carpet by the department of education and this affect 7leir

steLe fun!

We have been tate iy about you ki(.n Li. F ihe pL ems

carry over to adulthood. Thie In the kind -- person whe very often
lacks motivation and may be rrustraeed with learning tasks. This ki

of person may do well in mathematics but may have great difficulty with

subject areae involving reading. Or it may be jest the opposite since
the learning disabled do not have a single profile. Ma 'earning dis-

abled people are excellent readers. But when ic comes a any kind of

mathematic competition they are way out in lett field. Written work

is very of in tedioue and difficult for ;:lee adult ,_earning dieabled.

Their speed is slow,legibility is more often than not vtv pcor. Their

work is often incemplete eed lacking in detail. Emotional y such a

person almost always has e eeor self coecept.
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A teenager who is 16 years etc 2nd is reacing at the second grarle

level is very ofCen given a second ar third grade book. Bet there are

good materials out ROW that should b:= in some of your libraries with

high interest and low vocabulary. A lot of these people can reach col-

lege. In fact there was an interesting NY Times arui:Je about six

months ago: "Learning Oisabled Fathers Learn iro:ti their Sons." A groun

of fathers who were successfu1 businessmen had sons were diagnosr,d

as being learning disabled. These fathers learned tha.= these vere t

kinds of problems they had when they were growing up. They had chE

kinds of frustrazions. But they tom e==:sated they made it and were success-

ful in their work.

The one who do reach college level usually g to community colleaes.

Now most community colleges have an open door policy where anyone can

go to the community college. But these students are rendi g at the

fourth grade level. Very often taking class notes is very d

They have difficulty forming topic sentences.

DETINITior; OF LEARNING LIABILITIES

A learning d_sabi ity is present when a person of near average,

average, or above average intelligence is not experiencing success or

reaching his potential level al achievement within a group setting in

the regular classroLlrn. A primary learning disability within a person

would not be a physical defect of seeing of hearing, mental rerarda -

tion, emotional instability, or as a r-2sult of cultural or instruction-

al environments; Lowe-ler, these rlight nppeor as secondary or compounding

factors to the l arning disabled child.

These learning disabilities which are ot a ,risual, auditory, and/

or motor perceptual nature manifest theii,-elves primarily in the processes

of speech, language, reading, writing, and arithmetic.

The learning d sabled person w'f1.1 in varyin,; degrcs exhibit

behaviors of hyperactivity, distractabillty, perseveration, improper

balance, no preferred body dominance, emOtional ins'_ahility, weak motor

coordination, disorganization, and poor sequential development.

On. out of L5 school child -1 in the U.S. classrooms 4no are

averdge above average intelligence, yet who lail to learn at toe

expected Znte.

A learning dtsshllity refers tt

in essent ial learning procesres reqo
for its remediation.

e or more
special

********

ificant deficits
ational techniquos
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PPrconq pecial learnin disabilitie exhibit -.-,sorder in

one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in under-
staading or in using spoken or written lannuge. These may be Toni-

fested in disorders of listening, thinking, talking, reading, writing,
spelling or :=,rithmetic. They include conditions which have been re-
ferred to as perceptai handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunc-
tion, dyslexia, developmental 16h.lsia, etc. They do not include leanl-
ing problems which are due 7rimarily to \isual, nearing, or. ;.-,tor handi-

caps, to mental retardation, emotional disturbance or to e:,..ironmental
disadvantage. (National Advisory Committee or Handicapped Children,
1968 in a report to Congress).

OFTEN ATTRIBUTED TO

LEARNIN', DISABLED INDIVI.NoLS

1. Hyperactivity: Child seems to be in constant motion, going from
one obicct or Lo:tivit'; to :nar.ner. C.Sometimes there is hypcact-

ivitv, which is just the opposite; slow moving and listless).

2. Per.,optuul-otor Impairments: Printing, writing, and drawing poorly.
Difficulty in catching or throwing a ball. Frequent lack of eye

hand coordination. Difficulty in reproducing geomtric designs.

3. Emotional Liability: Qui(:k cnangcs of emotional behavior. May
be p.,icked by what would appar to others as a minimally stress,

situation.

General Coordination Pcticits: Child often described as clumsy
or awkward. May be 17. gross .notor-artivilies such as diificulty
in jumping, hopping, riding or riding a tricvc1e. Or ma! Ile in

fine 1:-r-:otivitieE, flICN dirfiL,Aty ir butt,,ni.., coloring.

etc.

5. :'1:;ordort-; 01. atti-nLion: Short Littention s'pan. DiStraCtible.

i=,:rbever.Aiun be,LominI4 "locked into" an activity, word, meoer
c.r thought and unable to "shift gears" to something else.

h. Impulsivity; Canno keep from touching and handling uaject,9 or
person'. especially in a strange or stimulating environment.
Responds too quickly without thinking.

7. Disorders of Memory and Thinking: He may lack short or long term
memory. May have difficulty in processing and integration skills.

5. Specific Academic Disabilities: May have difficulty in one or
more of th areas of reading, writing, arithemetic, spelling, or
language.

9 6
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9. Disorders of Speech and Bearing: May have delayed speech develop-

ment and difficulty with receptive or expressive /anguage. Although

his hearing is normal, may have difficulty in receiving and under-

standing sounds and their meaning.

10. Equivocal Neurological Signs and Electroericephalographic Irregula

iries:

a. "Sof " neurological signs such as uncoordiriation of ocular

uscles, poor coordination of fingers, mixed and/or confused

_terality, slow speech development or defects, and general

awkwardness.

b. Borderline or abnormal EEG (brain wave

ACTUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABLED

Learning difficulties with which parents and teachers are con-

fronted usually fall into the following classifications.

Lack of established lateral dominance.

Lack of est blished sense of directlon in reading and writIng.

Lack of proper perception of reLationships between figure (foreground)

and ground (background). (This problem nay occur with the perception

of a work on a certain pa t of the page.) (Visually and Auditorily)

Lack of Ability to perceive and copy simple geometric form.

Lack of ability co ',ierlse the space r lationships of objects.

Lack of ability to hear sounds correctly and to reproduce them correctly.

Lack of ability to recognize visually similaritIes and differe ces in

word structure.

Lack of ability to separate figure from background in 1

actual practice. the pupil may not be able to separate

voice from the general hum of background noise).

Difficulty with the proper control of impulsive behavior.

Tbe difficultv of controlling excessive activity.

Difficulty with acq iring a proper attention span.

97
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Difficulty
concentration.

The lack of ability to learn through the visual or seeing sense.

The lack of proper coordination to piycicaL oct'

Diffi ul-y with d veloping a sense of rhythn.

oping a proper ability tc concentr -nd naintain

Difticulty in buiLd--, a basic r7,- vt- nb

93

D1f±jcuiy in putting things down in writing or printing.

The la k of ability to neaningfully perceive number concepts.

Difficulty with the proper perception of self.

Difficulty with the proper perception of relationships between selE and

others including parents and teachers

Showing of a gap betl--een his ability to
understand events and expe iences

and his ability to learn to read, compute, spell, and write.
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Sara Fine

Yesterday,. when Al Nkastantuono asked you to listen to wnat sere-

one wanted to talk about, he suggested that you respond with anly one

tho following phrases "Yes?" "Tell me more," "Go on," or "I'm

listening." You were on24 to listen and encourage, and you were there-

fore not able to interrupt, interfere, or intervene. It was tne

client's time to talk ould the counselor's time to listen.

A si, )1e process in communications, and yet one that is the most

difficult for most of us to perforn -- the simple act of listening and

encourasing. We have a name for tl-As process -- minimal encouraging,

i.e. behavior that Is not only active listening but which communicates

te the other person that all of our energy is directed toward that

task. Uininal encouragers are not only verbal. Nodding, eye contact,

the direction and posture of our bodies, the stillness of our behavior --

all of these tell the client that we are actively present. By our

behavior we are sayinz, recosnize you as a caTplex and worth human

being. I wdll follow where you lead I do not have enough data to

respond to you until you share more of your experience with me. Please

go on; I'm following." Did you notice how hard it was not to say,

"let me tell you about my experience!" or "Here's what I'd do if

I were you," or "Why don't you..." ar "You donit really mean that,"

or "ThinEs aren't as bae as they seem."

Le* loci< at the impact of Some of these responses, Some of them

are subtly or overtly critical, such az "How Wand, yOU feel if your

brother were really dead." Inplication: You shouldn't feel the way

you feel.. The catain drops:; the avralizing judgxent of the listener

hes thrown down the harrier, and the .-:,reaker mast either defend or ex-

plain his position, or capitulate in remorse,. De social response

says, "I'n sure you're just az guod as he is," a welia meaning response,

but unacceptable to the client. Thelistener juzt doesn't understand

the intensity of the neeling and is rejecting its validity. Again the

curtain drops.

The empathic response says that the curtain is open and that

the listener has accepted and is ready to aeuept whatever the
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speaker has to say. A deeeer level of interaction has been

experienced along with a me7e teward greater intimaey. Intimacy is

the willingness to totally accept another person with all of his or

her values and experiences and a wilAingness to see the world fturt
the other person's viewpoint.

This ie a pattern which noins terue whether yoi re talking to a

patron in the library or to your oml cnild, your parents, your

therapist or your spouee. If you look at any therapeutic interactions

you will find that they are exactly the eame as informative problem

solving interactions or friend-to-friend sharing interactions. Throng

erquathy comes insight, self-directjJn and problem-solving.

An additive posture will hele to generate new insights and new

ways of seeing things. Emathy is real and beautiful, but it can re-

main sterile until one can see it af, a model for helping. The objec-

tive of an errpathic Interaction is that ore person lead3 and the

other person keeps up. Ihe client leads, tne listener follows, and

the client is free to take hie/her own nemt step. Notice that the

question-asking response diverts and directs the interaction: "What

did your brother do to make you hate him?" No longer is the client

ftee to go his own way. He must follow where the listener takes him.

Empathy means that ble are both gping to talk about the same

n and that person is tne client. Incidentally, this happens be-

tween friends all the Ume and between people Who are intimate with

each other. Two friends will negotiate lh quiet and subtle ways to

decide whose turn it is to be client, whose needs are greater. And

the client role thifts back and forth.

I have a very dear friend Kith letom I spend long hoUPS on the

phone after everyone else has gone to bed usualLy between one and

three in the morning. The other night I had a remarkable experience

with her. I called her up one niEht and it was obvious that I

wanted to talk to somebody. All I wanted to do was talk about the

fact that ry feelings had been hurt. I had felt rejected and in-

aidequate by an incident that day. I was reallw feeling ,he need

for sorre support. We talked for mire than an hour, really a thera-

peutic problem solving experience. IC talked about some of the

nsasons that I felt the way I did.

it wasl't until the next dw 'clot I discovered tat her husband

had been taken to the hospital that very day, and she didn't even

mention it. That incident really represerts something underLying

our relationship. Even though on an objective level her problem

was more serious than mine, she was coping with it. Evern though

minc was relatively inconsequential we had somehow decided ',I, was

qv turn that night, that mN need was oreater.

1 0 0
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C-le person takes a stem amd the other ore catches up. The
impo-cant issue is, who's going to do the leading now. 1.6ihen we get

to tIle additive level, it's when my friend says: "It seems to me
that not only did you feel put down, but the laundry is piling up."
She pulled a new element out of what I had said. She was catching
up. But this tire she was putting something together for me; she
saw smething maningful in uhat I had said.

The additive response here was a step toward problem solving.
It is a step toward interpretation, perhaps by pointing out patterns
or relationships. I think it's important to recognize the difference
between additive interpretation and "instant analysis." Lnterpreta-
tion means "It seem as thougp there are certain kinds of things that
affect you in certain kinds of ways." It doean't mean "Eecause
your mother didn't like you as a child" or "Ybulre just like nw
mother!" There is a very subtle fference. I see one .2.5 being

constructive and the other as very hurtful.

Rroblem solving grmis out of a situation in which the person
who i.s the client says: "Here's this ball. I've been lcoking at it
this way. Vlayte I could look at it from a different angio; I might
Hien lave alternatives." You see the problemfrom a different per-
spective and perhaps seek other alternatives. The client sees for
hin or herself; the listener is there when it happens.

Problem solving is saying, "It looks as thougb you are only
seeing two possible alternatives." rlhe client responds: "Maybe
I need to rethink it." EMpathy is a posture, i.e. away of saying,
"I'm with you." We have two rrore things to fill in this model of
interaction.

By the way I don't know what your experience is but I can't cope
with anyone else's model. I ha:Cre tried but I can't do it. 'The only

thdng I can do is try and share some of my own way of looking at things.
Sometime you might want to take a piece of paper and develop your
own mcdel for helping people interact with each other. If you are
going to do an institute, it's very helpful. You can't use anybody
else's model. I have a file of models, because I am always impressed
with other people's. But I can't use them becanse they dan't make any
sense to me.

Empathy, in the way we've described it, is a sense of understand-
ing between two people in a total life structure. It sounds likn it
,ouldn't really happen across a reference desk because we dOn't know
where that other person is comdng from. But perhaps the real problem
As that lAte are unwilling to expend the time ard energy that it takes
to really listen. In one way tne empathic stance is really an
information and listenin- stance.
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COMMUNICATION PROCESSES

Counsel -IL is a place where someone comes to hear what he or

she has to say. In other words the counselee comes to hear what

the counzelee has to say. The listener is a data hank who files
everything away and hypothesizes about which he or she will check

out, keep or discard. One way of perceiving is by repetition.
People don't repeat things that aren't important. By the same
token, if something; is important it will be repeated again and aga
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So that is one waj that a helping, person can begin to respond.
In the process of listening you are allowing the other person to

present his or her iata about sore issue. I have a lot of trouble

trerslating that into reference work too. You still are following

and allowing; data to be laid out which you read and which then leads

to problem solving.

How do you "de empathy? How does it manifest itself? The
objective of an empathic response is to follow where the other per

son has led. 1-eflection is a way of saying that this is what I

heard you say and thds was the way it was processed through me. Here

is what I hear and I Kill give it back to you.

I have a lot of resistance to phrases like "Here's what I hear

you say." They turn re off. When we care about people we respond

reflectively all the time. How do we reflect what they're feeling?

YJYOu are really tired tonight, dear." "Sara, you hurt yourself."

What are some other things we say to people we care about? "You

really seen depressed today," or "You must have been furious." I

am going to add something. Empathy is only empathy when youtaxe

truly in touch with the other person. You could go around saying,

"You look depressed," to the world, but that does not make you an

empathic person. There is a great distance between empathy and

empathic verbiage. The empathic response is one that reflects what

you hear from what the other person is saying. The attenpt is to

go with him, to perceive accurately, and to reflect honestly. You

tell me, yeah y( are right. But I have the feeling that you are
saying that because fiou want to please me. That's not enpathy

that's phoney.

True erpaUi Is the reflecting back of that which you are truly

perceiving. It requires trust. If you are listening carefully, you

can accurately perceive what the person is saying. The experience

of having s(-)meone really listen to you is a very moving one. It

may be the only time Ln a person's life when someone has actively

responded, the roment of truth when you can say, "You're really

angry at your brotger," rather than, "You mustn't feel that way."

That is nut a reflection of the feeling. What is the feeling:

Well, hate or anger. So tchat is the empathic response to that one?
What is the eapathic response to "T wish he were dead?" So do I?"
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93 LIBRARIiN LEARNING CONSULTANT

By the way, I call that response a reinforcement of negative feel-
I don't think that is therapeutic. Another counterpart to

that is 1Nhat I would call: "You punched him lin tne mouth. Good for

you, he deserved it!" I don't think that is problam solving, because

it is not reflection.

The problem is that as soon as you put same judgement into your
resporse it is not effpathic; it is judgmental. It tells the person
where you think he sould be going. A judgment that says: yes, you
were right; or: no, you were wrong, is a judgment; whether it is
positive or negative is Irrelevant. The point is you have made a

JtAgament. Something happens as soon as you make a judgrient. Even
if it is one in favor of the other person, they now see you as some-
one who Fakes judgments and the next one could be bad. The mother
who says,'"You're a good boy" can also say, "You're a bad boy." The

mDther who says you are anything also has the power to say you are

anything else. In order to respond empathically you can only do one

of three things. You can give minima/ encouragement. You can sum-

narize the content. Or, you can reflect the feeling. That is all,

because that is the only way of catching up and saying, you take the

next step. if you can think of another way I would be glad to hear

of it. Actually we don't know of any other way.

Let us look at the statement: I wish he were dead. Let's try

all three iesponses. AL minimal encourager says tell me More, or gp

on. It says I'm not going to criticize you for the way you feel. I
an rot going to tell you that it's okay if you feel that way. As a
natter of fact I'm not going to make any judgment on what you've
saidat all. Nor am I going to give you a solution to it.

I will give you an example of a summation of content. "It's

always Brian can do this and Brian can do that. I hope I never

hear his name again. Even if he is my brother and I wish he were

dead." In summary of content: "Brian seems to do rather well."
But you have put a judgpent on it. Tiv aggin: "Someone seems to
sense that Brian does things very well, and that makes you wish

he were dead."

Notice what has happened. There are two levels: a content

level and a feeling level. When we say "You don't mean that" then
we are really responding to 'che content. We act as though he
means that he wishes Brian were dead. What he really means is, I'd

like to stop hating.

If a message has a feeling level and a content level and a
aaterials level, we usually only respond to the content. We pre-

tend that we don't hear the feeling. "I just heard that riv hus-

band has a terminal illness." "Have you talked to the doctor?"

is a response to the content. Or Nhat did the doctor say?" There
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are a lot of feelings Out we on't want to look at them. So we just

respond to the content. In this i-_Gance we hear both of them.

The feeling level is louder. It is more actively empathic to re-

spond to the feeling level than to the content level.

Somebody comes in and eays "You know, I have this paper to do,

but I really don't know where to begin." The feeling level is not

as loud as the content level. But is it accurate to respond to the

content level? Most librarians vrouLd say it is more accurate to

respond to the content level than it is to the feeling level.

In no way am I prescribing that you respond to any one level of

comnunicatlons over another. But if the level is loud, you cannot

not respond to it. You are responding to it but you are saying, "I

don"t want to talk about one pant of your message. There is no

sense talking about all of it."

Consequently, the sumnation of content does ndt always work. It

was almost introssible to put it together because the affect was so

loud in this example that it requires a response to the feeling.

The more accurate or empathic you are, the more parallel your re-

sponse is to the verbalization. If someone says, "I really hate hi-

guts," you might be teinpted to say, "You are annoyed." But that is

not accurate. What you are saying is that the person should not be

angry. The closer you are tO where the other person is, the more

empathic your response is. Most of us interact nonhelpfully, not

because we don't want to be helpful, but because we find that our

social responses are not working and we don't know what to do.

As this institute has progressed for the last nine days I have

discovered that one by one all of my workshop ideas have been used

up. All of the things I wish I had said have been said. I have

been etruggling with what to do about that and here's what I've de-

cided. Did you notice that each consultant who came in here had a

somewhat different communications model? For example, the parent-

adult-child is one. Al Mastantuono used a diagram like this and

Judy used a behavior modificationmodel. As a teacher 1 art going

to give you a model that explains all the models. Here is one I

want you to write down: Somebody Speaks, Somebody Answers.

Among all the rules that is what everyone has eally been eay-

ing. All those models have been trying to explain how comPlicated

simple interaction really Is

There are hundreds of human communications models. The ninny

ling is that underlying each one is the fact that somebody speaks

and somebody answers. Obviously there are other levels gping on

UfliaPIWath that. There are all kinds of levels at which people

operate in relationship to each other. There is a stimulus and

there is a response which then becomes the stimulus.

The only thing that really concerns me is that when someone

sneaks, someone listens and that the true response of the speaker is

that here is someone who accepts and values ne and is willing to

follow wherever I will lead. For me that's all there is.
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THE INFORRATION MIERViEW

Adelaide Sukiennik

Today I wantto go over with sane facts about the interview. Interview-

L: basically talkilicr to l? I arl not going to give you a fancy

definition. Giving information is one aspect of an interview but there are

other aspects. Later in the week Dr. Ftne is going to deal with the help

ing interview. Mat is not nw basic function today. We are going to talk

about tne information interview which i a Imre complex interview than the
reference interview but considerably simpler than the helping interview.

I am a bibliographer. I do rot work behind a reference desk. My

basic job is bock selection and the interpretation of the collection. I

spend from a third to all of my days five days a week "interpreting the

collection" to faculty, to groups of students and very often to individual

students. The clients I serve are similar to the independent learner that

you have seen in the public library.

The typical student I see is working full tire,probably has a family,
and is taking one or two courses at niftt. He or she has been out of
school for a while and probably went to a small college and used a small

library. Some of these students come to me with very specific questions

and I can help thm easily. Others core Ind say "Where do I start'?" ThIs
is more complex.

Today we are going to looh more specifically at practical applications
of tne information interview in the library :dtuation. I have set up some

people in the audience here to help me with role playing because I don't

ant just to ...tand here and tell you what happens or should happen. The

role playing situations that we are pring to do won't take too long. They

are rore or less based on truth as I reconstructed it. They are things
that have happened to me or that I have observed happen.

I am going to be a reference libraxiIh. At this point I am behind

the desk and have the card cAtalog out thzre. A patron comes ill sort of

wandering around the card catalog. I'm reading the Fublisheys_Weely. I

see her out there but I keep looking at the nagazine until she approaches.
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INFORMATION INTERVIEW 101

"I'm looking for a list uf school di6triet5." "Any particular locality?"
"Yes, Ln Pennsylvania." "One county or do you want the whole state?" nhe
whole state."

So I rePch down and give her i-atterion'.3 American Education. I open
it to Pennsylvania and say: "Here you are." "It's arranged by counties."
She checks the book out. That's an easy reference question and you do that
all of the time. Occasionally -vou get what appears to be a reference ques-
tion. If you are not cayinr: attention, you may riliS5 something. One of the
things about iferarians is that we tend to be quick-service oriented, parti-
cularly those of us v:ho work in the public service areas. But there are two

sides to this. You have tnree telephones ringing and .;ix people lined up
Aaiting to ask you questions. Sometimes you feel rushed, but what's the
iT)od rushing. l'rr Iseople -45.11 bang up and call back later. Five people
can wait while you take care of the first person. What's the good in rush-

ing if :Jou give thr persons thc wrong directions. They go off and they

rrla:j er,77.y, back. You w(in't know if you gave them what they wanted.

Ibizi-s poor 5oul 15 wandering around looking at the card catalog but I'd_

ratile2 reiad my PUblishers Weekly. "Wnere are the Ws?" "There aren't

L'he iz lookinog for the J clasalficatien. But there a=:'e no W's in the LibrarY

of Con5ress. When this person said to me where are the W's, I told her
there aren't any. But what did she want? She asked me a stflaight question
and I 5ave her a straight answer. But still we were talking about two dif-
ferent things.

ais kind r thing happorr, all of the time. People ask a question and
it is misinterpreted by the listener. First uf all I needed to pay a
little bit of attention to hc-r. 2he really waz forced to interrupt me.
I Ein.red her question but I cut her off. If I had maintained some sort
of eye cemtact I would have scen the conftr3ion on her nace.

I should have .leen her out there wandering around the card catalog. I

probably sLould nave perceived that she was talking about the card catalog,
or I should have asked her, bua I didn't. Now if this were an aggressive
independent library learner zlhe would eeme back to me arm make me get out

of m3, Publishers say: "I don't understand what you mean." Then

I would explain to her. But if she is the typical education student that

I ret, she wouldn't do that. She would juu3t walk away and probably wander

around the card catalog a bit. Hopefully she would find it for herself
because she has 3cmething to Ju and it needs to get done.

I'mat the desk ag;ain. I F7,et another question. "Where are the maga-

zines?" "Well, it dependa on what you want. Most of them are shelved on
the fourth floor aild are alphabetical by title. Do you just have to find
the titles of a periodical or do you need an index?" "1 am writing a term

,paper." I 01,2,3 we will ot ycAl startd on fleader_ :uide,_or some

other index. Could you tell me a little bit about the topiel "It's about

histor:7."
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To deal with thiquestion I nade an asswiption th,lt within the context

of my library is a valid one to rake. Within the context of your_library

it ray be irrelevant. This 13 ,4hy it is very hard to say to you "This is

-Ilow you do it." I can't. You earl learn some general principles. You can

learn thihi57_:s atout eye contact, body rovement and really being interested

in what the person is s.aying:. You can really listen to the words they are

sayinp when they are asking you the question. But you have to take all

ttat and adapt it to your bwil situation and mans. In the library where

I work we have discovered that Jr someone wanders up to the desk, usually

looking embarrassed and asks where the mg,a2,ines Fl-e they nay really want

the Indexes, nr they may only wart to knew where to find periodicals in

the library.

A reference librarian ray be limited in the amount of tige he or she

may spend answering a question at a desk. You may impose time limdts on

your staff. ThQ best thing you can do if a question iS complex is to get
the person started on L3omething and =ret hack to them later on when you have

care of all the phone calls ahd the people. When you have read a

little bit more %bout the interview and practiced it you may have second

thouTits about '-lpesing a title airLit on people, or about conflning them

ar =.i-ce-a. I have heard of sone libraries where the person isn't

allowed to coMe out fror ehind the reference desk.

to another kind of lqterviow. I'm sitting at my desk

office working and this person haz come in to see me. _in general when you

out yourself at a desk, and you put the person on the other side, you have

created a barrier between you and the person. It tends to create a

psychological barrier. If you are comfortable without that barrier betv!en

you, then don't use it. Usually abolt half way throu01 a conversation, I

take the person out into the library where we can do Male practical things.

Acrlin I can't tell you what's right or what's, wrong, All I can do is tell

you -hat's mod for mo. (NOTE: At this point, an interview was role

plai which was not logible for transcription),

If I sit with thio particalax poon and let her talk, she would,just

r.o on and on. She T3y have talked for aout 45 minutes in the interview.
T don't look at rt/ watch, but I try to oauge what's happened not in terms

of rdnutes but in terTv of where the person 12. This person told me she

had a research methods course and could use all of these library materials

But on the way out she talked to me about attitudes, 50 I took her to

Psycholor7:inal Abstract. After I showed it to her, she said: "Oh, yes,

I've used this before.- But in doing so she showed me that she didn't have

the fcT:,giest notion of how it worked.

Honety on your part will give them more confidence in you, than

tryinr to fake your way through. I ask questions and do other thinep too.

Also When someone Gets very confuz;ed, or if you get confWed try to restate.

Don't ask them. If you have to ask a direct question, try to restate what

uou thLnk they aid. Am I undertanding you or did I get that straight?

Something lLke that.
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You nay have to listen a lori tine. You really have to concentrate on

what they are saying:. Now I only have to concentrate on you out there, and
I have to concentra'c on 4hat the interviewee i:1; saying to me. At work I
would have a person at one den to the left and another person at a desk
to the right. There would be a lot of noiSe coming from the entrance area
and telephones would be ringing. But you have to work within the con-
straints you have. We are all professionals, but we all do not have nice
quiet office space and a secretary who will take all of the phone calls and

messages.

You have to be in some sort of separate area to conduct indepth inter-
viev== thoih. You cannot be in a public area where you have to answer a
phone and listen to the demands of other clients. Where you are really
going to be depends on Nour situation. (I think ideally I would like to
have nw own private office with a secretary there).

(A question was, raised at this point concerning the role played inter-

view). If I had pursued that remark, we would have been off on a helping
interview. :his is a personaJ problem 3he has. She came to ne today

::ith that problem or-r ner mind alonc with her library question. MY con-

scious choice r:.72-1; to F.,et her started first on her library question because
she reallu couldq't use the library and didn't know what she really wanted.
In a later interview, we talked for a half hour about the people in her
department. She was having, quite a time. She was a part-time instructor.
Mere was an individual wilo was very jealous of her and who was trying to
undermine her. This individual wanted a permanent appointment, etc., the

usual story. I have to stay out of the politics of the school but I can

listen. And when the tine came to listen, I did. But her Ptrst need, as
we role played here, was to f7et at information to help her define her

problem. After the initial interview, we met at least five other times.
People who come with a question like this cone once. I see them from 3 to

10 times especially those with a problem. But I really hadn't gore into

everything she wanted. ?hat was a choice on mw part because one can only

do so much at a time.

In this interview the c ient sounded confused. I tried to a,k her
mostly indirect questions, cu- to repeat what she had said. A .urrinary

really an inquiry, such as: "Is this what you mean?" There are times

when you have to a.;k direct questions. This is where we may get into

problems. Any tLme that I ask a direct question, I set myself up as an
authority figure, and I cannot really step into her life and tell her
what to do, or do her work for her.

The infunaation I had to offer _rer on what's available in the library
may help to increase her confidence and enable her to cope with the human

relations problem she mentioned. On another level I could haVe been a
helping interviewer and discuss the problem with her. But I must make a

conscious choice about that. Did she need content or counseling? I

must decide at what point the constraint of the situation Ral(es lt possible
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to get her started on the content :atter at hand. If ohe i s so upset a-
about her ernotdonal problem that that's all she can talk about, obviously
she is not going to tDe able to deal with content. I felt here that the
content would help her to deal clith the other problem. You rave to seri-
this and have at some time to rrake a deliberate decision.

I hope you udll read some of the iterns that are iLsted on the biblao
graphy. I think sou will find them helpful. }Keep in rnind tilat these
people in general are talking about an ideal interviewi.ng situation wilere
you are doing the heaping interview- I am talking about an "un--ideal 1'
oituation where you are doing an informlation interview_ Somfetives it is
more than a reference interview and in L;one aspects it earl be a heapiR
interview. At other times it has to be a helping interview.

Benjautin, for eyarhple, taaks about this kind of triing. He taaks about
time factors that I :rave alluded to. He also talks about sone ether -very
pra.gat de things such as one ' s intamal condit ion. Whot Ile is talking
about :Lre the conditlono inside you - the values you have and hew they
aff ect 3/01.1P interrretation of your job rthere i..-- no partietila_r sequence
to any interface het-ween the client and libranian, Hot:ever there are cer-
tain elements which do occur and even reoccur; but the sequetnce aLay
emerges as a unique transaction between two persons, orne of uhoin J_Ti these
instances is a heaping professional.

A role playing situation followed between participants elected from
the aud ienc e .

I T saw this thing about a term paper clinic that
I want to sign up for it. I have to do a tem paper.'

to Ilave.

"That ght, We're going to have it next Thursday. Ae're going to
have a gentleman here who will tell you the best way of deaUng with a terra
paPer. He will tell you how to do sour research and probably tell you now
to do your bibliography. Do you think this is what you want 1"

"Well, I Twor1( im the aearning skills center in the corm:unity college
;bey T 'm Dobag to El chool. I 'rn doing rriy paper on the Jearnirg skills in
the center. That -.hat rny topic is, and I have to do that torn paper.°

"You want to do a tevni paper on learni skills, is that it?"

"Yeah. I U2a -working in the library here. I corle dowv here a lot
and do mork in the library The librarian is supposed to be able to help
me, ri- t?"

"Azen't you the Librari

"Yes, I an.
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Don "t
aearnirg oen.ter o

bakQund in 1.earnir
thi_vg? '

1-05

you have a

nYes we have 00e in tile librar-y. It a new sort or t1ing. We're

sorta in the experisnent al stage Tight nom; we hope it will carry over .

Can I o ever it jth Nrou and show you what we have?"

B II+

tT a,ssuile that you Inow quite a bit about a 1ibrry 1S that r101_

"Uell 7 it.tork at tne Icor-nil-lc skills center at the corrraunity coll-ege

a tutor."
"Tow can I heiF you J.11 Pa

"Mal, you can tell rne aibout flow other schools

in ce_nters and ilotl they, re nandling them? "

--- t7y to -ceac ;:'ou hov, to use tne libr
Us the oar( catal g?"

9

It

Jhat wo-uld you

ling their le -

e you can

Now, I wonder f me could look at this, exchange analyt ically? 14hat

was going on thea,e? Wlat was t:he yourg man' s probaern. lie did state his
problem; he djd say trlat lie vas writing a term paper on learning skills.
Did we find out 110,..-1 mach le Ime-w about flow to use the library, Why :1.1..dnIt

we find rout?

"I think th,at I -:as asicing too reny questions." We do have tO ask

pe4op1e some dire-ct questi.ons , but is it necessary to ask so many? The

otThen day when you were all practicirg your interview skills, I found that

malty of you w-ere asking adult learners: Ilow far did you go in
Til_at is a very direct question. ou could bave rephrased that to Some-

tiling "Tell me Oornething acout your schooling." Had you done so,

yc,u woad 'nave given -thenn a choice instead of' sitting tbere as an authority

ftgure demanding itnformation? They ray not yet be reads to ten you
tbat they didn't finioli thivd oade or dropped out in the oixth grade. 'You

have to give them that ctioice.

young rran was oridn,c_.; at a learnhig skills centex. M the inter-

view rcessed In. real life, it tecane clear to re that I couldn't ftgare

out 'at he was doing working dn one. It was fairly ob-vio-us to me 19y the

Igay I-le handled ari index IT 1-lad difficulty reading He cliam't identify him-

self' as a client of a learning sicias center but s p tutox in one. It
turned out to be a Peer tutQring kind of thing where he was able to help

.some people with tlieir prablerrio and they lrere able to help him mith his.
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Unat he needed from a librarian was oomeone to just show him the card
catalog and explain to I-11m very basically how to use it. He also wanted

someone to explain to him how to retrieve the books. He needed someone to

go to the shelves with him and help him get his hands on a real book or

two related to the topic he wanted. For people who are at that level such

imnediate reinforcerrent is essential. Ln the role played interview all

these elements didn't come out.

udents come in and sign up for a term paper clinic and the stnñent
is given a specific appointment with a librarian who is voricing in that ,

subject area. Indexes are complex things with main headings and cross

references. ghe interviewer in this situation needed to focus a little
more on the topic in the interview. Clients often come in with same huge
topdc and you have to try to get them to narrow it down. Sometimes they

,cannot narrow it down, until they see the literature. That helps them to

narrow it down. You have to try to perceive when that is possible.

He also confronted her with the question: "I thought you were an ex-

pert on learning skills'?" He wanted reassurance that I knew what he

-was doing. Ln the beginning did you noc.ice that he would not look at her.
1-2 was very reluctant to identiry himself and what he was after, but he

finally did end up comrundcating Ivitn her, talking with her and looking at

her. She did not respond to his hostility. It is better to try to te

neutrnl and accept it.'

(A situation was role played here, then a question was asked abou
making a telephore call for the person in the role played situation). ahe

patron might Ep away and after thinking about this, decide to take a dif-

ferent course of action. If you call you have forced something on her.
Also, it is very difficult nor you to communicate with a third party. Wat
somebody else wants or .,;ays you may not get straight. It is better not to

Put yourself in the middle. Secondly, what you would be doing is creating
dependency when what you are really trying to do is create an independent
person who given the riElit iriformation will go out and do something with it

for herself.

(Another question wan asked here). It is the context of the phone call

that I think can be important. The phone call could have been made if

the person were being sent to-a specific plan. You would say: I have a

client here that I'm sending over to you. You don't have to explain the

whole situation. She still has the option of not going or not accepting what

the othEr person says. At the least you Nave paved the way for a freightened,

unPducated woman. You have helped her back into society. Tout have developed

a trust level durtniz this particular interview process. The client in tarn

is going to feel some trust in beLng _referred to somebody that the other

person liinows or knows about.

(AL question was asked here). Another funny rule in libraries (along

with not [Tending too much tine eople ) is that patrons may not talk
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on the telephone. Only libyarianh may use the tolephone: I will mAke the

contact for you, and let you talk to the man. There ih really no ono right

answer on this. It depends on you and your library's rules, and it depends

on the client and on the situation.

In this caze, I think that it is better to let er handle it herself.

She seems to be ready to do it. Perhaps some of you did not get that,

havc;, made oall, for pdople inquirinr j thi, is th0-.; rigt place for the per-

son to contact. If someone carries nto the library and I have torefer them

to another librarian Ln another part of the- library I always call ahead and

say that this person is coming for :Lome information.
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Eric Hatch

Homan development is a concept that is relatiwely new compared
to some other fields. There are nine or ten schools in the nation
that hay,J hunan development colleges which are considered pretty
good. Human development as a phrase covers a broad spectrum of
study. It would be almost impossible for example to run down all
that Penn State has to offer at the College of Human DeNelopnent.
Courses gp all of the way fromnatrition to law enforcerent, from
interpersonal relations to juvenile deliquency. The program encomi-
7e,JCes the whole spectrum of human existence in terms of helping
them and in terrs of being a change agent. You may well ask: Why

have this kind of department when we have clinical psychology de-
partments? As a matter of fact, psychology is tn a sad state of
afTairs.

Them are probably three or four schools in the entire nation
where clinical psychologists along the way in their graiduate careers
get any kind of interpersonal interaction themselves. I am avoiding
the word therapy. Perhaps we can call it interpersonal interaction,
or helping sRills, or just dialoging with another human being. I

annot an analytic person at all, but I do like one coneept that has

come to us from psychoanalysis. When a psychiatrist with a specialty
in psychoanalysis decides that that s what he wants to do, he must'
first undergo his own analysis.

We have no analogy for that in psychology. So we have people
coming out of psychology programs who in many cases have been deal-
ing almost exclusively with rats going through mazes. Ihey have
been dealing with verbal learning experiences. Upon graduation they
Ep to a clinic, or to a university and become a helper or cEangeagent
touahing peopleTs lives. As a result the stereotype we have about
poycholcgists as jerky people who don't have their own heads screwed
on very well is not altogether a misconception.

Well the poinl; is this, that tne College of Human Developrent
ithere I did my post masters training leadingup to the doctoral was
very different from the idnd of training that I have just talked
about. That is why it is so enjoyable to talk to a group who is
going to be on the front line. If we are gaing to develop helpers
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we have to get rid of what has been termed the medical model. I do

not want to gp into a whole long history of how psychology came into

being. We had psychiatrists before we had psychologists. Psychiatrisi
are medical doctors, and as such they follow a medical model. A medi-

cal model expects that we are going to c'lagnosis a person. We assume

that something is wrong when they come to us. If we are a medical

doctor, we expect that part of our job a physical diagnosis.

We expect that part of our job i3 to cure on a one to ane rela-

tionship in the medical model. If I can diagnosis someone having
a particular illness and I know that a syrum exists to cure that ill-

ness I give him tr 51-lot. Hopefully when MY job is done we can talk

about patients. oould not be a surprised. In a medical model

there are patien cot what happened I think along the way in psychol-

ogy is that first or all in many cases, psychologists at one time

were ftustrated psychiatrists. We also know the pecking order

that exists. I have seen that pecking order exist in public chools.

The teacher is sort of at the bottom of the list, the guidance

counselor is a little bit above the list, the school psychologi ts

just a little higher. When you call in the poychologist and some-

how the assumption is taken tnat the teacher cannot really deal with

certain problems. She has to -.rad them on to the counselor and fram

the counselor on up.

From all I know about helping and all I know about change, we

are not going to change anybody. We are not going to help anybody

in any way by trying to analyze them. It is a trap that we all fall

prey to. If you have any kind of power needs which I think a, lot

of psychologists do, then you Ire doubly apt to fall prey to them.

If someone comes to you for help and he exhibits a problem, the first

reaction in many cases is to want to be the hero and to want to come

up with an irnmediate solution to the problem. If we do not really

listen to that person so that 99 times out of 100, we really do not

understand what the problem is.

I would venture that 98 times out of 100, the person does not

really understand what it is they are searching for. It is very

tempting to look for quick answers or quick solutions and even a

quick identification or the problem. I think the state of our

humanity is such that those kinds of things do not exist. We are

tempted to think that if we can have some kind of problem, we can

go to a psychologist and sanehow he can wave a magic wand, or that

I am going behind that closed door and something rather mysterious

is going to happen. In a session or two I am going to be cured.

Notice that we have reverLed back to the medical model. Notice al-

o that many psychologists and counselors use the word "patient"

for the people that they deal with.

_It was Rogers who first thought ,hat this is a pretty bad sta-e

ffairs. As lonF, as I aricallingr you a patient, I Li infering
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particuler implications about you. I am implying that you may have
samething wrong with you. I am implying via that medical model that
I can take care of you just like that if I have the right syrum.
Rogers was the first to use the word client. This really turned the
whcae thing around, because now the emplication was quite different.
If I nave legal problemz, I go to see a lawyer. If I am hie client,
that does not nake me anY less equnl than the lawyer. It does mean
that he has an area of expertise and he can educate me. Be cannot
cure all of my problens, but he can tell me what rights I have ar
don't have so that based on new information, I then have a chance to
wark out uy own situations based on what I know is best for me.

I have the resporsibility in this case in finding a solution for
mer legal problems. The only way a human beieg is gping to work
through anything that's bothering him is in effect to first identify
his own groblem and ultimately to come up with his own solution. Ihe
best thieg we can do in a helper role is to help facilitate that
process and not try to do the problem solving ourselves.

Gordon who developed parent effectiveness training, has a sec-
tion in the back of his book where he talks about ineffective cam-
munication styles. This whole idea of giving solutions is very
tempting when someone comes with a problem. You think that your
hearing them. They thinkthey know what their problem is. You give
them a quick answer and later find that many times it does not work
well. What is the effect of you giving them the answer and then hav-
leg it not work. In effect they have never had to take any responsi-
bility for the original problem.

It is notwor I don't have to take -esponsibilities. It

also means that he will probably go to the next helper and came up
with an alternate solution. In fact, he may gp to a succession Of
people. Notice however that the main problem is not ever really
gettieg solved. I am not really doing anything about it by conetantly
trying to be dependent on other people. I don't want to get too long
winded here but in a nutshell that is the whole idea of an eduoa-
tional moiel as opposed to a medical model. What we are saying in
the field of psychology is that we know a lot of skills about human
relationships. We have more dissertations sitting on shelves, more
then we could ever uee. We do have a body of knowledge and some of
it is gpod knowledge that has simply not been put to use. A lot of
knowledge inherent in that medical model is sort of a closed shop idea.

As a result of that kind of thlnking, professional people like
to keep to themselves and protect themeelves and their own little
sty2e of helping. What the educational_ model says is that we know
a lot about the way people learn. Principles of learning may_be
particularly relevant when talking about comnelication. But it
should not be forgotten that a Ph.D. in psychology is not the only
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route. Any person can develop the same kinds of helping skills with

a minimal amount of training that a psychologist behind a closed

door would be employing with a client.

There is something else that i3 inherent in an education model.
It is the very important human assumption that if communication

with your fellow human beings is not going well, then you can thange

The analytic view is much more pessimistic. It says in effect that

your personality is forned by the time you are five as a result of

interaction with your parents and significant others. By that time

you are pretty much stuck in that mlcad. No matter how hard you try

you are not going to be able to change. I would say with that point

of view it is a wonder there are not mom suicides.

Eventually you get to the point where you are a really lonesome

human being. You are frustrated. If you feel that there is no hope,

then I would think that the end would be near. In the educational

model, we very much believe that the communications that we all

exhibit are basically the result of interaction with significant

others. Our self concept is largely dependent on the verbal and non-

verbal communications which one has with the significant others in

his life.

For example, think of what would happen if you went through an

entire day where every person you spoke to, looked at you as though

you were a little odd. And if they broke out laughing you would
probably start checking yourself to see if your fly was open. or

your shirt was open. If that were not the case you would feel pretty

mystified. If it continued for any length of time, all but the strong-

est of us would probably become psychotic. It would drive us off

the deep end.

That is the moot dramatic way I know of explaining the impact

which other communications have on our self concept, ie. how we

perceive others perceiving us as human. We only have two ways of do-

ing so: verbally and nonyerbally. The educational model sticks

much more closely to the verbal interactions you have from age one

on up. In a sense you may be the person you are because you learn

to react in certain ways to how others have acted towards, you.

habit is an overlearned reaction to something. The implicat on

is that if it is learned then it can be unlearned. There is a

further implication. If you can undue some learnings so also can

you put new learning in its place. You can teach people some skills
of interacting in ways with other human beings which are more facili-

tating and more inherently satisfying that what they have been

accustomed to. There is nothing mysterious about it. It may take

some hard work to get out of those old habits but it can be done.

It can be done fairly rapidly if we apply some of the principloq we
know about in terms of learning and conlaurdcations.
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We all de, one of two role'.7. We pre oither a speaker or a listener

or empathic responser as we new call it. The ternt responder is much

more descriptive of what we hopefully du in a listening role that is

designed to facilitate communication with another per,pon. I am going

to jump ahead now and anticipate somethiag that will come up later.

It always does. We uay have learned same of the do's and don'ts about

the two modes of communication. But sone people we are working with

have not learned them.

Wu have found in research that you can teach a child how to com-

municate more effectively without ever having to resort to a black-

board. If I don't directly teach them the rules, the answer is

obvious: I model them. If I want him to do something in a facili-

tating way, I ought to be first doing it for the child. Thus one of

the hallmarks of an educational rrodel is that I never ask someone to

do something that I myself would not be willing to do. If you think

about the encounter group or the sensitivlty group and some of the

other formats, you have known people who wre very quick to ask you to

do something in the name of psychology. But they may not have been

willing to deh nstrate that behavior themselves or even to eneage in

it.

As a result of four hours today, and pranted four hours is a

limited time, I hope I can give you sone skills that you then can

model for other people. It is true out in the hard, cruel mrld that

you are not going to have somebody who is trained in communication

kills. You are not-going to have people who can exhibit all of the

principles of gocd listening ard speaking. But in your continued

contact with them, you can do that. I hacl this demonstrated to me

particularly with my own kid's. Like osmosis a lot of it can ruh off.

You have to start somewhere. You have to start with the person you

have.

The vast majority of people do not rave very man& skills which

can facilitate human communication. At Penn State several of us got

together and formed a corporation called LDEALS, Institution for the

Development of Emotional and Light Skills. It took us four hours to

to come up with that acronym. That was the first meeting we ever

had and we had a good time trying to make a word fit. It is however

reflective of wtat I'm trying to say. Emotional and life skills are

skills whether we are dealing with a learning, or an educational

model. Skills are something that can be taught. Someone who has

expertise can teach the people who are learning those skills.

That is aa assumption we would not male in a medical model.

Another assumption we make when dealing; with human relationships is

that we don't always want to be dealingwith a crisis situation. Vow

I imagine you deal with a lot of that as a librarian. If you are be-

hind that desk ard people are desperately in need of a book for a

term paper that las due yez,terJay, tt-len in many cases you are dealing

with a crisis situation.
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iidS0 inhercnt in dfl eduaLivnal mulel is tu get out of that way

of thinking. If all we continue to do is respond to people's crises
we may get over the rough spots and exist for a day at a tine. But

we are never really going to do anything to better the sum total of

commundoations that we as human beings experience. We are going hack

again to the medical model. Somewhere along the line we have to deal
with hunun beings in a way in which they can feel -afe enough to talk
about things before these tura into a crisis.

Based on your own experience, a crisis is a little problem that be-

comes a larger problem. All of a sudden you found that you could not

handle it any more. One of the things that we know from learning
theory is that if those things are handled in the beginning, they will
not be nearly as complex as they are blown all out of proportion.

People are very reluctant to express what seems to be a small concern.
For one thing that I have heard i2 that many people do not want to
burden another person. If T meke an issue out of it we will get

into a hbole big thing. It's NO big deal, I'll just forget it. With

such attitudes and feelings little things become big crises later on.

!To ,atter how much we lice to delude ourselves about handling
things, not many of US can really survive alone. We are really lucky

to have one or two people that we can gp to, who we know are going

to listen to us when we do e.xpress something. They are truly gping

to put themselves in our shoes. I am talking now about empathy, about
being able to so fully listen to someone else that you will put all

your own needs aside.

Lf you find your own feelings Intruding you are no longer being
a good listener to that persori, You have to make a comudtment to
that pemon to totally devoid yourself of feelings for a while so

that youcan enter his world. To me that is what a good psychologist

should do. This is what a good helper does. A good listener is some-

one who can put aside their own needs for a given amount of time. Now

we are adl human. No one can do that for very long. We have needs

ourselves for some kind of long term relationship.

At one time or another in our lives we all find it necessary to

reach out to another person. We try to do samething nice for them.

We try to indicate that we really care. In return we need some indi-

cation from them that we are appreciated. At leazt hopefully at other

times they will do the same for L12. If they don't, the relationship

soon ends.

In learning some okilis you say here is a person who really thinkz

that he can help. I am goinE to make that commdtment to them. You

are not going to verbalize that commitment necessarily although that

is possible. You might well indicate a person: I really want to hear

what you nave to 33y. Howeve:T that sometimes turns 0. person off. It
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scares people off and turns them away. It is not necessarily the best

way to convey to another person that you really want to hear them.

That is too direct. I think the best way is to employ the kinds of

skills that can be implemented and that will convey to the other per-

son that you are truly with them.

Without ever having any formal expo ure to communication models,

that person is able by your modeling to do some of that fOr other

people. I would like to think of that as a Wild kind of thing. I

think we aro at a low stage of that in our sooiety. I don't see any

big ball of wildfire starting and catching on. There are not very

many people in this world that you can count on to listen. But we

have to start somewhere.

I would like to dialog with sameone and as I listen to someone

I would like the rest of you to match very carefully. Observe what

is going on so that you will be able to tell me what it is I have done

or not done in being a good listener for that person. Whatever un-

folds please consider yourself as sitting in mv place at that moment.

How would you have responded to that person? What would you have

done differently from what I did? 1AThat would you have done, the same?

What seems to be the end result of this dialog?

In order to accomplish thi- I have found that a demonstra ion is

usefUl even though it always send up some shudders of anxiety. It

is useful to talk with someone who has had some feelings about some-

thing. They can be good, bad or mediocre feelings. But I would pre-

fer that whatever the issue brought up, it not be at the core of the

humen being. For example, if someone is currently going through a

divorce, I don't think that would be an appropriate topic. Something

that usually works well is if you can core up with an incident or a

perception or a set of feelings that involves a profession. Secondly

the thing that would be very helpful is if you can come up with some-

thing that is recent rather chaa something that happened a month or

two ago. It should also be something that I know nothing about and

something connected with the workshop in which you happen to be parti-

cipating.

In responding to such a challenge, the volunteer demonstrates

strength and courage and becomes a case example for study and analysis.

In the subsequent commentary, it is probably easier to comment on non-

verbal things first. It would seem obvious that when I am with a

human being, I would look at them. But there have been a'lot of

studies done about eye contact. The amount of time people even look

at each other is not very high. Do people always let out their facial

expression, even though they may be talking rapidly and with humor?

I try to listen to the quality of responses and see whether you

can offer sympathy, and respond to the pain and discomfort evident be-

hind tne words We talk about eye contact and tone of voice, but in
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a sense we are tafldng about something larger. One of the things that

will hap- n in a structured kind of model is an evident diligence in
so trying to attend certain things that at times one will lose other

things. Anytime that I 1m in front of a group of 30 or 35 people, try-

ing to model a demonstration, I am nervous.

By the way, things that have happened a long time ago iri many
cases create feelings tnat are harder and harder to identify even

though you can remember a lot. I am always amazed how certain songs,
or a certain smell can evoke feeling, and how words for most of us ao

not seem to be able to do that. In a lot of ways I think that is a sad

state of affairs. We have been trained in our culture not to tolerate

feelings. I think that has been proved even more so for males. At a
very early age most of us here in this roam were told not to cry when

you got hurt. Big boys don't cry! I think many of us have been be-

havior modified out of talking much about feelings unless we have 'some-

one listening to us who will specificallY attend to them. We tend to

get very wrapped up witn content.

This brings up a problem of how to identify and respond to feel-
ings that one himself has not had. You could give examples from your

own experiences. But we do have a problem. How do I for example re-

spond to a woman in labor. Yet because I can't experience childbirth

do I not try to respond to her. I think that I must somehow respond
perhaps if only by inference from the content of her behaVior.

Many of the communications styles work if they are used sparii
If they are used in conjunction with one another, they can be appro-

priate. It may be that you will have to ask a question just to get

a conversation going. I think that might be particularly so in some

of the things that librarians would do. Let me take the opposite side

of the coin and say I have many times eNperienced situations Where

this model was employed very strictly. Absolutely no questions were

allowed. Inevitably there comes a point in the conversation, sooner
or later, where there Is a silence. Then we get the whole question as

to whether we are going to be a helper or a listener for this person.

Ihile we do not want to reject any of the things we have already

said, it may be necessary to consider how one can bridge the :Rap when

there are silences. One of the training tapes which had the Ereatest
ression on Fe was one of Carl Rogers doing work with a schizophrenic

client. It is about 49 minute tape and about 35 minutes are quiet.
When it gets to the point where the person says nothing I think that

we are usually saying we are either scared or we do not have trust.

For one reason or another we cannot be in the company of that person

right then and there.

One of the things that I have resorted to at time like that is

to recognize the lirdts of that model. At that point I say: I hope
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our silence isn't making you too uncomfortable. T wi tolerate it
long enough until I recognize that it is making us both anxious. But

if we are to move on and grow, there are going to have to be some
periods of silence.

Unfortunately there are some professional fields, and librarian-
ship may be one of these, which hold that'the helper should always
talk and keep the conversation going. This can readily be brought to

the attention of participants in a training session by having them
engage in a dyadic conversation in which absolutely no questions can

be a-ked by either person.

Such an exercise vividly indicates that questions are almost the
universal mode of communicating. However in doing so, each person ha

to make an effort to attend to feelings rather than content. This is

seen as almost impossible out in the "real world;" but if a helping

person is going to be effective, the skill of listening must be

developed.

Listening is much more difficult than most people imagine. It

requires a self-discipline in the sense of emptying out one's values.

If your value structure is strong, it is difficult if not impossible

to listen. Your value structure, revealed nonverbally, "tees off"

the other person.

As a result, almost anything you say is seen to be advice. As

soon as I get sucked into giving advice to people I have really got

to start Zeroing on my own needs. Attention to personal needs conca-
tenates anxiety; and the anxiety makes it impossible to be silent.
Thus the "flight into words" becomes the only escape route possible.
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As librarians you transact with people in order to give them

information or, rather, to exchange information. A second goal is

to reassure and make your clients comfortable. it is interesting to

note that in doing this there are three things in every human being
(regardless of who they are, where they come from, or what their
occupation is) that are in commm with all other human beings. It

is these three things which I am going to discuss with you over the

next two days. Inside, we come from one of three different direc-

tions. In our work, our play, our loving, our hating or in any
other kind of transaction between people, we are directed by one of

three "ego states." These ego states are labeled the Exteropsyche
(the Parent), the Neopsyche (the Adult) and the Archaeopsyche (the

Child).

The first one, the Exteropsyche, is like a parent and respond

to things like parents do. Parents do two things. They tend to

take care of people and they also tend to be critical with people.

We can come on as a parent with anyone we come in contact with. We

learn very early how to be a parent. We don't wait until we arrive

at graduate school; we already have the makings of it inside of us

as early as three years of age. If we come on as a Parent, we can

do it either as a condemner or as a nurturer.

How do you condemn those whom you come in contact with in your

job? What is the way that you would condemn theme Condemn me!

Let's say that I come in and do something. I don't know how to use

a card catalog; but more Importantly, I may need a "put-down." Let

say you spend half an hour with me and still I say I don't under-

stand what this is. The least response I'm about to receive is your

frustration. The greatest will be your rejection and perip_ this

was my goal in coming in to your library in the first place.

How can you condemn a co-worker? Let's say I work with you and

I just started. You could say, "Well, why did you do that?" Or,

"You dummy, I told you how to do it and you put the books in the

wrong place, in spite of my directions!" There are multiple ways of

saying things, but they are going to come from one of the three modes
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mentioned above. If the Parent is one of them, it will be visible
in either a condürig way or a nurturing way, just as a parent would
take care of a child.

Physically it may mean taking a client with you and oaxil "Come

on, I'll show you how to do it," (and then doing the task herself).
That is probably the most obvious way I have seen librarians being

overnurturinE. But overnurturLIE may not be the appropriate response
to requests for help.

I'm sure in each of your experiences you have cOme across people
who come in continually in the same way to your library, requiring you
to go get the book for them. When they bring a book back three
weeks late, there is do doubt in your mind that they are going to be
three weeks late with a periodical which nas to be in the next day.
They will have endless excuses. You feel the same things inside when

they come in. They "hook" you every time because there is no other
way they can relate to the world except that way.

Remember, the transacting of information is not a one-way process.
The information is the game. The i'lea of getting something accomplished

seems to be the all important reason of why we are in libraries. BUt
the process of transacting ifformation is the esscntial segment in

our work. We may be here on earth to ',Jug other people. The library

is the arena for doing this. There is going to be an attempt to get
you hooked into the game just by you being in that time and place.

When you do get hookPd into that game with someone, you will walk

away really frustrated. You ask yourself questions like, "Why can't

they be independent? They are graduate students. They are here on

their own because they want to be. Whu do they act like that?"

But each time they come in, they require you to do it for them.
You sit back by the coffee pot and :,omplain about the same ten
people that you've been complaining about for the last five years
and that you will complain about for the next five years. If they

won't change and you won't change them, the frustration level will
be maintained. We will see some things that we can do to change

our behavior. These behaviors make the librarian a bit more
efficient, at least less anxious or more comfortable in previously

stress-provoking situations.

There are two ways that we can c unt on dealing with other people
if we come from the Parent ego state. These are done either by nur-

turing or by conderrning. You can either overly take care of, or
overly put down anybody with whom you work in the library. Some-
times I think back over my experiences in the library when I was a

kid. It was a place I didn't want to be because everything was so
quiet, so big and so all powerful with thousands and thousands of

volumes. That was ,,cary and yet I -aw other kids in there waiting
at the door for the library to open and have a story read to them.
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The feelim7s that somebody haz in ocninE to a nbrary probably

approxlmate some of the feelirgs that I think you professionals have

when you are about to go to work. You have been going to work every-

day for many years. You get the key and you don't want to put it in

the lock. But you put it in anyway. On other days you go in. There

is a feeling or some kind. When you see certain clients come up you

feel better tan when other clients come up.

You relax when certain people come up because they approxiirlate

:our view of the process that goes on inside the library. There are

other people who come up, &lc) are convInced tnat the only thing to

do in life i to bug you. That is the only reason they are here -- to

make you-feel uncomfortable. Everytime they walk in you turn around

and go to the bathroom.

I remember this one librarian. I walked in and she looked at me.

She looked this way because she knew I didn't want to be with her.

I knew she didn't want to be with me and we were never with each other

after that first Incident. I order 10 books and I knew I was coming

back so I didn't take them out. I came back the next day to this

librarian and I ordered the same ten. I waited in the room for her

to come. She came up to me and said to me that I was playing games

with her and shouldn't De allowed to go into a library. "But I am

not playing games with anybody," I said. "I just need those 10 books."

I got that feeling of being put down and of making a mistake.

I'm referring to this incident because I felt the same thing cone up

again. I didn't like that experience. It was so intense that it has

stayed with me for 20 years. I still have this feeling that I made a

mistake. I didn't know how to deal with it. I looked at this lady

later and I knew it wasn't me. I knew it wasn't the situation. It

was that librarian's need to get critical with me -- to orient her

life from the Critical Parent egp state.

The Adult egp state is in charge of information. If there is a

problem to De satisfied, the adult inside all of us is the most

appropriate person to solve that information. It's the coNputer in-

side everyone of us that can deal with math and statistics. If I

have a spe-ific problem out there in the world the Adult is probably

the most appropriate mode to come from in order to satisfy such an

information need.

We have the ability to come from any one of three Ego positions

-- but only one at a time. We can come from the feeling mode, or

Child egp state, whenever you feel arything at all. The Adult is the

one who is going to exchanm information and solve problems. The

Parent is the one that can put down or nurture. The Parent is also

where all of our values are. Any time we make a value statement we

aro coming from our Parent's egr state.
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The thin17 is that you not nnly have three ego states but so do
the people with wham you are dealing. I am not going to get into
tire things that can go wrong with people , I am going to work with
the vast imalority of people that you are going to work with. If you
have a Parent, Adudt and a Child inside so do your clients, patrons,
co-workerA and bosses as well. You can see that you have the poten-
tial to keep your transactional or communicational lines parellel or
tu thn7 (:::ee the accomnanying diagram).

When WC' 307, "ArTI, the book is over there on that shelf at that
number," we can com, from our Parent, Adult or Child and aim to the
Parent, Adult or Child insider her. We have the ability to really
(lo multiple types of transactions. You can exchange informaticn with
any one of your ego states. So do you also have the ability to re-
s.nd from one, two nr ,-ven nine different ways fnm the be7 ruürig
of the2 transaction.

'That's complicated is that the other person has a chance to do
the same thing. So you suddenly have 18 different ways of communica-
ting. There are two golden rules about comnunication, The first
rule i5 that parallel or complLlentary transactions can be main-
tained ihdefidely. If I come from my Adult to Ann, and Ann comes
from her Adult back to me, that transaction can be maintained in-
Indefinitely. There i3 no reason for it to stop and it won't. This
is why you can tend to stay with some people longer than others.
There is somthing going on inside them that feels good, and you can
continue f,t.

The first time I met you, Adelaide, I felt very good. I needed
information (but far more than just information) when I went to the
library to start mu dissertntion. I knew that I had a year and a
half ahead of me and this is the first day. Where do I start? I

have a very broad topic that I want to deal with. I walked over to
Hillman Library and they said to make an appointment with Adelaide
and I said OK. I didn't need any information in the sense of do this
and your dissertation is finished. Yet something told me she under-
stood it. We went on for about an hour walking around the library.
I did not remember where everything was, so what went on was a
process of complimentary transactions.

This process maintained itself for an hour and made me feel good
because nu child was in charge. This was the case even though 1
came in with the statement, "1 need information on how to complete
my dissertation." She could have said: Here's a book on disserta-
tions; read it and come back when you're finished with it; or what's
your topic; or tell me auouu it, which is not tell me about you.
Tell me what your interests are. Communicate with me that you're an
individual; or I'm an individual; and let's start this process going.
Without that ivfla. ,,Fun h(-:r I mii;ht, have walked out with Len book:. and
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sat at 1:13::_tit1-. and :1,mok,,,d at tho,i::ooku. At level you have to read

oTnanc LO so ao oroeuue ; a' nsslientry they can Ue
maintained ind,firlLely.

The other law rf r._;ointuh',hatien a orouued transaction

stopo rih]ht away. ion cannot trairtaih an mhuli more than 5 seconds.

For exarrole: (Adult ta ;idult) "If you gp ovur there you can gt the

book." (Child to Parent reponoe) "You r%3 over there now." (Child
yCJIP job."

,ioa.;leut -wa: to :,:top a transaction is for me

to ro one way ahd for p. tj 7,co another. But there are two other

wayo of stopping a croso tra!-;uuc'uion. Both involve a shift ijn ego-

tate direction h-,' one or the other partners so that the transaction
carallol or csmplImentary. Start lookdric at a frame of

referonce L0'OWT1 'ohe unree pooitiono which one tends to come

more than the other. Fementer that you car only come fi'om one ego

utate at a tirp.

Do ranj of your Clients come on as a parent? How od they act

w:hon thoy come on as a:parent? They act like taxpayers I guess.
do you feel peruohaliy wheh sc_mt-Kly comeo tm like a critical

parent? How many of you foel that you are treated in low esteem in

society? Well, maybe we are codng on as children. I'm here, love

me! Did you ever sit down and complain with anyone? If you and I

sit here and corplain a lot, that is a parallel transaction. That

could be raintained for a long period of tiffe as in a Parent to

Parent transaotion.

If rnebo,:ly comirr on al-:d tally starts to complalr, it

is usually to hook the librian to do the work for them. How miry

of you like to do work for people? You can take so much of it and

then you stop. What is your norml reaction when you know that the
patron is asiiij you? 1:hat do you do to break off contact? You can

always iav come back when you have used this, hut you do make a

Lreak. Peri-amber the dependent client is someone who tends to come

rrom a Child erp state and is looking for a Nurturing Parent. A,

long as you are taRL-ig care of that Child you are setting up a para-

llel tram-ticg his Child 'Go your Parent, and your Parent to his

Child. If you want to stop it, you have to make a crossed trans-
action. Tido lz why the model can be effective becauze there is no

set way of doing it. But you can understand how it is done. I

feel it when I am becming dependont on the librarian who goes and
and gots this book for me.

[iome patrons will not li?avo you alone. The goal then is not to

ot informticm Tlie goal 16 to seek out the parent figure who will

take care of htm. For example, I feel you may 6e dealing with a
percontage of people who are like the now freshmen class.
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iaere is a large majarity away from home for the first time and they

are seeking out parent figures. I see them coming into the library

and using you as barent substitutes. '.,Jhat you do in talk to them

for about an hour frrri ynur Nurturinf7 Parent to thef' Child. How

long will the transaction be maintained if you direct your energy

from your Aduat to thei2 Ghild when they ere coming from thelr Child

to your Parent?

Linos do not nave to cross hemseives to mal; what we call a

crossed trsinsaction. As long as they are not parallel they are con

sidered crossed. For example, even thodgh the lines gp parallel

but are aiudng at different ego state: then the transaction is con-

sidered crossed, If I am playing the game of PTA (Parent to Parent)

by complaining that those teachers are lousy and the library books

arP ont pf ordei- and you are cordng acroas from your Adult to riv

Adult, then the transaction will cease.

Just OPcause you call it a crossed transaction does not neces-

sarily mean that the visual conathication lines you see-in your mind

are crossed. As long as I am coming from one egp state aiming at

another ego state from. you (which is not doing the responding to me)

then we have a crossed transaction. You are not going to feel good.

Something is ing to be wrong and you are going to stop.

Transactions get more confusing when you get into games. They

are simultaneously played on the social and on the psychological

levels which is crucial to understanding Transactional Analysis.

Games, or complex transactions, will be discussed later.

It is crucial to find out from which egp state you are coming

from. M-lich ego state has the most energy? In fact you may feel

yourself going from one ego state to another. Remember the Parent,

Adult, and the Child are all rood. They ;" - all appropriate at the

right time.

The que:tion ncm is, what determines the rigbt time and the

riolt pis,cc? Does your child determdne that you are going to get

in trouble wIth your boss for fooling around too much? Does your

parent deterwine the right time and the right place? Are you getting

in trouble agatn because you are hitting on critical issues or are

nurturing at the wrong time? Hopefully, the Adult determines when

the Child should come on; and the Adult should come on because it is

dealing with the world and sorts out the information about what the

ChilcP1; L-e,

The thing ihitially is to understand the ego states. Ti'ans-

actional Analysis is a good conceptualizing tool. It is a way of

looking, at yourself and others in what's going on. It helps to

simplify a transaction and objectify what is going on in your work.
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Wriether you can take this home and Kive it to your employees depends
Ehitirely upon yourself. Some peoole say that TA is too simplistic.
But it's available for those of you who may wart to use it as a

framework. It Tray serve as oometning7 to toink about, or as fm-i expla-

nation of information tmnsference.

On the one hand, a little bit of knowledge may do more harm than

good. On the other, this presentation may give you a taste of whet
is available in the field. If it makee, sense to you, you can go out
and get more information or j_;et Lnvolved with it as much az you want.
The approach is comparable to a course in general poychology for
freshmen in college. They are not necessarily going to be psycho-
analyets but they have an opportunity to find oat whetner it is
apprepriate for theme For the communications field, this is your

ife. Here is a mode of communication that makes sense to a lot of
peopic. It. ay even ro.;:o se,-uc in library sitnatioro.

For example, I don't uze TA all the time as a therapist or as a
counselor. I use TA about 15-20% of the time. By that I mean,
explain TA to the client without using the 'CA jargon. For a lot of
people, TA is not appropriate becausE they do not have a communica-
tle,no protlem. TA is a prajmatic approach to conmundcations. Be-
cause it is pragmatic for some does not mean that it will not be
rejected by others.

I hope you understand that you -lave to make a judgment some-
where. With you, I have emphazized the Adult because you are in a
type of occupation that is involved with information transfer. Out

in the world, they say information is an adult process. But TA
people tend to push the Child in the hope that individuals will
really get close to their Child egp. They emphasize the Natural
Child beeaftze these emotions are very quickly turned off due to
things that happened in early experiences. As a result, it is pre-
uned that commulication will more readily occur.

The relation of verbal messagu content to non-verbal message
content is an important factor in communications. In this country,

studies have shown that Americans in general social situations receive
most of their communlcations nonverbally. The ratio is about 90%

nonverbal, and 10% verbal. And the point I want to make is that this
ratio is maintained between you and your patronz in the library.

The vast majority of what you say to your client and What the
clients say to you is transmdtted nonverbally. This I maintain as

a fact in contrast to the empha610 placed on the spoken or written
word by the vast majority of us who are in the communications,field.
One of the major functions of how you will present yourself as an
individual to the person awoss the desk from you will be determined
by what the person is sayinj, to you nonVorbally and what you are say-
ing to them nonvei-bally.
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The Lrrtant thing Is sat_ you are saying to each other. For
example, in the super v-,e; ion of a counseling seesion you start look-
ing for the counselor who leans forward. If the client leans forward
it is like saying: I'm eiving everything I can, as opposed to some-
body who will sit back and appear disinterested. The important thireg
about nonverbal communication is that it is a key in making in-
ferences about the behavior of the patron.

What people do with their legs is s important as what people do
wlth their hands. Eye CC,NL,I.Ct, is Lne must important ening about non-
verbal communication in our society. We are allowed to hold eye con-
tact foe only 4 eeeends. enything more teen that cones on too strong.
If you look very long in the client's eyes especially ir a group,
you can start to feel something build up. You need to start blinking
or to look down. And then you check again in wondering why the
other person ie looking at you.

A library is socially justifiable space. The limited popula-
tion makes it eaey to define the rituals of where you go and what
you do as opposed to a subway station where there are almost too many
variables. The tning that we do in libraries is to maintain the
existing order. The goal is to keep things maintained despite the
fact of many new ideas, new concepts and new ways of approaching in-
formation. Social order must be maintained and not changed.

One can epeculate how much nonverbal behavior maintains and
regulates the structure of transactions as well as making it possible
for you to use language and thought for other purposes. Sometimes
we hear it said that the purpose of communication is the transmittal
of new or novelty information through the expression of individual
feeling or thowelit. Both body language and body movement can also
be used for the eransmittal of old information and doctrines. New
organisms or group members become indoctrinated by such transmittals.

The role of nonverbal communication is largely to maintain the
sta us quo. So what we will do in our libraries is change the staff
because in fact tne nonverbal stuff will not change. We might for
example shift the desks around in order to let the people be further
away from each other or in order to study in quiet. You migit shift
the desk behind which you stand, (and think about what it means for
you the librarian tp maintain s'cll a earrier) OP study the effect
on intiaacy or personal communications.

Are you aware that the hurmn epecies is the only animal that
hes ever existed on earth which "cannot say nothing." It is impos-
sible to say nothing. You just cannot stop communicating. You are
constantly sending out data to people. It is being picked up and
used to send signals back. This need not be a deliberate process.
If I take off my glaseee, I am saying eomething not about my vision
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necessarily, Cut about cerssnal operLnes o and closeness. If you are

around a person long enouSr you otart to pick up what her non-

verbals really mean.

It taRes a lot Trore to understand what people are saying to you

at you are saying out loud to people. You rnit say that I

rv library to be open and for people to be involved. Yet every-

, they come in, I just sit behind the desk and ask what do you

viart? I may hear what you are saying but I also see what you are
4 It is Tar more imrortrint to be aware of and tie into what

being said nonverbally than what is being repeated verbally. How

many of you ever come in physical contact with your clients? How

often have you touched the last 100 people that you nave dealt with?

I am not saying it is necessary to touch or not to t0uch people, but

one should be aware of what one is doing and the effect we have (and

donft have) on others.
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ThE CONSULTOT AS LEARNING FACILITATOR

David W. Champagne

The problem you have are very rea2. There are many adults who for

the first time in their lives are becoming interested in self-study. You

just:can't send a student of this type to a library and say go study. They

need special kinds of help, especially in developing better listening and

study skills.

Consulting is a very difficult job and I think you have begun to

realize that. The purpose of thi_s morning and afternoon is to help you

develop a clear role definition of what a consultant is. Then perhaps we

can identify some of those skills needed or at least see if same of those

skills fit you. I would like you to think about what you are doing with

ne today on two levels: (I) for yourself; and (2) as a guide to inservice

training that you might do with your own staff to help them learn some of

these consulting roles. Thus you are evaluating what you are doing while

participating in it.

In a library situation these new learning experiences seem to be mov-

ing librarians from traditional structured situations and are forcing them

to make individual judgments in individual oituations. This is not a role

that any librarians I know about have really had for very long. It appears

to be raising new issues that you are going to have to face in taking up

this role. People are beginning to come to you, expecting help from you

in a role for which you are not trained. You are expected to go far beyond

the material that is in your library.

The librarian today has also begun to develop roles as a community

advocate. Librarians are no longer just the storekeepers of books. They

accept a feeling of responsibility for the functioning of the comnunity.

They are not outside the community and consequently have to interact with

that community and to learn to help develop that community. In many ways

you are taking on part of what social workers and others have been doing

in the past.

There ar_ oome differences however. Librarians are not trained as

nor oriented to social worker or guidance counselor roles. LIbrarians
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seem to be more directed towardo materials and resources but with some
counseling capability in order to understand the people asking for help.
However, the clients helped are folks who at least have a general area of
interest or goal. In that sense you do not have to help them focus on
goals. However, they may not know where to go specifically to meet the

1
goals they have selected.

In my local library they are now preparing a lot of pamphlets about
the un-university and for this alternative educational program there is a
series of courses. Do people then come and ask you about those pamphlets
and about how to get other information? What are some other issues which
you are beginning to face in this venture? Are people demanding of you
that you have resources in your library? Is that responsive? Is it an
information role which requires you to teach different resources, and ac-
quire different skills and maybe step out in the community much more often?

Much of mg work has been in finding people jobs and in placing them_
with groups in the community. I have talked to people who use libraries.
The library seems to be a center that really belongs to everybody. It

might even be a place to do a proposal, or to find out about somebody. For

example, my dad just retired. He now nas time to do things that he did not
have before. For instance he wants to find out about the laws on zoning.
He needs help in using those facilities you have to meet his purposes.
The library is mostly an alien mystery to him.

What are some other issues that you haven't faced in this learning
consultant role? You may be talking about administrative changes or re-
assignment of staff and resources. Let US think about that a little bit.
It may not be only more personnel. Perhaps it is personnel with different

skills. Are you going to have to be responsible for training thee Or,
is some place turning them out and recruits are just waiting to get into
line in your library?

That leads me to another aspect of a new or innovative relationship
through corm-amity work. Can you establish a base in the nonprofessional

elements of the community? Can they be assisted to help one another in

their infbrmation seeking patterns? What are the people like? What are

the characteristics of these learners that are coming to you and wanting
help?

People also come to me as a helping and counseling person. They

really do not always know what they want. They need something more. You
represent and have experienced instances of people asking for this kind
of service in a different way. In some sense, people who have a need do
not know what that need is but they come and ask for it. The whole idea
is probably new to same of you that people are going to be coming to you
to help them focus a learning program. I want to know what kind of people
are comdng to you? Do you understand why that kind of person comes to you?
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Librarian I Describing a real client who came to her library= "Per-

haps it is some agency where she had previou,ly had some contact and knew

a person. She didn't necessarily think we h i the answer hut she counted

on meeting someone who knew. She was in a different department and she

knew we were starting an educational program because someone had said: Why

don't you go talk to Nancy? I'm sure she can help you. It took me a month

but I was able to answer each one of the questions. Perhaps by talking to

this person here in this institution he will help me make the next step.

It took me a considerable amount of hours to track down all of that informa-

tion."

"I want to know in some sense how real this problem is to you."

Librarian II - "A lot of libraries have come a long way in five years.

I have found that in this past year people are coming to the library as sort

of a switching station. No one else in the community may know where to

turn, but surely they do at the library because they know everything. That

is kind of shocking because librarians really have not been prepared for it.

A lot of people think that since it is a library that the library can

answer all of their questions."

Librarian III "There is a great proliferation of listings in the

phone book of social services agencies and educational agencies. However,

I still think that people look upon the library as their non-specialized

source of information. I am looking at the yellow pages here and it doesn't

mean much to me. What does all that alphabetical garbsge here mean? I

don't really know where to go. The library has a person sitting inside

the door. It is open. You can go in and maybe they can help. It may be

a neutral agency. It's a very low profile agency that might just happen

to belong to us. In the past we've always been able to get some answers

at least from them. It is known as a neutra2 place where we can get

answers."

Librarian TV -_"How rany people when they want to know an answer just

call the library as sort of a reference center. This is probably the re-

verse side to the question you've been asking. But for some of us at least

it is what we have to face. You're asking what kinds of people are com-

ing in and what kinds of question they are asking. But some of us are

dealing with areas where the public library is a very small, one-profes-

sional operation."

Librarian V - "We work in areas where there are at least two rrajor

minorities who make up the principle population -- the blacks and the mill

community. Neither of these groups gp to the public library. Their in-

formation needs fall in the area of how to get a systematic education and how

to get learning help. They are probably the principle powers in the

community but they are excluded from the public library because of past

attitudes.
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I know a great many people such as these in our own community. There

is nothing expressly over which they are offended except the past stereo-

types, the past failures of the library to provide service as well as some

present failures. The mill community for example makes up approximately

50% of the population where we are. I've talked to mar& of these people

in various contexts and I'm not associated with the public library. They

have all in a sense told me that they have never really felt that the

library was part of the community. Such institutions are not really ours.

You will not see us attending these community undertakings. You will not

see us using the public library. Unfortunately because their neighborhood

are within the larger communities they are limited to the bookmobile ser-

vice.

These people are really unserved. In all too many instances few people

get to the library. Either they are totally unconcerned about this thing

in the community or they simply realize that it has very little relevance

to their problemn. Some of us are going to be put in a position of going

back and doing a very big selling job with both the county public libraries

and the community agencies. It's going to take a good deal of commitment

on the part of the professional librarian simply because it's never been

done. It is partly a community problem because the library has a white,

middle class orientation, or at least it is perceived that way. When you

try to serve such a population there is a considerable communication gap."

Based on these contextual settings, I would like to propose that we

consider a model of the consultant. That is what I would like to build for

you first and then sketch out the details. My text from which I will take

my scripture this morning is Intervention Theor and Method, A Behavioral

Science View by Chris Argyris. This is a very difficult book but it ha

some interesting ideas which are intelligible. The book Is something I

have never been able to read ail at a time. I just go to it when I need

some ideas.

I want to tell you a little about why I am using it. It's a book that

was published in 1970 and based on Argyris' on 15 or 20 years of consult-

ing and intervention. Argyris, the author, is a social psychologist who

was at Yale and now Is at Harvard. He does a lot of helping organizations

to become more effective. Out of that experience he has developed what he

calls a models for effective intervention.

When people come to you asking for help, you and they in a sens_ be-

come a system. A third component of that system comprises the materials

and resources on which you can draw. An additional component is the role

you work to establish for yourself.

At this point, you may be ready to do some consulting. If so, you

have to try to get out of the middle of that system. You 4-ry to help
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people to learn and -et in contact with the resources. How you take up that

role can either help that learner become more independent and more self-

functioning or it may make that person more dependent on you.

That's probably something you have not considered often. Argyris has

developed a very simple sounding, but very fundamental intervention model

as to how you can intervene in a system and help maintain independence. In

a sense you help the clients build their own skills at managing their own

behavior learning better. It's a very simple sounding system but it's

really, for me, the best organization T've ever seen of what a consultant

role is. Argyris uses it in business and in education. I use it in teach-

ing and in school supervision. I think it's immediately applicable to

librarianb in your role.

Mb. Brooks said yesterday how important it is not to make a person

dependent on the librarian as learning consultant. I think it is the key

to any kind of effective consulting. Uhe client has to be more dependent

when be's finished than when he started. They have developed more re-

sources in themselves on which to draw than they had before. They are

not going to nave to COME back to you for the same questions again.

Effectiveness test number one is that you must begin any intervention

with the generation of valid information. Any time you are going to

intervene you must find out something about the client. Not only must you

find out what they need but you must find out what assumptions they are

making. You have to know where they're going and be able to find out what

kind of resources they've used before. You cannot ignore what experiences

they've had_in the past. It is essential to begin any intervention or

consulting with the generation of valid information.

The second condition of any effective intervention is that it should

be done so that the client system maintains its independence. The way

Argyris puts it is that free informed choices are neceesary. The client

must know what the implications are of his choices; he must know what the

alternative choices are; finally the client is the one who makes the

choice. The consultant may advise about choices, but it is the client who

should feel responsiblity for the choice.

The third step in any effective intervention is that the client should

be internally committed to the choice. Even if you as consultant don't

feel it is the best choice, if the client does, then he is committed to

making it work.

If youmant the client to be independent, you have to start by supply-

ing useful data. Then you help develop choice on the client'- part by

helping them learn what the implications are.

Finally the client has to be internally committed. The client is not

doing it because you said so but because they believe it is the right

course fbr them. The whole thing here is that they are developing
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responsibility and skills so that they will not have to come back to you for
the same questions. This will be a learning process as well as getting an-
swers to their questions. Tbday we should be talking about ways of getting
information. We should be talking about our own behavior and how that inter-
feres with or facilitates the getting of information and in making assump-
tions about people.

The kinds of information you may need to have to be a learning consul-
tant will obviously vary with the learner. You often must know their life
style. You get to know whether they have space to study at home, or plan
to use space in the library. You've got to know how much time they can
spend. You've got to know what their main goal is. You've got to know how
much financial resources they have. You've got to know whether they qualifY
for certain kinds of aid that you may suggest. You may need to know their
level of reading. You may need to know if they know how to operate a tape
recorder or even if they've ever seen a tape recorder before. If you have
coondinated slide tapes showing something about community resources, do they
know how to use it?

Do they know how to take notes from materials? How many things can
they conceptually handle at once? There may be other kinds of questions
you have to'ask. Sometimes you can list a whole lot of things to help them.
They may be able to go out and do it all by themselves. At other times you
may have to set up a program where they can do one, two or three steps of
a 10 step process. Then they may come back to you and check to see if they
understood the next step before they go on with it. These are all pieces
of data you are going to have to select in order to be an effective consul-
tant.

It is going to be a very difficult job. But, until you have done it
this way you cannot be an effective consultant. In order to make an in-
formed choiCe the client has to know what the implications are. Do they
understand the commitments, the requirements and the resources they are
going to have to put into this learning project? Do they understand the
kinds of facilities that are going to be necessary? How much do they know
about what's going to happen when they have made that choice?

I have a doctoral student who is doing her dissertation on learning
styles. She has begun to find a lot of different things about learning
styles and something about data and making choices. There is something
called analytic style and something called relational style which many of
us have. Many poor people (white, black, green,red) tend to have a rela-
tional style of learning. Middle and upper clas- people tend to have more
often an analytic style.

An analytic style learner can learn independently and can wait a long
time for reinfbrcement. He can organize logically and sees the consultant

as an object who can get him something. Such a person is not necessarily
interested in the personality of the consnitant, He sees that person as a
resource who can help him get something.
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A relational style learner is much more often typical of people who are
poor. They often need to have activity and learning structures so that they
are working in groups on them. They need a support system and a reward sys-
tem. They need to know about the success they are having with each step of
their learning. They tend to be more dependent.

I've done a lot o, aiae training and the training of parents to work
in schools. Much of that training is generally with poverty income people.
They need structure so that the learning is relational in the sense that
people are working together. They begin by helping each other. But at
some point they move from relational to analytic.

That is one of the interesting questions in this whole busineo., of

training. Most jobs are set up so that they reinforce analytic people and
there is a big question in the schools as to whether we should remake the
school 30 that it has many more relational tasks. How can we work with
people where they are and lead them to situations which make more people
analytic. They are probably not going to change from relational to analytic
learners overnight especially if they are adult learners. They are probably
going to maintain this primary learning style and you may have to help
them structure relational tasks.

That's the kind of question you have to ask. Do clients like to work

by themselves? What kind of support do they want? Can they take a couple
of steps and then come back for help, or would they rather ggt the whole
process. A person who needs support by coming back tends to be a rela-
tional learner. Then you will have to make some mental notes in your head.
You will have to help them set up a program where they will get some rein-
forcement and feedback. In any event, you cannot change one person to
another style arbitrarily. It may be largely the kind of questions you ask
and data that you seek as a consultant which determines the kinds of sugges-
tions you make.

From my limited experience with library clients, I would suspect that
the analytical patron is a natural user so to speak. Apparently, however,
you want to move towards a broader base in community use among those for
whom the relational style is more natural. Are you ready to go all the way
and provide the kind Of atmosphere required for such learning

The issue here is that there is a difference between making assump-
tions and working from data. You have to get data fram people in order
to make some judgement; don't just assume that they can't manage. It

occurs to me that someone mIght be more comfortable with the relational
kind of learning if you ask certain kinds of questions. Do you like to work

alone? Do you find yourself frightened because you are turned off by tradi-
tional education? Or, are you frightened about the idea of working with
somebody else where there is competition? They may feel that they have to

prove themselves.

You need to ask quest pris to get more data about them. Obviously it

es more time to find out where they are. Is the career they are
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eking analytical in nature? Or does it demand relational type tasko

Have they begun to think about these factors? Indeed, Heybe that's some-

thing you can help them think about. What things will they actually be

doing on that job? Are they the kinds of things that they will be in-

terested in doing when they do get employed?

A lot of times when people give you information they don't really

know what it means thenelves Part of your consultant role is to help

them focus on that problem. Most of us as consultants not only make assump-

tions but generate inferences based on inadequate data. We tend to tell

people what to do, this not only violates their freedom of choice but also

disrupts their commitment to the tasks. Once we do get the data how do we

help them decide what they should do?

We are not architects. We cannot tell someone whether their 'build g"

will or will not stand. We cannot be authority figures as consultants.

Authority figures and consultants do not go together. When we gp back to

our states and try to introduce these things to other librarians, do we tell

them its a new service, or do we teach them a new philosophy which includes

these services.

For example, in the-new service we may not succeed. Service includes

everything like education, infornation, recreation. So the library is a

service -- we push this, there is a chance. You have to know what is

needed In terms of staff, resources and kinds of people you are going to

hire. How much need is there for that service in your community? Having

obtained data about such factors one can make the choices about what you

are going to be doing.

14y own philosophy is that one cannot impose a new role on staff. If

the staff I have doesn't want this role and can't do it they probably are

not going to be very effective at it. For me it would have to be a deci-

sion that the staff makes. All too often we come on as totalitarians.

All of us like to tell people what to do. 'That approach becomes less

and less effective with adult learners who are really trying to find their

own way. The more we tell them, the less they feel free to learn. They

are not going to come back or return for continuing help. You've got to

decide with your staff how much you are going to get into this.

Ptr dad who was a laborer in the mills with a ninth ade education may

serve as an example. He probably is a Very bright guy but in his day to

go to school was not the thing to do. Since he has retired with time now

available he's re-lized a lot of things he wants to understand and know.

He now Ilas a need to know thingp. Somehow on his own he has learned how

to go down to the courthouse and find out about deeds and taxes. He goes

to town meetings. He volunteered as an assistant to a state legislator.

He now has to learn how to use their library and look up the law on the

!cinds of issues he wants,
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Obviously, he needs a learning consultant. He is using an incredible

amount of time and energy trying to get to the people and the resources

he needs to read the laws. But nobody has really been able to provide him

with the service. He is able to do it on his own with much effort and

very inefficiently. In the future, I think that there is going to be a lot

of those kinf:s of learners. They any have incredible motivation and be

willing to spend hours and days and weeks until they get what they need, but

they are still missing a lot of things. Perhaps more importantly, many of

them have not learned that they should look at both sides of the question.

Part of that could be achieved by a learning consultant if they had one.

They could help him open up questions.

Unfortunately, there is now no one who can provide that service to him

or at least that is what he perceives. I think there are millions of those

kinds of people who are beginning to come. They are not only the older

people. Many people have careers they aren't happy with. Suddenly they

realize that there might be another choice. They may come to librarians.

I just bok at the hours ay dad wasted, including writing to departments

of labor all over the country, just to get thingp that are probably in

library files. The motivation is there but the search and retrieval skills

are not very effective. I look at this example and suggest you may find

a role in serving more clients like my father.

Argyris model of intervention seems to me to be the most effect ve way

to do this job. I would like to review each of the steps and establish its

purpose in the Conference Model.

SETITNGS OF 11117ME1TS IO A GOAL

Step I - Specifying Objectives

The purpose of step one is to make sure t_ t both people in the con-

ference agree on the goals. This sharing is a kind of conti,act setting.

It establishes an atmosphere of, "Let's get down to business."

Sttp 2 Reviewing Data Related to Objectives

Both interventionist and client must have or develop same perception

of what is presently happening in the situation being discussed. Both

parties must limit or discipline themselves to describing the behaviors

that are related to the objectives of the conference.

am_a - Selecting a Fbcus

A focus on one or two issues within the objective selected above allows

more specific planning and a more rapid c'eange of the client's behavior.

It also helps keep the conference short. A short conference is usually

more productive than a longer one.
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The purpose of this step is to seek a commitment to change on the part

of the client. This steo should be short and done only once.

PHASE I GATION D SECTION OF PIJCEDTJRES OR tAVTOR

Step 5 - Reinforcement of Aspects of Present Behavior

The purpose of this step is ix assure the client that Parts of present

behavior are appropriate. The task of change is thus less overwhelming.

The change becomes an extension of present behaviors rather than a denial

of previous behavi rs.

Step 6 - Proposing Alternatives

More than one alternative should be considered befOre a

made. Strengthening or extending existing behaviors is one a

hoice is
ternative.

Step T - Selecting an Alternative

It is difficult to implement several changes at once. If one alterna-

tive is selected, the chance for success is better than when more than one

alternative is selected.

Step 8 - Specific Planning

Specific planning includes: the objectives, procedures, and evalua-

tion. It is suggested that the specific planning be written or audio taped

so that both interventionist and client will have a record of their commit-

ments. A record makes both the participants more accountable.

Step 8a - Practicing (if appropriate)

This practice is an opportunity for clients to try new behaviors under

conditions where they can get immediate feedback. 'Ibis -ractice identifies

any unclear areas in the planning.

PHASE III: anTaarrs AND CRITERIA OF SUCCESS ARE SPECIFIED

9 Establishing Criteria

This agreerrent sets a realistic expectation for the client The super-

visor snould exercilne care in -stacdishinF_ criteria ehich are attainable by

the client.
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Ste - Giving Feedba k on Conference

This step allom !he interventionist to find out what the perceptions of

the client are. '1(J interventionist should learn how to ask this question

to receive all open auld honent answer. Interventionists do not defend thedr

behavior hore. They simply try to understand the perception of the clients.

Step 11 - Reviewing Comndtments

This final checking out and restatement of commdtments is necessary.

It is deliberate redundancy. It prevents major rnisunderstandiings. After

the restatement of commitmnts, the conference should end.

Within this conference format all steps can be made congruent with the

establishro-nt and maintenance of client responsibility for, and comudtment

to, action taken. The entire structure of the conference, while it serves

the goal of efficiency in the use of resources, says clearly to the client,

"I trust your intelligence, your interest, your professional purpose."

The Lnterventionist , role within this conference format can be concept-

ualized on a continumm from directicw: to consulting. Any of these roles

is a legitimate one in the context of the agreement between the interven-

tionist and the client. The interventionist La the framework established

here should always try to move toward the consulting role and away from the

directing role.

The major stages within this continuum are listed below. Steps 6 and

7 of the conference format are selected as the example used to explain these

stages. The stages apply, however, to all the steps of the suzgeoted con-

ference format excepting step 10.

The last stage is the true tent of autonomy, and of honest helping

relationships. As clients become more self-directing they can and usually

will manag,e the interventionist into an active role on a peer basis. They

are then free to seek and use aid, but they determine its application.

IkStage 1 is usually self-defeating and is not recomended. There may be

times when it is appropriate. It is never desirable over any extended period

of time.

Depending on the organization in which you work, certain goals, struc-

tures and procedures are not negotiable. Certain directive stages are

dictated by these fixed goals, structures and procedures. Any attempt to

pretend that these dictates are not present is di-honest and, therefore,

unproductive.
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DIRECTIVE

CDNS1JLTING

COTT' STAGI-7

LIB N LEARNING CONSULTANT

IRECTIVENESS

Interv ntionizt Role

Example Prom Steps
of Conference Fbrma-

Stage 1. Interven-
tionist initiates;
interventionist chooses.

Stage 2. Interven-
tionl.lt initiatn;
imorvontionist !)nd
cflent eloos(=Y5.

9tai;7e 3. Interven-
tionis. initiatc:
client chooses.

Stage 4. Interven-
tionist and client
both initiate; inter-
ventionist & client
choose.

Intorven-
tio-lit and client
both initiate, client
ch000s.

Stage 6. Client ini-
tiates; intervention-
ist and client choose.

Stage 7. Client ini-
tiates; intervention-
ist questions, client
chooses.

Stage 8. Client ini-
tiates; client chooses,
interventionist listens.

Stage 9. Client ini-
tiates; client defines
role of intervention-
ist; client chooses.

117

The interventionist pro-
poses all of the alter-
natives and then chooses
one.

The interventionist pro-
poses all of the alter-
native strategies; they
jointly choose one.

The interventionist pro-
poses all the alterna-
tive strategies. The
client chooses one.

Both interventionist and
client proposes strate-
ges. Both make a

choice.

Both Interventionist and
client propose strate-
gies. Both make a

choice.

The client proposes al-
ternatives, both the
interventionist and
client choose one.

The client proposes al-
ternatives, the interven-
tionist asks clarifying
questions, the client
chooses.

The clie t proposes al-
ternatives, the client
chooses, the interven-
tionist listens.

The client propose., the
alternatives, defines a
role for the intervention-
ist, and makes the chioce.



MODIFICATION AND BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT

Judy Johnston

I don't come to you by any means as an expert on learning theory

or behavior modification. I am going to ask a question. Put the

world "learning" down and then beside it write the words "behavior

modification." Now, define what each means. After you have defined

both terna write out as simply and exactly as you can why you are
attending this institute.

Now, how did you define learning. Do you want to share some of

your definitions? I do not have the correct definition, so let us

see who can come close to one. A process of being in a new experience,

knowledge or skill? Is it taking something from a process of learn-

, ing, gaining or acquiring a new -kill and then applying it to a

practical purpose?

0 now what do you have for behavioral rrdificat ion0 A change

in traditional or habitual behavior? A change from a basic pattern

or position? my definition for learning is somewhat simplistic.
Does anyone have anything like this for a definition: an observable

Change in behavior. Let us not forget the word modification which

means to change. I can have a change in behavior by controlling or
reinforcing the consequences of that behavior.

Many tines when we speak of people learning something, we say
they learn to appreciate certain books that were on display in the

library, Well, the question is of course how do you know they

learned it? The only way you really know what they learned in my
opinion is that you can see some change in their behavior around that

particular process.

Basically what we are talking about is behavior. lire can change

behaviors by controlling whatever reinforces that behavior. The

basic principle underlying behavior change is that of stimulus, re-

sponse and reinforcement. For every stimulus there is a response.
If that response is reinforced then we have change . By the same

token a response to one stimulus can be the stimulus for another

response.

1.43
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One of the questions I asked you was why you are here at this

institute. I think I saw all kinds of really good things, like you

wanted to learn to do samething else. If you had to pay for the whole

thing would you have attended? Go back again and think in terms of

why you are here. I think it is probably tied in with a lot of things.

Perhaps it is not just to learn something or to come away with new

knowledge.

Basically though if you have a stimulus in your case maybe i

that you wanted to learn more, or you received a brochure that said

there is a three week institute and the administrator thought you ought

to attend. Your reinforcement may be the learning that you are getting

from the particular workshop.

What have you heard about behavioral modification? It takes place

in penal institutions, and means using punishment. But behavioral modi-

fication is a cover up for that. Perhaps its like 21,22E12L.21-1ms

which was a very extreme case of behavioral modification. It's a cover-

up terms. What other things might you think of? Behavioral modifica-

tion was really a philosophy like Hitlers or anyone else who wants to

control peonle.

As an example, I walked over here this morning and I began to move

some papers around. It immediately got quiet. There was a noted hush

in the rrom. When I didn't say anything you started to talk again. So

of course, I had to walk over here and ask for your attention. You

greeted my paper schuffling with silence which is a process that can

be explained very easily by behavior modification.

One particular professor said that it is philosophy. What can be

good about behavior modification? Do any of you use it? Do weight

watchers use it? Yeah I guess so. The fact is that you have to observe

my behavior and infer that learning has taken place. Mbre than that

behavior modification has been used by people for many purposes. IQ

scores have been raised 30-40 points as a result of behavior modifica-

tion. One of the things that humanists say about behavior modification

i- that it is good for rote kinds of training.

You can train people to do anything. Hbwever you cannot guarantee

that once trained, people will continue to perform; or that once

trained they are going to like what they are doing. Behavior modifi-

cation has even been used to teach creativity. In one experiment

they took a group of children and gave them building blocks and asked

them to put together something that was really unusual. The program

took these children through an appropriate route of reinforcement to

create unusual kinds of designs.

The famous argument is between the humanist and the behaviorist.

The humanist says the other does not really deal with the whole per-

son. After all, who knows why a person does that? We have Skinner

and we have Freud -- two opposing psychologies. With Freud you
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look into the dreams of the person where there is probably some

neurosis. What Freud has done is dig deep into the person; but the

behavioral scientist says you cannot. The behaviorist observes be-

havior and makes inferences about it.

There are two sides to the matter and depending on what works

for you that is the side thet I suppose you would oloose. How-

ever, behavior modification is a technology which can be very valuable

in terms of what you intend to do with staff, with what you intend

to do with training people and how efficiently you manage a library

or whatever it is you have to do. Using such techniques can make your

strate _es more successful.

Another problem with people who believe in behavior modification

is that they tend to get very uptight and go around saying it is the

only approach. How do you see behavior modification fitting in with

the new supreme court rules? I see a lot of potential difficulty.

No psychologist knows beyond his own theory what is normal. Then

everything else is based on that normality.

Basically these words on this particular sheet will help you be

conversant with behavior modification. By reading through these

definitions you will become conversant with the terms of behavior

modification. What is an example of an unconditioned stimulus based

on that definition? When you see food What do you do? If given a

lemon to eat what would, happen'to you? In other words an unconditioned

timulus would be the lemon and the unconditioned response would be

what happens to your mouth for example in not being able to whistle.

The lemon innately elicits that response.

A conditioned stimulus is a neutral stimulus such as a

hammer for example which sets a bell ringing. A man that whistles at

a woman uses a neutral stimulus. But when you pair a leacral stimu-

lus with an unconditioned stimulus it elicits the same response as

the unconditioned stimulus. A stimulus produce-6 some change in the

internal environment of an organism. A stimulus and a response can

be the very same thing.

Pavlov of course did that. Food was the unconditioned stimulus

for the salivating dog. Everytime he presented the food, the un-

conditioned stimulus, and rang a bell, the dog salivated. But

eventually the bell became the stimulus and the dog salivated at the

und of the bell. When you ,,lere students in high school a bell rang

and you got up and left the room. You've been doing this long

enough so that just hearing the bell ringing causes you to want to

leave any room.

trumental conditioning is basically what we talked about

g behavior modification. The difference between claSsical
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conditioning and instrumertal corditioning is that in Instrumental
conditioning we are dealifg with a behavior for which we have to wait.
We have to wait for that rehavior to occur and then we reinforce it.

Let's go back to whathappened earlier today. When I walked up
here aad shuffled paperS, you all got quie . That occured because

you have been reinforced to that response. In nost cases you get
quiet when the professor or the consultant, whoever it is that is
helping you, begins to talk. 'You've been reinforced to be quiet.

reinforcement is the prodOct of instruction.

Why are p..-Gple quift ir the litrary Are things changing

mUc How did it happen that people gpt quiet in the libraries?
Caniege said it should be? Libraries are for studying and studying

derands quietness? Are trey not changing that now? We stress educa-

tion, functional teaching and group learning. Are libraries changing
to accommodate these kinds of instructional techniques?

All right, let us look at extinction. Notice what extinction
is -- a behavior has occuered; poll want it ta cease so you stgp rein-
forcing it. WOK, a dilserlminatiNJe stimuli can be either an Su or an

S-delta. Basically Su As a cue, or a pilot. Pilot is even more effec-

tive than cue. For exanple, when I ask you a quest?' and I look at
you, or I may lean toward you, I am giving you an S . An S-delta
indicates that there is not going to be any kind of reward following
a response.

Now we all get very good at this. A child when she's little may

see a dog. ale sees a Mrsc ard thinks it might be a "gag." The

parents may relAard her Dy sayirg that's very good, that's a gag!
This nia2/ be alright, but at same point, the parents begin to worry
that the child may continue to call both of these things gags. Pos-

sibly the parents will re longer reinforce the child saying gogs
for horse. So the horse becomes and S-delta for the word gog.

ahe next step should be a secondary reward. Notice that gog is

paired Tedth a primary reward and acquires the properties of the
primary reward. Primary rewards, or primary reinforcers include a
number of comonents suCh as food, air, sleep, sex. Relief from

pain nay also be a basic and Primary reinforcer. You may well wonder
how this fits into the role of a consultant? Once someone said to

me that the definition Of the consuatant is someone who borrows your
watch to tell you what time it is. Braun says: a consultant leads
you to the threshold of yoUr apin mind. How'- that?

Ey the way, what happened last 'Thursday? Dtd you all get up-

set last Thursday? I've beev responsible for running workshops for
teachers on a city wide basis. I do most of the planning for the
in-service training of raiddle and junior high teachers here in the
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city. Ore thing consistently happen1:. Usually it is about Thursday

of the first week that the first crisis is reached. People's anxiety

level becomes very high and they start reacting as a result of that

anxiety level. It is a very norral behavior because you have come

with certain expectations and in terms of -emantics not everything

means the same tning to e-vc-ryone

Notice what a reward schedule is; it is a system for delivering

reinforcements to responses. The reward schedule can be varied; or

it can be fixed. For example, every five times a member of your

.Jc.aff does sonething you want him to do you give him a reward. Then

he next five tirres you reward hin. Now that's a fixed ratio. Then

we have something called ari interrdttant pattern which glcies for a

longer period of tire. Basically that is what you mant to do before

you reinforce.

A person like a gambler functions on an interrdttent reward

schedule. Have you ever been involved in a situation where there is

chance, like the PennsylvanLa lottery? There is some chance that you

are gpinj to -4in. You rray in fact play the lottery all the time be-

cause at cne point you did win. You were reinforced for plAying $2 on

a horse. You ray never win again. But if one gets hung up tn that

system, you continue to go Lack ard play $2 on the horse until you

die. A lot of people function that way which is really a gambler's

syndrome.

Variable means it nay occur anytime and intermdttant n aro you

spread it out maybe one every fifty times. Now notice what fading

is. Its the gradual renoval of cues and stimuli in learning a re-

sponse. Let us say that there is something you want your staff to be

able to do. You provide the cues for them to do it. Then once they

have mastered it you start to remove those cues so that only the

behavior is left. A lot of people confuse extinction and fading

but they are two different things. in nading you have removed the

cue, but in extinction you have removed the behavior.

The premack principle is one that was wored on us from the

time we were in kinder5arten, that is, if you attended kindergarten.

High frequency can be used as reinforcer for behavior that occurs

at a low frequency. Of course it was applicable because what you

have aro children who naturally like to interact with each other.

So you tell them if they work for 20 minutes then they can talk to

each other. The behavior that occurs at a high n'equency, talklrg to
each other, is used as a reinforcer for behavior that occurs at a

low frequency, i.e, workdrig on their materials.

Modeling is a performance of the desired behavior. For example,

cA)meone may come to you and say I don't know hom to find soneth

'vlhat do you do? You show them? DOes anyone just tell them? I
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think a lot of us do just tell them because we simply don't have time

to demonstrate. But you can and do rodel behavior far another person.
If you actually walk thern through it they are gping to know to better

advantage what that behavior is. As a result they will be Lu _a posi-

tion to replicate it.

Shaping is a ,,,,quence of successive steps that when rewarded can

terminate fin complex behavior patterns. For yeals we've been asking

people to define learning such that the student can appreciate good

literature. How could you ever possibly neasure aopreciation of

anything? 300 the ears wiggle? What happens? Nothing! That is really

something we have been caught un in for too long. It is really not

being fair to people. If your are measuring excellent work from a

staff member in one way and that staff merber doesn't know how excel-

lent work is defined, then I don't think you are being very fair all

the way around.

I guess it 10 now time to get serious and say that if you decide

to accept the responsibility you can help people modify their behavior.

Even if you do not do so deliberately you still control other people's

behavior. Eospite protestations to the contrary, people's behavior

is determined by what you do. It is really a nuch more complex

process than just reinforcing people as they move along:a continuum

of behaviors. En instrunental conditioning you have to wait for the

response to occur, because a huran is a very comDlex organism. But

in so doing, you are leaving guidance to chance. YOU have to master

the processes of stimulus and control.

The first days on a job are sometimes structured to enable a

staff menber to participate favorably. If your staff member or ane-

body that you are working:with has a really bad tine the first couple

days then your efforts towards changing behavior is not gping to be

quite az good. Once things start to occur you can reinforce them;

that is an opportunity to do sorething and build on a person's pre-

disposition about learning or about working for you.

Basically what you have seen is that we all cone into situations

with a mental set. We all enter into environments with certain kinds

of predispositions that either effect the way we are going to respond

or fin fact cause us to respond in different wuys. Negative state-

ments nay be okay especially Nben you get to say sorething which may

he a ve'.-y important thing to you.

A discriminative stimuli or S
d a cue far some behavlOr

to occur. You are here today because you may feel it is appropriate

and the behavior is leading somewhere. You are not exactly sure

where it is going but in each of these behaviors there are a number

of possible discriminating stimuli for further behavior. You are

interpreting your behavior as somehow being directed toward getting

some kind of reward. You might also interpret your behavior negatively.

don't mant to be punished. I don't want to be edbarrassed.
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behavior is aimed at _e ting good things rather

than avoidinz puni::Nment. I don't know that this is just mw personal.

cpinicm. In a normal classroom the mward system operates like that.

It would also depend on the ago of the person and that may be an index

of the social maturity of the person. For example, I know myself there

are probably se-,feral thirs I do during the week to avoid bad feelinr

on the part of a superior. But you see I work for a superior who is

veT:1 '1 in reinforcing the kinds of things I do.

A student, who has been coasting in a course, begj.ns to diligently

sttidy for a test. The results of a test constitute the reawri. All

of the clavern on a basketball tean suddenly stop playing and walk

over to their coabh. What makes the players walk over to the coach?

They nLght get instmctions which could help them to Win the game.

Aqything; --9 Well, they get to rest which is a reward.

What reinforces people is not always evident. Basically I guess

there are varioLn kinds of reinfbrcement obtained from doing what

\Jou do. EYtrinsic reward ray include money, grades, gold stars or

perhap;- a gpod evaluation. The point I guess is that all reinforce-

ment comes from learning for learning's sake, or for the sake of

doing all those good kindLi of th

A g'oup oC people may for example snicker over some one parti-

cular per-son who is continually disruptive in the library even

though the librarian has asked that person not to come back. What

causes tnat per,]on to continue to do it? Reinforcerrent! A person

who rarely cores to the ljbrary begins to come to the library.

He starts doing all kinds of research on a science project. What is

the source PC reinforcement there? That's not as simple as the

first one. He is r:ettinfl: help from the library. He is getting what

he needs. What if he came Ln the nrst day and did not nrd what

he needed? In sucl2 a case there is not much chance of the behavior

prsiit in

By chance the librarian ray have wakened that morning to a

very good breakfast. When she v,alked into the library her disposi-

tion was groat about working that day. Maybe that librarian was on

duty when that pernon walked up. The librarian smdled and offered

to help the person find materials. In other words, the encounter

-raz a pl,msant experience. The reInforcement was in finding that

material. Et could he one of many things; but you see that the

librrbriln can corrrol many kinds of behaviors.

A p-rlon may become n Habitual liar regarding the return of

nonk--;. What is hizt reinforcement? He got away without penalty,

which I:1 probably the bimest reinforcement. I,ying is a particular

kind of behavior. When you lie you are really trying to avoid

punishment. Putting a stop to fines may cau::e that person to stop
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lying about rot ctna books. I can zee you doing that but then you

mignt non get any Lcokz back. linwever you may be able to deal with

the matter on an individual basis.

Many rembers of your staff who were once honest ray now have be-

gun to cheat on sem of their work assigments. What is the rein-

forcement there? They were not rewead for what they were doing,
50 why Shonid they do it? However it may not he necessarily the

case. They migrt jtat think that they can get away with it. For

years we have said that how a person acts is his own responsibility.

But when you are in a supervisory position, you do in fact have a

responsibility for controlling staff behavior.

Most people maintain that those who break the law should be

thrown in jail. It follows that behavior modification has taken
place there too. If you think back you can see that reinforcemen
works all the way down the line to some particular behavior that was

exhibited. It happens all the time. Even as scnool is dismissed to
discuss student clashes.with menbers of the opposing faction, inci-

dents of violence increase in frequency. Your staff members may

not be getting along. If you then dismiss a staff reeting so that
thcy can get it together, you are really reinforcing the beavhior

you want to avoid.

Some staff member may be getting away with something. Possibly

you have allowed a staff member to do all the talking. So what rein-

forces that staff member is allowing her to ggt to say whatever she wants

to say. Hew are you going to extinguish that behavior? Sometimes it

is very difficult to ignore people. But in ignoring behavior you

are taking away the reinforcement.

Some of you may be in charge of staff pee:ie. You have certain

members on your staff who constantly foul things up even though you

give directions, and talk to them. You tell them exactly what it is

you want. But you always got a standard respome. Oh, I'm sorry!

Oh, I forgot! So she is being reinforced. She got away with saying:

I'm sorry. Apparently this staff member wants individual attention.
You can extinpish that behavior by refusing to give attention to

that behavior.

What else could you do to extinguish uhat behavior? Perhaps

you have a staff member who is always ill on critical days. Does

that happen to you?. How are you going to extinguish that behavior?

How are you going to modifY that staff meaber's behavior who happens

to be ill the day that something critical has to be done? It may

be poible to giver her a special assignment one day earlier than

usual.
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Choose a behavior which a staff member exhibits that you would

like to modify. Think of all the peonle on your staff and all the

people you work with. I would like you to think back to the behavior

on tne part of that staff member and write down what you think is the

stimulus to that behavior. What causes that behavior to occur? Write

down in successive steps h w you are going to change that behavior?

What do you do with a staff member who doesn't want to over-

cel? The cause is basically that young people have difficulty

expressing their needs. Could all of you pin the strategy to the

rerredy for that situation? Che thing would be to make her more aware

of what she is going, and expand tills young adult's contact in other

areas. Behavior modification can help a perlon who is having diffi-

culty, or perhaps doesn't like her job, or simply does not want to

participate. Ey using relaforcament appropriately you can begin to
modifY that behavior which is a very humane thing to do. You may end

up in making her job, or whatever ahe is doing, more pleasurable be-

cause -he is now being reinforced for doing so.

Mouse of sick leave often presents a problem in any kind of

admdrdstrative setting. At first glance, one may want to restructure

the sick leave, but structure alone can always be subverted. If you

are in constant contact with that person, it may be possible to

chart the days on which that person is absent. On the day before

an anticipated absence, one could hold a conference interview with
her in order to express appreciation for work well done.

tBasical y the idea is that when people do good things they are

reinfbrced. When we do good things we need recognition. If reco

tion is not forthcoming, many people will try to get it by taking an

extra day off. Lack of reinforcement is quite evident when someone
else gets credit for all the work you may have put in on a proposal.

As a result, such a person may feel quite justified in taking off

3everal days sick leave.
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A LAV PERS lE2-1AVIOR MOD G-

Unconditioned aim any stimulus tnat innately elic-os a response.

Conditioned aismalus: a neuti stimulus that, after patring with an
unconditioned stimulus, elicits the response innately elicited
by the um= itiened stimulus).

Response: any change in tl-x internal (can be unconditioned environ-
ment of an organism or conditioned) (a stimulus and/or responze
can be the sano thing).

Classical Conditioning: the pairing of unconditioned and conditioned
stimuli over a period of time until the conditioned stimulus
alone elicits the unconditioned response.

Ins runental Conditioning: of all responses occuring In a particular
situation, the response most closely followed by reinforcement
is the one most likely to occur again.

Extinction: beriranent reduction in the probability of 3. response by
consistently iaittliloldthr, reinf orcement .

Diriminative stimuli SD: a sigal indicatLng a response will be
followed by reward. S-delta: a sigrol indicating tne response
will not be followed by reward.

Secondary Award: a sOmulus which is paired with a primary reward
and acquired the'properties or the iinary reward.

Reward Schedule: a schedule for delivering reinfbrcemer e-

sired responses.

Fading: gradual removal of cues and prompts in learning a response.

Premack Principle: behavior that occurs at a high frequency can he

tlad EL a reinforcer Cor behavior which occurs at a low
frequency.

Modeling: a perfernance of the desired behavior.

Shaping: sequence of successive s-e s in rewarded until a complex
terminal behavior occurn.
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Extinction of a response will occur if reinforcement _os not
follow the response. Wth the following classroom behaviors, specu
late what reinfoTcerents may Le mairitalni:ng them. State a strateal

for extinguiShing them.

1. A student fails to allow sufficient time for eleandng
Laboratory equipment after exiseriments.

A student disrupts class discussion by yelling answers
to questions without first being recoglized b:,t the

moderator.

A student always forgts to bring a pencil and paper
to class.

A student never pays attention to instructions for
exercises and consequently mst be told individually
by the teacher.

5. A student is sent to the nurse's office because of
hPadach(?s the period before each of his algebra

exams.
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riISCRIT,UNATIVE STIMULI

Behavior will only occur if it is deemed appropriate to the

student. The appropriateness of behavior is indicated by a cue or

discriminative st-inulus.

In each of the following behaviors, list a pbssible discrinina

tive stimuluo or stiruali far that behavior.

1 At the end of the class period, the students leave

the classroom en mass.

Although stixients were not verbnlly instructed to

open their notebooks, they stop their talki and

prepare to take notes.

A student who has been coasting in a course, be-

Fins to diligently study his notes and text.

4 All the players on a basketball court suddenly stop

playing aid walk toward their coach.

5. All students in a school quickly leave the building

in an orderly fashion according to fire drill

regtqation.

4 .
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behavior is more complex than simply giving stulents
rewards theri they do somethirg correctly. With some students, you

may wait until retirement to observe a correct response. You must be-
come a aaster of stimulus control to increase the probability that a
favorable response will occur.

Below are ten hypothetical Liituations which may affect a stu-
dent's predisposition toward. learning. If you feel that the effects

wonld be favorable, place a in the space period.

1. The teacher remin-, the student of hiS fa
he admires very much.

The student was awakened late and skipped his us- 1
breakfast to make class on time.

The teacher lost an argument with a traffic police-
man over a citation and is still upset at the begin-

4 '7 of class.

The room is neat an( comfortable with bulletin
boards arranged with interesting material.

The student was not paying attention during the in-
structions and does not know what to do.

The first lessons of the school year are structured
to enable students to participate favorably.

The student's teacher last year was very permi-ive
and frequently lost control of his class.

The student _las heard much about the course from a
brother whe had taken it last year. He has taken
a seat in the first row.

The teacher does not tolerate being questIoned or
rrected by the students.

10. Whsn the student is unruly parents threaten to
send him to school to be puni shed by his teacher.
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JIFALf Cr.L' Tri-TRF,Y

PROC7.73

1. 7--21/1.01:',: are rouarded (reinforced) are more likely to -ff_xur.

ta mest effn,ctIve in lcarhinm, must

fhllow almost immdiatelv after the desired behavior and be clear-

oonneoted with that tehavier in the mdnd of the learner.

ecr ropetitior. without ihdlcatIono of improvement or any kind

of reinforcement (reward) is a poor way to attempt to learn.

Throat an:1 PIAC-it' varlaule ancd unc_xf.rn effeoto upon

learning.; they may make the punished response Mre liely or less

liely to recur; they ray set uc avoidance tendencies which pre-

vent further learninm.

:101TVATION

J. Headiness for any learninc, 12 a complex product of interaction

among 2,uch factor as (a) sufficient physiological and psycholo-

mical maturity (L) sac :of the importance_of the new learning

for the learner in his world, (c) mastery or prerequisites provid-

ing a fair chance of success, and (d) freedom from discourage-

ment expectation or raflure) or threat (sense of danger).

6. Ottorturtv fcr frq,=n, 1, stimulatinF experience is a Idnd

of reward which. lo quit effective in conditlordng and learning.

The type of revarn (reinforcement) which has the greatest trans-

fer value to Lote- lila ;ituathrs Is the kind ene gives oneself --

the sense of satlfaction In achieving purposes.

8. Learnerv p-r-rt? in any area of learning only as far astily need

to in order to achieve '6heir purposes. Often they do only well

erK)ugh to "t ny"; with Increased motivation they improve.

The mst effecive effort is put_forch by children when they

attempt tasks which fall In the "range of challenge" -- not too

early and not too hard -- where suce55 seem quite possible but

ra c!,,rtaln,

TEACHING IiiETHODS

10. Chdlciren aro rliore apt to throw themselves wholeheartedly into

any pro:ieot if theY thmoolves have participated in the selec-

tion and pdarnihr or tnc enterPri.
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11. 3,eaction to excessive direction Ly the teacher is likely to be (a)

apaletic conformity, (I}) defia_nce, (u ) 4e-gbatlr4, or (d) es-

cape from the whole affair.

12. Over-striek discipline is associated v:ith more conformity, anxiety,

shyness, and acquiescence in children; greater permissiveness is

associated with rore initiative and creativity in children.

13. lany onpilo experience so much criticism, failure, and discourage

.7encol that their self-confidence, level or aspiration,

and senae of worth are damagel.

'rJhen children (or adults) experience too much frustration, their

iiehavior cease3 to be integ.ated, purposeful and rational.
a-fir-Idly they act out tnoir rag,e or diolcouragement or withdrawal

The thrPmhold of wrIat is "too much" varies, it is lowered by pre-

vious failures.

19. Pupils thiniK when they encounter an obstacle, difficulty, puzzle

or criallene in a course of action which interests them. The

p_ -ces ni th:inking involves designing and testing plausible solu-

tions for the problem ab understood by thinker.

nelp pupils forci a general concept is to present
the cnnee-'- in numerous and varied specific situations, contrast-

ing experiences with and without the desired concept, then to

encourage precioe fornulations of the general idea and its appli-

cation in situations different fram those in which the concept

was learned.

17. The experience of learning by sudden insight into a preViously con-

fiLsed or puzzling situation arises when (a) there has been a suf-

ficiert backEround and preparation, (U) attention is given to the_

relationships operative in the whole situation, (c) the perceptual

structure "frees" the key elements to bo shifted into raw patterns

(d) the task in moahlwful ard within the range of ability of the

subject.

18. Learning from reading is nx:EutEaci mcre by tme spent recall-
,

in:77 what haE, Leon read than Is:; rereading.

1
7c:T,e!Ling proceeds ruphfl y at first -- then more and more slo 1y;

re,:y1.11. s's,nrtiv after learnlng reduces the arnount forgotten.

20, People remorrr hew informaion which confirmo their previous
attitudes better than they rornerber new Information which runs

counter to their previnus attitudes.

r-
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SCPJFCT

21. No school :nAbjects aro markedly superior to others for "strengthea-

inp; mental powers.' 74,_nerol improvement a result of study of

arly subject depends on instrunYinn desied to build up generali-

zations about principles, concept formation, and improvements of

techniques of study, thinking, and communication.

Children (and adults even more) tend to select groups, reading
matter, T.V. shows, and other influences which agree with their

min opinions; tney nreak off contact with contradictory views.

What is learned is nrst likely to be available for use if it is

learned in a situation much like that in which it is to be used

and nriediately preceding the time when it is needed. Learning

in childhood, then forgetting, and then relearning when need

arises in not an efficient procedure.

214. The superiority of ITon over c,t4lcuiatiae:: machines is more evident

in the formulation of questions than in the working out of

aniers.

25. Television is the most frequently reported activity of elementary

school pupill, opcupying asout the same number of hours per week

as are given to school -- far more than would voluntarily be given

to ochool attendance.

EVALUATION

26. If there is a discrepancy between the real objectives and the tests

used to meas -) achievement, the latter becomes the main in-

fluence upon ehoice of subject mutter and method.

27. Every tralt b human behavior is a product of the interaction of

heredity (az determined at conception by genes) and environmentaa

influences.

There are specific stages in individual development during vhlch

certain capacities for behavior appear. Me manner in which theoe

capacities arc then utilized sets a pattern far later behavior

which is hiRnly resistant to chaw. If un-utilized then, they

are likely not to develop later.

). Tbe most rapid mental growth occurs during infancy and early

childhood; the average child achieves about half of his total

mental growth by the age of five.
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30. _g the elementary :chool ye - (ages six to twelve) most child-
ren energetic activity running, chasing, jurping, shouting,
and roughhouse. For mtst staid adults this is uncomfortable. Boys

are generally more Vigtrous, active, rough, noisy, and non-conform-
ing than are girls.

Not until adolescence do ircst children develon the sense of time
which is required fOr teal porspective.

The significance of the mportant biological transformations of
pttescence (growth Of Primary sex organs, development of secondary
sex characteristics, skeletal and muscular growth, glandular inter-
action) lies mainly iy tile meaning which cultural norms and per-
soaal hi6otry have given to these dlanges.

Ability to learn increases with age up to adult years.

wrviaboa, DIVE CE2

34. NO twO people nake the some response to any school situation.
Differences of hereditY, physical maturity, J-telligence, motor
skills, health, experiences uith parents, siblings, playmates;
consequent attitudes), Motives, drives, tastes, fears -- all those
and more enter into prodUction of each individual's unique reaction.
People vary in their' rands aad personal ties as much as in their
appearance.

Pupils vary not only in their present performance but in their
nate of growth and the "coilLng" which represents their potential
level of achieveMent. SOme "late bloomers" may eventually sur-
pass pupils who seem far ahead of them in grade school.

anildrm's gains in intelligence test s--Ywes and IQ's are posi-
tively related to ag.gres,<veness, competitiveness, initiative,
ard strength of felt need to achieve.

37. Pupils gpouped by ability on any one kind of test (age, size, IQ,
reading, arithuttic, oaience, art, music, physical fitness, and
so forth) will vary over a range of several grades in other abili-
ties and traits.

ftrU'...ATIONS

Tne right size of grou, for any activity depends on both the
mat ity of the indivijuals and the nature of the activity.

EIT'oqpv] act ior a carnon gpal there Is better cooperation

d more friendliness than lqhen Thdiviivals in the group are en-
-ed in conpetitive riva, ;j_th one .ilother.
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40. Children leavn at an earay age that peer consensus is an import

riterion; they are uncomfortable when they disagree with their

ers, and especilly when they find themselves in a minority of

one against all the others.

41. Pupils learn much from one another; those who have been together

for years learn new material more easily fromane of their OM

group than they do from strangers.

42. Children who differ in race, nationality, religion, ar social

cla3s background, but who play together on a footing:of equal

status and acceptance, usually come to like one another.

43. In ITO t School clases, one to three pupils remain unchosen by

their classmates for rriendship, for parties, or for working

commdttees. These "isolates" are usually also unpopular with

teachers.

44. Leadership qual ties vary with the demands of the particular s

uation. A good leader for a football team nay or may not be a

good leader for a discussion group, a research project, or an

overnignt hike; leadership is not a general trait.

45. The socioeconomic class into which a child happens to be born

strongly influences his life changes.

46. TKo-thirds of the elementary school children of American oome

from lower-class homes, the one third who core from the lower-

lower class usually find school very uncongenial.

47. Children who are looked down upon (or looked up to) because of

their farily, school marks, social class, race, nationaaity, rel

gion, or sex tend to adopt and to internalize this evaluation of

theaselves.

48. Attitudes toward meMbers of out-groups ar fly acquired from

members of one's in-group.

49. Children choose most of their 'rbest nds" from horrs of the

same socioeconomic class as their own.

50. More girls than boys wisi, fnom tine to

change their
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APPLICATION FUR STAFF TRALNING
Janes G. Williams

Lithis session we will spend about a half an, hour ta a-

bout some basIc principles of training and then 1 would like to
spend the remainder of the time demonstrating three different modes

of training people. I think you will find the demonstrations not

only revealing but fun. I will divide you into -three different

groups and assign each.group the same task. Each of you will be
given a different node for training yourself to accomplish the

task. Then you tiHi be evaluated as to how well you were trained.

After 15 year_ of tching with a majority of it in professional
schools, it becor -e. diffictat differentiate between educating

and training. ?/ofcssiona sLcools supposedly train people whereas

the academic cl Lir,15,- educate people. The difference supposedly
being tha professionl schools deal with real-world situation-
secifo, prog-rr.aiL2 knowledges, skills and attitudes whereas the

academic dilines deal in more abstract and theoretical concepts

in a 7.-cq-c-, guneralized setting.

ahere are three basic principles that must be kept in mind re-

arding tra:Ining programs. There are: (1) the trainees must know
what is expected of them; (2) the trainees nust know the processes
ar experiences they will encounter during the training progran, and

(3) the trainees must know how they will be evaluated.

Tnere are literally hundreds of alternatives for accouvlishing
these three main functions of a training program. As you can see,

if you can inform the trainers of these three basic elenents you
have already planned your train1nE program.

In the mode of discovery learning, the trainee observes a
process or phenomenon and then asks questions of the trainer to help

him discover what has been learned. You have experienced role
playing 111-Cich is another type of learning process where a situation

is simulated. The use -1r more complex simulations and games are
other alternatives of tr_lning people. The use of printed matter

is the one mode a lot of trainers rely on but it has its disadvan-

tages az I hope to demonstrate to you. Of course the audiovisual

model has ueen 'in vogue for the bast fea years.

16 7
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Allov. me to provide you with some basic pn_e ples that will
t you to design a succeso ul training program.

1. People are motivated to learn those things that are
highly correlated with their ourrent concerns and
current work related problems.

2. There is a direct correlation between the success
they have experienced in past training programs and
their motivation to learn.

The shorter the time span between the training pro-
gram and the need of the trainer to apply or use the
training the higher the interest in the training pro-
gram.

The more The training program is able to build upon
past experience, knowledge skills or attitudes the
greater tne level of learnLng.

5. Tbe greater the awareness of the trainees in terms
of their own capabilities, the nigher the level of

6. There is an indirect correlation between the complex-
ity of the task and the level of learning and motiva-
tion. If the task is too simple or too complex the
level of learning and motivation will be low.

7. The greater the acceptance of the trainer of the valut
of tne training program, the higher the level of
learnIng.

The greater the degree of active participation by
the trainee in the program the higher the level
of learning andiltivation to learn.

The greater thetraining program is congruent with
the trainee's value system, the higher the accep-
tance of the program.

omple contrast to keep in mind as you begin to design your
training program is that there is both content to consider as well

as process. So ,:iften we forget about the process aspect and be-
lieve that'cortent specification alone is enough. W;-,t happens is

that the process begins to get in the way of the coent. There-

fore, both must be considered and planned for.

163

Needle-s to say, if you are going to establish a trPining Fro-
g= you must set up same objectives for the toaining. buk, objec-

tives c,9n be viellei in two ways. First, when objectives are viewed
as a prccess the learning experience must be complete in itself.
This type of program has as its objective tne acquisition of skills,
knowledges, or attitudes.
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Vi2wed as a goal, the objectives attempt to specify the abilities
the trainee is supposed to have at the end. This type of training
program is usually a series of sequential steps each building upon
the other. No one experience or session is complete. Typically,
this type of objective realization would begin with theoretical con-
cepts and end with laboratory practice, internship or on-the-job
training. There J.- difficulty in keeping a balance between theory
and practice.

I would now like to demonstrate three different nudes of train
ing. The training objective is to train you to play a card game
called 21 or black jack. The three modes are:

Ore group will be given a 10 page written description
with examples of how to play black jack. They are to
be trained via reading the printed matter.

2. A second group will use a computer simulation of the
game of black jack. This simulation has all the
black jack strategies in it and will illustrate how
to use these strategies.

The third group will have on-the-job training with an
expert. This group will sit with the expert and he
will train you by actually demonstrating and giving
you practice in playing.

Each group will have half an hour in the training seo ion altar
which the evaluation session will begin. The evaluation will take
place in two modes. One mode will be objective in that each of ycu
will be given 5 chips and you will play the game far 20 minutes.
Those who lose their chips apparently did not learn the game. The
second mode is subjective because an observer will watch your play
and evaluate how you follow the rules and how well you employ the
correct strategies. Finally we will discuss the training process
and the evaluation.

It is quite evident that for this type of task each training
mode provided different learning. The reading mode provided excel-
lent conceptualization but it was difficult to apply when you had
to play the game. Any aspects not mentioned in the traininff mannal
are lost to you. But the manual did provide a reference that could
be referred to. The simulation provided high motivation but was

limiting in that you had to discover how to use the strategies of
play. The on-the-job training provided the most rewarding result
but was limited to what the "expert" knew or could tell or show you
in the time available for training.

Any trainLng mode you decide to use ha: its strengths and weak-
nesses. It is 'wise to match and mix modes for different purposes.
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Diane J. Davis

OBJECTI-VES

1. Rarticipa - will. recognize their own limitations regarding the

design of instructional materials and/or program for adult

learners.

2. Participants will deruonstrate a willingness to respond by parti-

pating in activities identified to achieve common goals.

Participants will recognize the interaction process as a

for facilitatine adult learnihE

SiRUCTIOPJ, KETHOD: Guided Dicovery

INISTRUCTIONAL Sr r.LEGIES: Problem Solving, Successive App ximations,

STRUCTIONAL -ge Group

ID RES

1. Participan s were presented with an adult learner who posed as a

pat on coming to their library for help with an independent learning project.

They were required to design a learning program for the individual at least

the followlng:

a) A statement of what the patron wanted to learn.

b) A statement of now
identified in (a).

c) A description of the resources necessary for the learning project.

d) A description of how the learning would be assessed.

the learner would learn whatever was

RESULTS: Participants questioned the patron for the purpose of aithg

the information necessary to specify tue requested components of

1earniJm7 progral.

165
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2. After about seven (7) minutes, participants were requested to

ummarize the information elicited from the questioning in terns of the

information required for the learning program.

RESULTS: Participants expressed concerns that they hal not gotten

the needed information and requested an opportunity far role-play-

ing a. dyad situation with ju-t two participants (one as patron and

one as libraria:1).

3. TWo participants were identified and they I, ,

tuation based on the initial problem, but with revia=ed

-d a -le p _ying

t ent

RESULTS: Participants again recognized limitation:5 in theLr ability

to elicit the infornation necessary to complete the C-al sie d task

of det-igning a learning progrwm.

4. Observations were made regsing other kinds of interviewing tech-

niques and other kinds of Information that might be nre relevant to the

problem.

RESULTS: Several additional role-playing exercises were developed by

the-participants to try out alternative procedures. The procedures

were notably closer approximation to the Empathic Nbdel greserted

earlier tn the Institute.

UST

Participant coTents included a recognition of their own roles in

the interaction process as having a significant effect on the direction of

an adult learning situation. It was noted that content materials, in

various media, were typically plentiful as are highly specialized instruc-

tional materials. The design of such materials was seen as a function not

of the librarian, but of the instructional designer or publisher. The

interaction process, as well as staff training in such a process, was

recognized as being a significant function, a mandatory function, and one

in which librarian- can likely gain experti-e through training and

experience.

This interaction was also seen as vital to the manner in which the

par icipants will conduct mini-institutes in their own libraries, especially

for staff training that may be required to develop adult learning consul-

tants.
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PROJECT GUI ELL-TES

Your project for this institute is to design guidelines for an in-

service training program in your own library to train members of your

staff as learning consultants.

Under each of the categories listed on the following pages (and others

that you may add to this list), you are to write guidelines that you

identify through the course of this Institute. Certain specific timie periods

have been allocated for you to work ori this plan in groups. This is, how-

ever, an ongoing project and you are encouraged at any time to add to it and/

o: to consult members of the Institute striff or other Institute partici-

pants rega-ding it.

I. Goals r Objectives

II. ;Ills or

A. Diagno

B. Interv

9uideline Gate.gories.

Inservi.ce

ner need Obj eeL tves

Consulting Skills

C. Identifying appropriate learner taks

D. Id-ntifying appropriate res urces and services

1. In library

2

E. ncin4 learner taks.
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F. Dos gaing a rmriagernent system for learners (when) where le will

moet With consultant, do studyinr;, complete tasks, etc.)

DesigninF, an eva uation technique with 1 axner to denti when

learning objectivm have been met.

III. Inservi

A. erers to receive ler'ice traininfr,

B. Where, when such training should occur

C. Should training occur individually? in mall groups? large

groups?

Who should conduct

;lethods to be used for trairung (lectures, role-playing,

readinr a ignmento, c;roup discussion, problem solving)
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F. Asessmcmt of success of inservice proEram

G. Folimr-up training or activities

FT. Resources Re-uired for Traininv

A. FLnancial Resources

Euman resoces

1. Staff

2. Comiultants

Equipment

ü. ter-1E11s

Time

F. Sp Ice

V. other

174
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OEJECTIVES

Proccure

You are a member of the bidget cummittee for a community library and

are going to decide a course of action for five major expenditures. Two

possible actions will be stated for each budgeting expenditure and you will

need to select one of the two. It is recognized that, in most organizations

there is room for compromise and adjustments so you will be permitted to

devise a third alternative. Hovever, you must complete all five decisions

in the tirrH allocated.

Study the library's Yearly Report which follo

MOLY riovr

Total Budgt Allocation
Expenditures
_oSt .i)falImaterials and lilipment purchased

Salaries, wages and benef

Losse-i due to theft and vandalism

Cost of depreciation of materiai.s & equipment

Costs of erployee recruitment & training

Public relations & advertling

Niscellaneo

AL EXPENDIIITES

NET
Other da;.a.

7 salaried personnel
10 wage earning erployees
25 work days lost due to absences
25; increase in complaints regarding products and services

3; increase in employee conflicts reported
l2% increase in products & services provided to users

97 increase in user
4 new services orovided

$5o0,000.o

JE2222429.

5o 000.00

35xpoo.00

5,000_.00

8 000.00

5 000.00

$503,000.00

7L'as1-: 2: Select a course of ac ion for each of the fol owing problems.

Circle the solucion you choose as an individual and that chosen by the

group. You will have approximately fifteen (15) minutes to reach a

solution for each problem.
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I. The 1ibary7 s internal personnel relations are abisurt

average for an oriizatlon if its size. However, the employees as a group

are requesting a raise that will result in a total increase in salary expen-

ditures of $15,000 a year for three years. If the raise does not come

through, it is likely that a number of qualified staff may resii-- Sholold

this happen, there i5 a good chance that replacements 09.r relatively

quickly, given the ea rent job market.

Cho ce

Reasons

a

GrouP

A Spend tIAL.- $15,000 for salary increases.

Let rtntters ride and replace any res

tions with qualified applicants

Alternative

library's well-knowh collection of historical docunents needs addl-

tional monies to repair display cabinets and to purchase two very valuable

documents 1;hat are currently available to add to the collection. The total

arrv.int needed is $30,000 which, if granted would severly limdt the ability

to purchase new materials to expand the very limited collections of Black

History and Women Studies

Choice a

up

A Allocate the $30,000 for the coilectic. 1

of historical documents.

Maintain the status quo on the histori,-

cal document collection and increase

the Black History and WomenTs Stt11es

collections.

Alternative
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III. The library has hd a _15% increase in the n Mber of user complaints over

the past year. Employ feel that a significant proportion of those com
plaints are a result either of new employees wo are unfamiliar with certain
procedures or of hca services being offered for which they have had insuf-

ficient training. Some also indicate that the wages are oo low that some
employees do only what they feel they rust do to maintain their jobs. The

supervisors, however, feel that the attitudes or certain individuals are
primarily responsible for rary of these complaints and that, if these people
were replaced, user complaints would decrease.

Grqu

Choice a A Spend SL,0O0 for improved personnel selec-
tion, development, counseling and train-
1

Reasons

os ride

Alternative

EV. The new computerized search program wa5 a big success this year.
$2500 originally spent on advertising the service resulted in a 5% in-

crease Ln the number of uzers served and a 37 increase in the number of re-

turn users. However, the program data bank needs to be updated to maintain
the higp quality of this service. The update will cost $2,000.

Choice

ReaSons

Own Grote

a A Ipend the $2,000 to update the program.

Maintain only the $2500 advertising
campaign.

Alternative
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:lembev2 of the library convIrdty are voquesting that the library pro-

de faciLties, equipmont and certain ,bervices for meeting2 of local en-

1,mi-rental protection c,roupcL. The cost to the library for providing this

!rvice will be $1200. Some of the 2taff feel that, shoulC thc) library pro-

Ade this -znervice, other t.;!-v.w
win request the same and this could lead

) heavy demands on staff - aiJove and beyond their regular duties.

Own Group

a A

noons

Spend the ',;1200 to provide the ser

Do not provide the service

Alternative
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TION PRoPOSAL

This proposal is r the organia zion of a counseling and informa-
Lion :-eferral center (CIRC) in Urban County for the purpose of coordina-
tin:4 community reources into one central location, the compilation of a

comn.ic,ity infor tion direc- ory to be distributed throughout the county,

.-ind the st inE eferral center to provide direc_

acces to cora!o ,ervices by county residents. This project has been
developed to provide betler service to the people of Urban County in meet-

a coordination of the four traditionaling (uelr informs!_icn needs
types of library staffs.

PROPOS.' OUNSELINC AND INFORMATION CENTER_ FOR URBAN COUNTY

submitted State Library CorrmiItcc for the Ad' inistration of

LSCA Title ITT Grant ;.

Project, Planning and Evaluation Con:u it Leo for the Assoc-

a Lion of Academic, Public, School and Special Libraries
serving Urban County.

Body ° L VLe Fro'rtL_Jal

Libraries cave cradi ellv been con- 'ered as simpl-, ! -ppliers of

!materials, with little or no interaction between tne librarian and the

_tient. The, '! also has been Little ineraction among the different types
of Libraries within the community, and no real attempt made to consolidate
and make available to the public all LH- resou -es in the community.

In the commu i y of Urban County proposal WiLl help to expand the

ihrarv to include a centy,_ Aearinghouse of information as

well a Lhe role of the librarian to include being a consultant and referral

agent to these resources. For'the first time, all the libraries in th( com-

munity (public, academic school,

are working Log Lo provide tIe
est number of ; .ople.

special) have forme,1 a consortium and
imnm amount oi ihiorlAtion to the great
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T'4t; consortiu eLLahlish an inforhation and referral center,

wit,h ',eafiharters aL the r.ain branch of the Urban Public Library. A data

hank will ue ccrpiled of resources in the cnmunity -- government and

private o7ganizations and institetion:s, service agencies, and individuals

withi .anecial interests. The information fro:1 the 0,1ta bank will be COM-

e- into a directorv of comunity resources 7.ACIA will be made available

te all the libraries in the consortium, professionals, organizations, in-

stitations, and counsel-ing services, as well as to the general public.

In additio o tt,n directory, an information and referral telephone

service will be establid. One telephone call to this clearinghouse will

provide the client with ),L;ect acces to information or referral to the

appropria'e resourc Af extensive public relations campaign will inform

the pubiii 01 this ,if=rvice, Tr4%)ngh this service, Lhe consortium 11c,;- Lc

alleviate f4 the problel: -- lack of a coordinated em,argency system,

etnnic (1!tieren,_es, the neglen ted disabled and homa-bch::nd populatior he

anerTloyel prevalent in Crban corm-xinitiv.

CommuntY a,:rved:

Crban County is an nrban comt-unitv, well-known for -s industry. it

is a national center for the production of steel, ii.6ht. als, glass and

coal. The county headquarters fur ron7 national corpo tions, has an

academic community of nine colic,_,es and universities, is the home four

professional aports teams, cultural L-icilities, a medical research commun-

it, and many reerent1ona7 activities.

Urban Ccuntv i,as a poplIation of 1,6 mill:on people with diversified

backgrounds ('; rev jiiferent int( -osts ,ohd nrohl's. Twenty percent

of the population is 6ln. . Over tweiniy c_ iL -L'onls are represented and

establis ;e6 in communit,, sets teroagh,- to nty. Also represented

in the ,'amultiniiv in significant n _-)bers aic :;tuden:,s, the physically and

mentally handicapped, and the FAed. Blue collar workers, corporate

cials, lawyers, doctors, and mf,nisters 3dd to the diversity of the commun-

ity',, peoplu. All of these inaividuats have social, personal, educat,iona1,

protc' ,n1d recreational needs and goals to be satisfied by the county.

fact at Df the ommunity population is involved in

industry, ( ti7en;, feel a str.ing need for information centering on unemploy-

ment progras, vo,, letrit Li :aling, continuing education L:tasses, workmen's

compensation and public aid proLm,rams. Even though the largest segment of

the county's population falls loco the educational categories of high school

educated and functionally illittnate, citizens of Urban County undertake an

average of 3-4 learning projects per year. Presently these self-learners

torfeir matly valuable resource ageuctcs and people because there is no

centra| clearinghouse from which to access information, counseling and re-

ferrals.

in t,.o torwfinity oi Crban County, Lx.!La many public and pri,,are

agencies dealing with conformity services that often duplicate efforts. Dup-

lication wastes tlife and resour:cs, hoth human.and financial. It also re-
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sults in a confusing uultiLd e of resources being offered to the citizen.

Perhal- the i7est example of the lack of cooperation and coordination and

the resulting duplication of efforts is 'n ihe area of library service to

the public and private sectors of this ,;emmunity. Within square miles,

Lhere are 25 school libraries, a publiu library system with sixty liberal

arts college libraries, one with an emphasis on education and many special.

libraries including five industrial, three hospital library and several small-

er church libraries. There is little communication among this large group

of librarien let aluhe coordination and coov-ration.

The tour tN;pes libraries in this county have foim_' a Progam Plan-

ning and Eva luatior unsoz.cium. This is the t rst time in _he county that

copera:±v.: 7 Ire t.!'ye :,tte-pied nrofl any group of public --rvice

cies. The PT rau Planning and Evaluation group under the auspices pro-

d in the Lib- Services and Construction Act, title III, have prr,,pared

this proposal f a coordinated and co.:0tive information, col nseling and
1 neeus of our community. The

lemew-atinl of LI:: proi 'am. The

hue com-Lunity funds wi.. , support the continuing information,

rete

proposal
libraries ,a

counseling

servic responsive to the
is , ing an initial onnt

Problev!

.,,ferral service

While resources are available throughout Urban County to satisfy almost

every human need, there is little direct access to or int,mation about these

uAity Services. As a result, utiiizaLion ol these re:,ources is minimal.

Most people do not who or where to call when a problem arises.

Lherg:! ai ma:iy potential het izations in the COunty,

access to them is limited and hampered by the inefficient road system and

lack ot public transporta ion and in some cases by language barriers. There

are var ous ho lines in the county for stecialized services but to use them

one must keep a list of all the phone numhers. There is no central clearing-

house, no osne vital telephc number that nersov7 in trouble could use quick-

ly.

As a result, seven persons have died ithin th paSt 6 months simply be-

cause they lacked the necessary tnlorn'uciun quickly enough. These included

3 poisonin,;s, 2 drug overdoses, 1 sulide, and 1 fire-related death. Many

people in trouble d,. not know oi the resources available to them in this

county ah,, =rnere is ,
co-ordination among the resources for referral should

someone 'ontact the ,-:rong agency.

The- number library resources if

yct there s nocoordination between tie:
There is wasteful duplication ot money
tme areas while others are neglected
=tuation in UrbiL, Comity, ye are submi,

f, apply for federal money udder LSCA

of this size is tremendous
ey overl p in many areas.
:esources and personnel in
ly. Because of the present

a proposal to the state library
Titue iii to design a properly coordin-
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ated nformatien and referral center eimod st these problems. A consort-

ium academdc, school and pubiie ihrarians have been responsible

for veloping this proposal=

3. ective

Urban County needs to organize and coordinate information on its vast

community resources f:,u services into one central location and to provide

immediate access and communication to every person with an inform-

ation need.

To Serve as an iniermation center by providing one phone number and

01-o- e,oheral lo7ation to handle information, counseling and referrals

concerning community service.

To Jieeve as s distribiition ceonter for printed directories that coord-

inste oli Jets concerning information, counseling and referral service=

To Serve as an advisory center for all inquiries which many need or

ufiiiso infermttien, cc:tinseling and referral

center.

io Develop a professional role as a public advocate and learning con-

sultant and servicu accesh on a 24 hour, 7 day a week basis.

To ;)eterJj,.-, through ongoing evaluation of the project, the approp-

riateness the effectiveness of a computerised data bank, which

will eventually replace the manual directory approach.

4, Coals

Ittc committee of community representatives plans to establish a county

information and referral center (CII,X,) for the purpose of coordinating com-

-mt)((e resote:,:es and providing per- onalized information and referral serv-

itte (' rosidents of Urban County.

(:,:-WQ kJ the ottrity situatiot the plah ,ing committee, made up of

Libfdrians froi. ciie public, senuol, at eud special libraries, and

respresentarivc of the community, has proposed the sQtting IT of a cen-

tral Data Bank, re, fief as au informatrion and reerro, service, to answer

all que,trons of potrons 24 hours per day. This experiment will be innova-

tive. :4e- consortium will be funded by the libraries, but inifiaj fundin,-;

is needed to set hp and start operation of the data bank. If this plan is

implemented, it will set a precedent for librarians throughout the country.

W ithin ono year, 907, of the community's resource agencies and in-

1,rmation services will he included io the CIRC files.

W ithin one year, /1/, or the coHmmility's population will be a crud

Lo services availahle ti mgh the CIRC.

1 8 1
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-,ople contacting Lhe CIRC will be referred to corn-
mtinjtY re som-ces chat sucressfulc meet their individual needs-

Within one year, there will be
of corruofty services.

im,plementation

increase in the utilization

1 data bank will consist of resotrces frun every organization,

-nee and resource specialist within the county. Sta e and federal

agencies will bo included when deemed necessary. This information will
be gathered by means of questionnaires and interviows by trained vol-

unteers. Information about chose sources will be -indexed in a directory

that utilizes probiew-oriented descriptors. These directories will be

provided tor all libraries and essential non-profit organizations. The

public librari- will serve as a location for the clearinghouse for all

direct phonti access. Spec al services have been developed for foreign

and home-bound patrons. (Inc of the unique aspects of this program is

that follow-up methods are u every step of the process.

iigency informatjaii, referrals and publicity campaigns will be con-

stantly updated d evaluated. Special public relations p_ grams have to

be developed or all groups in the population with emphasis on labor, home-

bound and foreign speaking groups. A Code of Ethics has been developed

emphasizing personal client interc,ace and confidentiality. The toopera-

LiVe talents and abilities of the libraries involved. For example, the

special librarioe, will handle the evaluation programs while the school

media center will be in charge of constructing special publicity displays.

A ta

survey
needs.

of volunteers will be recruited and trained to study

..!flunity and its people to determine individual

Second group of volunte_ will SurVe- the community to identify

information resources available.

Data collected lion both stu_i_
ity ion bet-vices.

be used to compile a common-

An intorratin i-cit rrai center will be ued in Urban University
library stafied with priessional libraries, trained in interpersonal

communication techniques, to ans,Icr telephone calls and conduct

personal interviews.

A public relations campaign will be established to insure that wide-

spread knowledge of the GING exists throughout the county.

prtrteusinual code ot ethics has been formulated to guarantee fair

and equal t teat rien ut t1 people seekirmt help and to insure strict

confident'alit (=0: all iterfaces between clients and staff.

1
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Business and inCustrial

Ch.ombor of Commcrce, bur-,ro'en's clubs, merchant associa-

tions, trade unions.

Education

Vocational schools, elementary schools, highschools, colleges,

universities, education credit exam, AAUTI, Adult Education

Council, Board of Education, libratl, alumni.

Government

eity oT counL.J nnd divisic-os of 8overnment such

as ceorI, police deparnment, nyricelture extension.

Health aod l:oltare

Hosplais, Poison :Amin,' cent
meet, Food Stamp Offices,

Profeseional and fraternal

.L-, Welfare, Vnemploy-

Ilcdical Association, Teachers Associatior, Veterans of Foreign

War, l'omen's Auxilliaries, American Veteran's Committee, Bar

AssoLtion.

Religious

synagoues, NCed, Minisieriol ASSOCiiI4t011, "Y"

group:,

-,,-!rvice and Civic

',cmi-m:aiL chest, :irmy, Red Cros, Girl and Bev Scouts,

1:,ouncil of Socia. Agencict, Kiwanis,

Lf.!_YVI!.=P-?fl stations, newspapers.

All the names, sddresses, :md phone numbcvs of any citizens in the

county who have :-,pecial hobtoie, skills, and/or knowledge will

5e tiF;f,,a with thei7 specialty under subdivisions of the categories of

business rind imiustry, educational and ,,ultural, farm, governme.,,t, health

service, legal advisers, patriotic, reLreation, religion, social service,

veterans, and other. Empnasis will ho placed on geLtit:.,. retired persons,

particularly Icuc VinLa, who ce.:ld '0 I117,,o their skills and corvetencies

as resource persons in particular dreds.

s;i
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Once the community survey has been completed, the data obtained will

be compiled into the clionary file. The success of the CIRC is pro-
portional to the u!,..efulness of its intJrmation in helping people to cope

with the day-to-day problems in their lives. Because much or the inform-
ation in the CIC falls outside the realm of the conventional systems of

descriptors which were evolved to access academic materials, all descript-

ors will be _a "street" language, including slang. "See" and "See also"

references will be kept to a minimum and all information will be duplicat-

ed at all entry points. Systems analysis techniques will be applied to

-a bane such that it can be integrated into the Urban University com-

-Ntbm Ln eping with this objective, the file format will be

-m format.

Inform _ resources will include, but not be limited to: Instit-

utions hospitals, schools, 4ibraries and information centers, govern-

ment agencies, busi ani idustries, and churches; agaaizations --

any group with office fraternal groups, societies, clubs: Individ-

uals -- any person wi h any type of a speciali-id interest or skill who

will volunteer his or her services. Resources will be reviewed on a ro-

tating basis once per year in order to update the information; this will

be doc.- by send ir a clueL,- . or n1.11,.171g a

visit.

The data bank witi be i- a Lonstant sta _ of evolution. Keeping in-

formation up to date will be an ongoing process of revising information

already collected and adding new information. Questions addressed 're) the

file indicate both revisions in entry as well as gaps which need to be

filled. Besides verifying changes they show up when the librarians

use the original information, all ot these sources will be reviewed once

a year on a rotating basis by sending out a questionnaire. If the question-

naire is not .complcted and returned the consortium will follow up with

a phone call or a personal interview.

DISSENINATION AND UTiLIZATION POLICY

All people at one time or 4:- Lbo-i: need or request help and info

tion in order to solve their eve, (\ring problems. Our purpose is

to Link the individual seeking lid- t ion with the resource that will

provide the desired information,

The purpose of information dissernini Lion is to et che data that is

collected by the acquis.Lions program in[o an easily retrievable format

so that when users confront the system (i.e. the information specialists

and the data base) their needs can be met. The Life Coping Skills pre-

sent feasible met hod ot ind-xic*! resource information. They are easy

to understand by both the indexr end the retriever and seem to represent

realistic types of information that thepeople of this community will need.

it is proposed that these categories be incorporated into a thesaurus of

Lertas which will also include the names ol the qgencies Lo which retr-

mis will be made.
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All information obtained in the terviews will be recorded on

X5 cards and placed in a central data Jank. This data bank will be

located at the information and referral centei in a centrally located

area within the reference department at the older of the two main

branches of the public library for use, both walk-in and telephone,

and for updating and correcting. Updating and correcting of the central

data bank will be done continuously as new and follow up information is

received. The data bank will be photographically reproduced.

These reporduc ions will be made into a directory. The directory

will be diseributed free of charge to all the public, school, academic,

and special libraries in the county. Copies of the directory will be

made available at six month intervals. All libraries will also have

telephone acces to the ctmtrn1 data bank Eventually, as flaws in the

system are overcome, the directory will be computer based with access

on a walk-in r-,t. telephone basis through librarian operated terminals

located in those insLitutiolis and businesses with terminals throughout

the county.

The information arid referral center will ope ate 24 hours a day,

7 days a week. The scrvice will be provided on a walk-in basis during

regular library operating hours. At all times, one, central phone number

will link the patron with theinformation and referral center. The center

staff will not always establish direct contact between the patron and the

helping agency although this service will be provided whenever necessary.

Telephones will be made available at the center and at all libraries for

patron use if necessary.

The staff will be augmented by asssorted volunteers. All o these

professional librarians will have had some experience with reference

and with helping the patron prior to employment in Ole center. The

center staff and volunteers will undergo hul'4an relations training in

which thoy will be trained in ideas about relationships and good inter-

viewing Leehniques.

In order to make information available to the comunity, a ma_ual

rector will be compiled from the data bank. The dieectory will contain

problem-eriented descriptors and will be accessed by direct entry. The

full main entry, including the name, address, phone, services, and hours

of each resource, will be Listed for each descriptor, and "see" and "see

lso" references will be kept to a minimum. Although this method will in-

wive considerable duplication, it will per-it easier access to the in-

;ormation by a wider range of use

Copies of the directory t ll be eade available to the community. A

copy will be distributed free of charge to all libraries in the consortium.

Non-profit institutions and organizaticns, hospitals, churches, profession-

als, and service a3encies will also receive a free copy of the directory.

The directory will he sold on a cost-recovery basie to any institutions,

businesnes, or private citizens who wish to purchase it.
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The library cuflSitufl_1 will also provid_ a home-bound service for
inv_lids, shut-ins and the disabled. After an initial telephone inter-
view, a volunteer will be available to escort the client either from the
library or from his home to the referral. A mobile unit, manned by a
para-professional and volunteers, will supply materials and services.
They will also arrange for community resources to visit the homes of
clientele whenever possible,

In order to validate the information about community resources list-
ed in _he directory, referrals made by the library will be followed up and
evaluated. A record of referrals will be kept in a card file at the main
branch. ihe name, address, and telephone number of the client will be
requested either during the telepho- contact or from tile referral agency.
Fhe client will be informed ,, ,r - I ihform?tion will kept confident-
ial. A will be maiL ThLj1 a stamped, addressed ,r-welope asking the
client ,.' .celc ab(itiL ttie suoees of ttc referral. is intormation
will validate the services promised by rces and to

After onc year, library users w:il be surv
effectiveness of the program, and the data bank
and upj7d bv contant revision. The consort
supplemental grant to computerize the data bank.
will have a terminal, and the librarians will be

. Cue the
)e_a validated

apply for a
e libraries

to access thetrained
data bank through the computer. The same problem-oriented descriptors
will be used, and the print-out will include all the information from the
unit card.

Public Cion!= Policy

In order Lu insure that the Counseling and Information Referral
Center is known Lu tnosu for whom it is intended, an extensive public
relations program witl be undertaken. Before planning this program the
committee did a pilot study in certain areas of the wmmunity. This
study served ,everal purposes:

Help determine Ole kinds t

must eff- tiv in these are of tb communi 37

De Lermine the problems enconhtereo tyre cm.

by inhabitants in that arca.

lac I voluncee- h

would

mnatjon needed

the project_ and worivate a- wide a range
individuals as post ble co become jtivolved.

Three areas of the immunity were selected because Lhey are rep,e-
sentative of a particular Lype uf inhabitant. One is strow:z-, in ethnic
and racial compusitiot such as f gcneraLon Americans or Blacks.
Another is representative uf the lower socio-economic level, and the last
is typically middlu-clas. Chu pilot_ study lasted bix months with a var-
iety of media and approaches used, each for a specifie ti,ne s their ef-
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the Librarv Bill of Rights, Freedom to Read Statement, Free-

dom of Inform2tion Act and other :1-fatements which epholO the

rights of each individhal sc4j_tv Lc) counseling and informa-

tion roferrai scrvices

oramatic Asr,ects:

The promotional pres17am is designed that sel-1.earners may be

aware of the service available to help them plan and carry out learn-

ing projects. 'to present tl.o'! information Referral Center as an attract-

ive and marketable package, the librarians must puzauu a mass saturation

uf public r±latiohs. To oimooee the CiRC services, the following public

riatior ),.t:n outlined:

General Public:

To "kick-off" the IRC pro,gram, 1,000 balloons marked with the

phone number will be released from Northonin Park. A

prize will be given to the person who returns a balloon from

,;reatest distance from the CIRC. The purpose of this

publicity is in line with oer ',home "You're never too far to
t_ ,

Flyers and posters advertising the free Hotline service will be

placed in oilsiness centers such as supermarkets, shopping malls

and crnsmercl areas.

All shopping centers have consented to house a for in-

formation about the CIRC.

!':owspaper advertisements in local newspapers and features in the

Sunday press will make Le Hotline program a hoosehold conversation.

A CIRC pro,47;ra end activity calendar will be available free the

community.

The managers ot local radio stations have agreed to inter,riew the

CIRC library chairman with a panel of Hotline volunteers, ::vot.:'11

uf the radio Anncoincements about the CIRC will be in the i.fcHsta

of the peopit of th' mmahnify including English, l'7,,panish, f''4'-

ian, etc.

One month atter the CIKC program is statied the staff will host

an "Open-House" i-or the public.

Free bumper stickers with the CIRC slogans will be issued at all

stations.

Should fonds be alluf_ted, either a mailing campaign or telephone

campaign would dIrectly publicize the CIRC programs.
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Each librarian representing the various libraries in r_Lhe communiLy

that is serving on the P P E ;_j-oup has agreed to develop pro-

motional programs within their library and community.

Television stations have agreed to air project publieifY as public

service announcements.

Schools students

A traveling puppet stage heare will visit the public and private

schools presenting ,71
humorous skit and pointing out what flle c2IRC

can do for them.

7he graphics department of the school will assist in preparing

slides, filmstrips, vide,ptapes and other ,audlo-vissi materials

to promote the CIRC.

Bookmark will Ne distributed co the students with clever attract-

ive ideas along with the Hotline number.

Ihe
As 'nave oe,reed to send home circulars to

the parents via the students.

A hired clown will tour the elcmcrar4 schoo s inviting them to

the CIRC.

College and High School students

Advertisements about the CTRC will be placed in campus coffeehouses.

The drama majors have agreed to assist with the traveling puppet

program to the elementary scheols.

lne "job placement tffite" at the C'UG nll1 be advertised tm both

college and high school students.

Publicity will be focused on high school youtn tht-ough the student

publication.

Communiv Leaders and Business

Librarians will pArticipate as speakers and resource persons at

special cunfetrh.fs, meetings and workshops of the community.

Booster tags are being prepared for professionals, librarians, and

business supporters to wear promoting CIRC project.

Information about e ClRC will be posted on Union Industry bul-

letin boards.
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A committee of volunteers from the corsmunir',- w-Ttl- an 'in-hcuse"

Task Yorce, composed of three P P E members will visit the

Industr-2 Centers to explain the CIRC.

191

A mor:thly newsletter will be distributed te all local churches

and s-nagogues, suggesting that eaco publicize the CIRC pregram

in itf,!ii weekly bulletin. Doctors, lawyers. on! other prFifessicn-

al and non-professionals who act as cont,'Lants and adyisors will

bc included on the mailing list for the acrthly newsletter.

psckct of materials will be distributed to the Fire Co., FirSt

Aid Squad, and Police to facilitate the ,emergency "ssistance ser-

vices in Northunion.

Graphic Center Facilities:

The public relations director in conjunction with the school media

technicians will utilize the school graphic arts center to perform such

tasks as making posters, charts, slides, arranging displays, exhibits,

nnd lef_tering; videotapes; designing and illustrating promotional

and publications of the center; preparin Y...7zeri;31..s for k,,se wiLh

educational television and eicer services.

Concret:e evidence ot a committment to the CIRC is to create staff

positions to promote the program. With such staffing long range plans

for CIRC events can be made A plan will facilitaLe in better spending

of time end effort. The work load can be spread re evenly and mat-

erials used more efficiently.

Public retrio.. mediums must be u lir''d to their fullst potential

Lo establish the library as the incomparable asset of any organiZaZion.

The CIRC assumee its program offers 4 unigoe service to stimulate their

needs by reveal_ g In empathic fashion the resourcs and varied services

of the progra-

Promotional Staff:

it is the CommitLee. polrey to hire c public relations person with

c:%tensive experience. I;n iiistant: will also be needed to write copy,

do lay out afid graphics. A third person will be hired to recruit and

train volunteers to help with the public relations program. This person

may wish to involve the servit2s of one or more organizations who are

concerned with irformation dissemination. These volunteers will be train-

ed in depth to understand the data bank so that they will be able to

handle interviews (IV, radio, newspaper, etc.), go out as speakers to

other pr7ani7rions, plan programs and activities that will stimulate

inter r,roject, and participate in local community functions

whcre ,,-,(-mluire public relations information about the pro-

4ect.
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DurLng the first six months of the information center the goal

will be tcl make the public totally aware of the program. Approximately

half of tbe publicity will be ainled county-wide using media such as TV

and radio spot announcements, billboards (r,,adside and in public transit),

and newspaper advertisements. The other half of the publicity will be

directed to the communities in the county making use of the pilot study

findings and will include in addition to those techniques the distribution

of handouts such as fliers, buttons with the action phone number on them,

and shopping bags with similar informaion.

Materials will be distributed at . shopping centers, local libraries,

churches, beauty parlors and barber shops, doctor and dentist offices,

and hospital waiting rooms. They will also be distribut& through visit-

ing nurses and organizations such as "Meals on Wheels" so that they may

reach the shut-ins of the community establishments where permitted.

After the first si ionth a surveywill be conducted to determine

the effectiveness of the program These: facts will determine the direct-

ion of additional public relations Publicity after the initial period

will probably rely heavily en satellite groups, but mass boards so that

the public is constantly reminded.

"Once is not enough" will be our motto. The community should be made

aware of the project as many times as possible by many different media;

such that whenever a problem arises tn the rind of an individual, the

phone number of the Information Referral Center will be thought of as

the first step in the solution.
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learning consultant is a professional media, library or itforina -

tio specialist who provides personal helping services tc a client. Such

a professional does not simply- react to the demaads of tt=: patron but

anticipates the behavioral development of the client and acts accordingly

in a professionally responsible manner, for example, by introducing the

content (xi' wterials at organically appropriate points in the client's

behavioral cycle.

The ul*inate objec ive of such a professioncl helping servi

piomote the maturation of the client as a self-learner. Without an Adeq

mate learning environment, the consultant would be handicapped in effort

to assisr clients. Essentially, the institution makes it poss$ble to

access a wide range of resources easily and give the consultant time to

interface adequately with each client. Such fundamental changes as

behavior modific-Ition are developed under the commonly accepted cont

Aocunlents of purposes, policies and procedures.

*evised Mi- ion

ESTABLISH A COUNSELING AND INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER , R A EAR NG

CENTER. ENCOURAGING AND FACILITATING LME-LONG LEARNING.

THE CIRC WILL SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE INDIVIDUALS IN rls CMM-

MUNITY IN PURSUIT OF THEIR LEARNING GOALS.

Revised Objectives

PROVIDE SELF-DIRECTED LEARNERS WITH COUNSELING AND IIVOIRKATION

FERRAL ACCESS TO CONTINUING EDUCATIONAL OPPORITNIIIES.

Extend
cownse

he Data Bank inclusion of resour
ng and informational access.

as a meet! s to provide

ProvIde referral services to educational ,intItutonal, govern-

mental agencies, community organizations, and itdividuals who

may furnish learning opportunities.
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Establish liaison procedures so that librarians may participate

With teams of other helping professionals working for planned

soci L change.

ASSIST SELF-DIRECTED
EDUCATIONAL GOALS.

Develop and maintain staff ettituc
self-directed learners.

'G AND CARRVING OUT THEIR

that will be supportive of

velop and maintain the staff of. librarians as learner ' advisors

with expertise in the field of adult independent learning, and in

educational guidance and planning.

Offer ass istnce to self-directed learners t rough individual n-

sultions with 1ea:ners advisors.

4,ssist the seldirected learner in the utiLization of library

naterials.

PROVIDE A STAFF ENVIRONMENT CONDUCIVE TO CO11NSELINC AND SFLF'-OIRECTED

LEARNING.

Pr ov

quie

space for consultation among and/or between . learners, and

udy.

Arrange group iearnin g activities and ap 1 a ing eve

Supply the necessary learning materials and any equipment needed

for their use.

Provide inse vice tra'

_ ate their ability to
deveIopnent.

programs so that stnf members may demon-

rn continuously as a model for client

MAKE PATRONS AWARE OF THE POSSIBILITIES FOR INDIITJI)UAL GROWTH AND DEVELOP-

MENU' THROUGH SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING AND ENCOURAGE TWEM TO SEE THE 'IBRARi

AS A SOURCE FOR THAT LEARNING.

Pr vide means for self-directed lea -ners to identify themselves and

fo low through on services.

Establ sh the Library as an init
self-directed learners.

contact and service point for

Establish liaison procedures so that the special, academic and

librarians can bring their expertise to bear on c =unity prob ense
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The major tasks of the Larricrs' Advisors in supporting Learners

through their learning projects are the consultations, the provIsIons

of support materials and referral. in the interview proces (which

may include a series of interviews) the learners' advisor should help

the learner estaUlish a clea definition and direction for /I' learning

project.

The consultant should help the 1 aTner determine hi/r own pace and

most suitable learning style given all the varied personal constrictions.

It may be necessaryto help the Learner evaluate hi/r present capabilities

in the area of study skills. During or after f3ach interview the learner's

advisor should update the learner's resource log and hi/r own time

log.

The l_arners' advisor suggesrs appropriate materials and may have

to provide some guidance in the use of bibliographic sources or in search-

ing the library systems holdings. If necessary, the consultant may need

to go outside the library through interlibrazy loan or through purchasing

the needed material if not owned but deemed valuable to the collection.

In choosing and in helping the c ent interpret the usefulness of

materials, the advisor may call for help of other staff memblars should

they have some knowledte of the learner's area of interest or may go

outside the library to other consultants in the community for their acl

vice. In conjunction with the learner, the advisor fits the various

materi ls into the sequence of the learning plan.

In no instanee does the. librarian sinply give materials to the client

without some considerable help in demonstrating their usefulness for this

particular interest. In those cases where referral is made, the librarian
introduces the patron via the phone (a 3-way conference phone is preferable)

to a specifically identified helping person,

f at some point the library fa unable Co provide a service that the

learner ,and advisor feel is necessary, a reerral is made to the approp-

riate resource. The referral may be made in several ways depending on the

confidence of the learner. The learner might be given the name and other

pertinent infornation of a contact in a given agency.

Most often the learners' advisor will contact the agency sta f and

explain the Project and the learn's needs and help set up an appoint-

ment. In some instances, the learners' advisor may accompany the learner

to the referral agency to bridge the gap and help the learner ease into a

new, unfamiliar situation. In any case, the learners' advisor should fol-

low up on the referral and get feedback from the learner concerning hi/r

sarisfacion with the referral agency, and from the agency concerning the

appropriateness of the referra
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Obleetives

ASSIST THE SELF-DIRECTED LEA VER IN TEE UT1LIA1ION OF LIBRARY T RIALS

THROUGH RELEVANT. LIBRARY USE INSTRUCTION,,

OFFER ASSISTANCE TO SELF-DIRECTED LEARNERS THROUGH wILITIEs WHICH PRO-
MOTE INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATIONS WITH LEARNERS' ADVISORS.

Action Goals

Provide orientation to and instruction in the use of the Library to both

individuals and groups.

Develop media packets to be used for -ion and instruction.

Provide programs and materials on topics such a study skills, re-

search techniques, and how to write papers.

Develop or obtain specialized tools such as bibliographies, path-
finders, and study guides to lead the self-directed learner through

the collection.

Establish private consultat'on areas in the libraries.

Consultation areas should be clearly designated and attractively

furnished. At a minimum, they should contain chairs, a table or
desk, and a telephone.

Information folders are as embled especially for the project and a dupli-

cate ready reference collection of learning opportunities materials such

as directories, college catalogs, learning packets, pathfinders, etc.,
should be located, adjacent to or housed in the consultation areas where

they are readily available for use during consultations.

Reserve meeting rooms in the professional branches for blocks of time
in order to insure that learners' advisors have a quiet and private place

to conduct interviews.

Sc

re

Develop a policy uti ization statement in order to emphasize
scheduled access and the openness of all meetings in public

buildings.

edule staff at public service desks so that learners' advisors may be
ieved of all other duties during consultation periods.

As far a possible, the s me advisor should work with the self-
directed learner fiom the beginning to end of a project.

Consultations are u_ ally scheduled during pre4rranged time periods,

but may be impromptu if scheduling permits.
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ations _require schedule changes among staf, such changes
ade no less than one week in advance.

Time allowed for each consultation should be no less than 1/2 hour.

Develop a file on each independent learner noting certain information du ing

the consultations which will help the learner in succeeding conferences.

Each learner will be told at the first consultation that these files

are being kept, and that they are confidential to all except the

individual learner.

f these files have to be kept, great care has to be taken that only

a minimum of objective and factual data are recorded preferably as

close to a "transcript" as possible.

Again if these files must be maintained, the content and purpose has

to be carefully spelled out in agency policy.

Since these files will serve as the only record of a lea ner's pro-

gress, they will have to be kept in the agency currently assisting elle

learner with his project.

Branch advisors may soon find that they have exhaus _d local resources.

Than the learner is referred to the main library.

Upon refer al to Main, a card will be kept listing the learner's name,

subject of interest, initial contact date, branch advisor, date

referred, and advisor to whom assignee will go at Main.

Develop a union list of study projects in order to conserve the data -hich

may eventually serve to tnitiate machine controlled current awareness ser-

vices and user oriented content analyses of learning materials.

The cion list will be in the fofm of a card file alphabetically ar-

ran- d by the subjects of projects.

The following information will be listed on each card:

Subject of interest, associated descriptors, titles or short abstracts

of relevant materials and the knowledge acquisition level.

i'ams cf learners who have expressed an interest in or who are work-

ing in that subject area, and the consulting advisor's name.

Establish mechanisms for the evaluation of the quality and results

consultaltions with self-directed learners.
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Obtain from self-directed learners, feedback which inc udes their

views of their own progress on their projects and the usefulness of

the library to them.

Obtain fran learners' advisors, feedback which include the advis _s

views of the library's usefulness to the learners.

General Procedu e:

The procedures for handling the learner's requirements necessarily

vary somewhat depending upon the availability of profeesional staff. If

the patron desires, and a learners' advisor is available, a conseltation

is held immediately. If an immediate consultation is inconvenient for the

patron or an advisor Ls not available, a future appointmert is made. In-

quiries that can be answered briefly and simply without a consultation are

handled at the desk. If fuller consultation is needed, the patron can have

such a consultation at that time, if scheduling is not a problem.

If a more extended consultation is
information desk does not leave it, but

learners' advisor. If the patron would
learner's advisor, but is unable at tha

icular reasons, consulations can be sch

venient to the patron and an advisor.
An appointment schedule book is kept at the in ormation desk. As far

as possible, consultations are scheduled on three designated evenings

(to facilitate efficient staff scheduling). If these evenings are in-

convenient for the learner, a special appointment time can be arranged.

Patrons are also advised chat "walk-in" (no appointment) consultations are

available weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

required, the librarian at the
refers the patron to the scheduled
like to consult with a particular
moment for any one of several part-
duled for a future time mutually con-

Ho ever, the staff does try to remain flexible. In the end, it is the

professional judgment of the librarian(s) on the desk that determines the

course of action. Depending on time, circumstance, and their "sense" of the

patron's needs, the librarians may determine that one librarian can be

spared from the desk to hold an immediate consultation. Among professionals

the following "pecking order" of referrals is maintained:

Adult Services Librarian (learners' advisors)

Young Adult Services Librarian (learners' advisor

Childrens Librarian
Supervising Library Assistant

At branches that are not staffed with professional lebtar ans, inquiries

about project services are referred to the branch head if s/he is evailable.

In any event basic information can be given at the time of the inquiry,

but if a consultation is required the patron must be referred to the nearest

professional branch or the main service outlets. If possible, consultations

are arranged by the branch staff while the inquirer is still at the original

branch. Whet this Is not possible, the patron is notified within 24 hours

f the date end place of hi/r appointment.
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Initial inquiries:

For all inquiries, an initial contact card is filled out by the sta f

member responding to the inquiry. This card records basic information such

as name, address, and phone number of the inquirer, as well as a brief

statement of hi/r topic of inquiry. The following guidelines are given to

all staff members to follow in dealing with inquiries:

Encourage pat ons to talk to a learners advisor.

Some patrons would prefer to read the literature about

project services by themselves without discussion or ex-

planation. Their wishes should be honored. Provide

them with whatever materials are available.

Do not attempt at the desk to have a full length consultation

with a patron about hi/r learning needs. Remember one phone

call or even one other patron waiting at the desk, will dis-

turb the flow of the interview.

Our purpose is to give as much help, information, and support

to the potential learner as possible. And to make arrange-

ments for them as simple and convenient as possible with our

constraints of time and schedule.
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Innovation as the product of knowledge cissemination and utiliza-

tion can rarely be achieved effectively outside of an educational pro-

cess. Even if supervisors, administrators and a few innovative profes-

sionals accept the educational objectives of the library and try to re-

late the total problem to these objectives, they all too often find that

staff members do not understand this relationship.

It is almost axiomatic that staff perceive each library activity as an

end in itself unrelated to any systems development.

Staff members in general are susceptible to uncoordinated attivities

which provide materials without considering their educational uses; serve

patrons without trying to discover further needs and interests that the

library may satisfy; publicize the least rather than most important of the

library's resources; regard library-sponsored activities as peripheral to

the main business of the institution; and regard routines as the reason

for the library's existence, rather than as a means to serving the people

who are taxed to support them. Obvimisly some systems approach has to be

takente staff development.

Objective

DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN STAFF ATTITUDES THAT WILL BE SUPPORTIVE OF

SELF-D1RECTED LEARNERS AND WRICH WILL ASSIST SELF-DIRECTED LEARN-

FRS IN PLANNING AND CARRYING OUT THEIR EDUCATIONAL GOALS.

Action Steps

Establish an on-going and comprehensive training program to assure

that the entire staff is knowledgeable of the learning process and

of the needs of self-directed learners, receptive to self-directed

learners, and familiar with the concepts and programs of the pro-

ject.
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Staff training programs are dependent upon the various levels of

staff responsibility. Although primary responsibility will rest with the

adult and young adult librarians, the magnitude of the project requires

the cooperation and understanding of the entire staff.

Childre_'' librarians, especially in branches where they -ften have the

sole responsibility for staffing public service desks, will frequently serve

as the initial contacts with self-directed learners. They should be familiar

with the scope, purpose, and operational procedures of the project; as well

as able to make referrals to appropriate staff and others based on an in-

formed awareness of data bank resources.

Because of desk duty, public service library assistants also act as

initial contacts for self-directed learners. Accordingly, the training

objectives in this project for children's librarians and public service

library assistants with desk duty are designed to produce the following

outcomes;

Awar
libr

of the resou--es or lack of resources at the various

y agencies.

Familiar with the particular materials assembled in their

agencies for the independent learner project.

Have an understanding of the concept of self-directed learn-

ing, and the purpose and scope of the project.

Develop a cooperative attitude which is essential for the suc-

cess of the project in a multi-agency system, so that better

working relationships can be established.

Seminars will be conducted by the adjunct faculty to introduce

children's librarians and public service library assistants to community

educational resources, and to credit-by-examination'and external degree

programs. To enhance this training, the library will allot periods of

time for systematic on-the-job observations of the various library agencies

as well as the materials appropriate to the project at the Book Examina-

tion Center.

There are a number of clerical staff members in the public service

areas who come in contact with the library patrons, including potential

and actual independent learners and they will inevitably be faced with

inquiries about the project. For example, the identity of learners ad-

visors must be known to the entire public service clerical staff so that

appropriate referrals can be made. Objectives have been designed to pro-

duce the following outcomes based on a training program which includes

initially a 010 hour introduction to the project.
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Amiable and responsive to all patrons, regarding them as
potential self-directed learners.

Familiar with the services offered toself-directed learners
as part of the project.

Aware of the various staff roles in the project and be able to
make correct referrals.

Aware of the importance of interaction beween learners' ad-
visors and learners, and understanding of the time needed by
learners' advisors for training and preparation for these inter-

actions.

The adminstrative clerks and the staffs of the technical services
and maintenance departments are not directly involved with patron con-

tact. However, they should be aware of the library's involvement in

the project and understand its scope. As community members, they are
often taken to be representatiyes of the library, and may he questioned

about any services offered. Initial orientation and training will re-

sult in the following outcomes:

Provide informed responses to all inquiries regarding library
services, c?ecially those se vices developed for the project.

Make correct referrals to appropriate staff members basL on an

informed awareness of the staff roles in the project.

Advisory Staff Development
_

Adult and young adult services librarians will be directly involved

in ititial contacts with self-directed learners, and will serve as

learners' advisors. As such, they will have the major responsibility
for interaction with self-directed learners. They will he responsible
for developing and/or obtaining tools such as study guides, pathfinders,

bibliographies, media packages.

Obiective

DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN THE ADULT AND YOUNG ADULT SERVICES LIBRARIANS
AS LEARNERS' ADVISORS WITH EXPERTISE IN THE FIELD OF ADULT INDEPEND-
ENT LEARNING, AND IN EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND PLANNING.

Action Goals

Make learners' advisors aware of the resources or 1 ck of re-

sources of the various library agencies.

Assure that learners' advisors have an in ima _ knowledge of the

materials assembled for the self-directed learning project.
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Establish and maintain better working relationships among lea ners'
advisors in the various library agencies in order to maintain the
team work of a "one-system" concept.

Refine learners' advisors' bibliographic skills, such as the dev op-

ment of specialized tools and effective materials utilization.

Lmprove the interviewing and listening skills of learners' advlsors.

Expand the learners' advisers' knewledge of the educational usages of
non-print media and increase their proficiency in the use of that media.

Ensure that learners' advisors acquire more knowledge of the fundament-
als of reading because poor reading skills and comprehension are
barriers to self-directed learners.

Increase the learners' advisors' familiarity with local educational

resources.

In order to meet objectives, the initial training phase requires the

systematic rotation of learners' advisors among the various public se

vice outlets in four assignments: (1) the assignment of a learners' ad-

visor to another library outlet; (2) the rotated learners' advisors' b-

servation of the duties of a permanently assigned staff member; (3) the

joint performance of the staff members regularly assigned duties; and

(4) the complete assumption of the duties and responsibilities of the
position by the rotated learners' advisor.

During the first week of tutelage the rotated learners' advisor is
introduced to and observes the permanently assigned staff member's job.
The rotated learners' advisor will also partiepate in the various activit

of the jab. During the second week, the permanently assigned staff member
will be rotated to another agency, leaving the rotated learners' advisor
to assume full responsibility for the performance of the assigned job.

Specific details of the rotation plan will be determined by a
mittee composed of: the Coordinator of Main, the Branch Coordinator, and
representative members of the public service staffs of Main and Branches.
Although emphasis during this period may be on floor work, a general over-
view of the agency and the responsibilities of the other positions in that
agency will be given to the rotated learners' advisor in the following

methods:

Workshops on credit by examin -ion and external degree programs.

Seminars on data bank and reference materials provided by main.

Seminars and mini-courses using outside experts on topics such as
interviewing and listening skills, and the learning process.
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Expanded opportoni ty f ealnna tion of materials appropriate tc the
pro jec t as tLe Book Exars1jutjcn Cent( r,

On-the-job training in: tbe ope ratioosl procedur of the project
che further ef inenent of biblio graphic skills , and increased famil-
iarity wici.h 1.12rary re ources

Expanded cppert unities co nee t with representatIves Iron local ed-
ucational and c ommunity agenc des .

Mee c ings cf aela rners advisor s to exchange experiences and problems
chat develop in their work with self-directed learners

General DescrjtLn of TrøirtIi

Development of the training plan. began at an outs ide conf 1Chr ea

key members of the F P & 5 Group attended this meeting . 'They sjere brielf-
ly introduced to the steps for developing a training plan and then pet to
work developing tbeir own prelirninAry plan. Ttey decided that the eintiire
library staff shoeld be divided into four groups who would receive trairi-
ing of varying devees of intensity.

For each grotp, servtce obJectives were identified f Torn the pro ject
plan and those ta sks necessary to Achieve che objectives. En add itiion,
the knowledges , siciLls, attitudes And behavior s necessAry to the per or.rn-
arice of che tasks were partially identified, Tolloy;ing tbe outside, con-
ference, the process was explained to the F P E GToup and work cn the
plan continued on a crash schedele

u e to vacat ions and the urgency of compl eting the process ciniclay aS
well as the failure of sortie 'limbers of the P F & E Croup to accept Ole
necessity of gein through this process, only four people participated a'n
the needs assessment. Thts sroep found the process of needs assessment
valuable but ectremely difficul t and trying, Tat ience waa worP t bin ahe
outside conference might 11We prepared participants better for this tasic;
but human relations traintng taltes an enormous amount of time which 144as
not then available. Even yet, it does not appear that all staff have
learned a le sson from this exper ience. Mos t palticipants *ant rapid Ana ay-
sea and quick solvions rather than a long term approach required by the
dyostalcs of theory n".

Assessment of the staff 's existing level of competence waS estislated
each of the areas of koowledges skill5 at ticudes and beha lors. 'Mese

lista were not prepared 00 the basis of educational taonornies but g-leig
our of the personel observations of the P F & E Group members involved 1,11
needs assessment.. Lnformal inpet vas also received from the librarians
about their feelings of uopreparechnes a for the project .
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'The intraipexsonal deveLopwent of the client can be promoted by the
intrcoduction of the co. mtent of materials at appropriate psychological
rnameritsa, and elicited ty the professional behavior of the [media, library
or information sfecialist Both mon-verbal and verbal factors have to
he assessed whieth elic it or retard client development and to which the
professional person must give serious and sustained attention in self-
training and jgrvce programs.

Task Analysis

PEOPLE AWARE OF TELE POSSIBILITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL G110%4TH AND
CTMENT TIIEOUCH SEL.F-DYRJECTED LEAlUslING AND ENCOURAGE 'MEM TO

THE 14131ARN AS A I3011110E l'oFt THAI LEARNING.

howl_ dges

PuhLic speaking t chniq es (groups).

rnterpersona I c uliication tec hniques dyad) .

skji

ve coinmu.njcation with adult groups in the comnunity.

effective public pe king.

tc c lea rly, briefly and accurately summarize and
expl-siv tbe Trojec t services.

Making potential Learners feel at ease.

letsaviors

isomiabi lity,

5eirig at ease With straIgers.

Attitodes

Sale confldei)ce .

Desire to cornumic ate effectively.

A8LISE1A WORK

I(no4 edge s

What t

IP Wi

n do to support the adult learner.
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206 LIBRARIAN LEARNING COMULTANT

What the adult can do to take advantage of programs and ser-

vices.

What is included in a learning plan and what it lo ks like.

Alternative methods for putting the adult at ease.

HELP LEARNER IDENTIFY AND CLARIFY LEARNING OBJECTIVES.

Knowledges

Range and type of education 1 opportunities.

Range and type of learning objectives adults might have.

Levels of competency assoicated with specific learning ob-

jectives.

Skil

Methods for drawing the adult out.

Listening effectively.

Accepting the adult's objectives mot imposing a set of ob-

jectives.

Behavior

PatIence expressing interest not resignation.

RELP LEARNER ASSESS HIS CURRENT LEVEL OF ICN LEDGE A LEAREINC

ABILITY

Knowledges

Indicators of knowledge level, both formal and informal.

Indie_t rs of learning abiLIty.

Instruments of assessing specific level of kno-ledge.

Local facilities for assessing kn ledge level, learning

ability.

Integrating information from indicators that assess both

knowledge and learning abiLity.
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listening effect

Attitudes

ely,

Willingness ro participate in the a sessment o learners1 l v la

of knowledge and their learning ability.

A nonjudgmental
ment.

A non-apprehensive attitude toward assessment.

Behaviors

de towards the learner's prior accomplish-

'Tact that is a restraint not a copout on the honesty of hypo,

theses generation.

HELP LEARNER. DETERMINE SCOPE, SEQUENCE, TIMING OF TIE LEARNING

PROJECT.

Knovledges

Sk

How adults learn especially in se
are planned and executed hy the 1

-initiated projects which
rner.

1)arriers to learning both physiologIcal and psychological in-

cluding the inhibiting stereotypes in others.

$teps required to get from learne 's current level to his de-

sired leve1 (educationally, vocationally, personally).

Where to oht-_n information about career atterris or requ

merits for Various jobs.

Structure of selected content area.

Community resources which might aid in the planning process.

Ways in which learning can take place -- advantages and dis

advantages for specific purposes.

Organizing and comparing information on object --es and current

levels of knowledge and learning ability.

Presenting alternative oürses of action simply and clea Y.
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RecognizAng librarian values aad not

learner.

ING C ON'S ULTA NT

impobing hem on the

Facilit fng the le ner decisio k n

Aiding the learner in planning within hi/r

and preferred learning style.

Behaviors

Patience.

A ns, goals,

INTRODUCE LEARI1ER TO PRRANS AD SER(TICE.S 0 7 LIBRARY

Knawledges

Understanding ihn library system and haw it works..

Kn ledgeof where things in general are in the Library system.

Skilla

Instructing in use of library .

Effective communication (speak IA

INTRODUCE LEARNER TO SPECIFIC MATERIALS AND

INTEREST.

Rn_ _ledges

Existence of guides to Jiie filed of tn

Level of difficulty of materials.

What materials are appropriate.

Whi ie the appropriate materials are located.

Eov to obtain those materials.

Availability of appropriate Iearning

foal surveys and abstracts.

Characteristics of the various media

limitations as iectning aids.

le

DECES I FIELD OF

est.

2 9

guides, pathfinders, top-

and their advantages and
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Skills

Ability to skim mate Is and condense or apply content

level of difficulty.

Ability to develop learning guides, read ng lists, pathfinders.

REFER LEARNER TO OTR LIBRARY RESOURCE PEOPLE (STAFF).

Knowledges

Knowledge of staff expertise.

Skills

Ability to refer strategically (without discouraging learner

seening to push learner off on someone else

REFER LEARNER TO EXTRALIBRARY PROGRAMS SERVICES A ND RESOURCE

PEOPLE.

Knowledges

Ski

General ar.l specific knowledge o2 comnunty in termS o narket

analysis and audience rgsearch.

Knowledge of local educational agencies, their purpose amd

functions.

Knowledge of the organization and content of the data bark.

alyze a d interprc t selective community inform

Effective use of community Information resources and tra

lation into client needs.

Ability to communicate with local non-library agency person-
nel (getting goodwill in non-threatening way).

Ability to effectively use the data bank and its index

Abili y to refer individuals strategically (without disco=

'5ging learner or seening to push learner off on someone else).
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PROVIDE FOR CO1TIUOUS CONTACT WITH LEARNERS

Knowledges

Library1s data gathering procedures and forms.

Ski

Communicating continuing interest in Learner.

Eliciting information cono _ning a reaListic schedule with

learner.

At' rately completing data forms.

Attitudes

Behaviors

Initiative in follow-up.

Persistence in followup.

HELP LEARXER ASSESS HI/R SUCCESS LN ACHIEVING LEARNING GOALS.

Knowledge s

Methods for collecting data and measuring success.

External accomplishe t that measure suc ss (tests, advan

ments, etc.).

Comnunity facllitjes which can provide tests for proficiency

level.

Skills

Explanation of commonly used assessment techniques (what learn-

er should expect if seeking assessments by other agencies).

H61pirtg learner interpret individual progress in terms

bi/r stated objectives.
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This original list of training needs were soon found to be Lacking

sufficient task orientation and detailed description, especially in the

training methods area. Apparently staff were reluctant to show their

insecurity about being too specific. Even though training needs were

identified by the gaps that occurred when comparing where we felt we

were to where we wanted to be, it is evident that librarians are going to

have to have much more trainin a experience in educational processes.

A training consultant was recruited from the adult educational pro-

gram of Urban County College. This curriculum expert explained that the

training outlines had tolbe able to stand on their own. When given

to a potentt1.1 trainerthat person had to readily understand what actual-

ly was nel. The revised outlines were effective in enabling us to

reach an 'ending with some consultants and ineffective with others.

Some members of the steef rationa3ized this difficulty by suggesting

that outsiders could not possibly be expected to understand library

jergonese. But there mustA3s some other explanation as to why most of

the consultants we have approached have had difficulties understanding

what we want. Later after prolonged discussion when some understanding

of what is desired was reached, they have told us what can't be done,

particularlyin the limited time period slloted. Ferhaps we should have

obtained this training in library school or it may be more appropriate

to hire a training consultant on the staff.
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